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Abstract
The age of accountability puts naw pressures on
o::!ducators. Th~re are increasing calls from every quarter for
holding the educational institutions accountable. In such
circumstances, it is difficult for the position of the
pd,ncipa!ship not to catch the public eye. The advocates for
accountabi li ty assuming that the principal is the, "ot a major
influence on the quality of education in a school (L'1urphy &
Louis, 1994) have started demandi:1g the sound evaluations of
principals' eff·~ctiveness. Yet there is ampl~ evidence in the
literOlture to suggest that the greater attention to ehe
subj ect has not led to a convergence of '.... isdom on how 1".0
evaluate pr;.ncipals that would bring maximum benefits in terms
of personal and organizational growth.
This ctudy was undertaken in an attemp:. to overcome part
of cU~-~'e:1t limitation in our knowledge concerl1ing the
!=H-inci9al evaluation practices. The first ilnd foremost pur!='ose
of this st.lIdy was to provide information about C1.lr~ent.
principal evaluation practices utilized by the Avalon
Consolidated School Board. Tht:! study also attempted to explore
the percf!ptions of selected groups of teachers, vice-
principals, principals, and board trustees with respect to
t.hese practices in an effort to provide a bridge between "What
is and t,·hat should b~.
iii
The primary method of data collection ""as sel~.i -st~'lIctured
i.nterviews. Other sources of data col1e.::tion we:'e: (a)
documentation from the school boards, schools, pdncipals,
Dep"1.rtment of Environment and Labour, an,:I D""p,lrtment of:
Education, (b) fo11ow~up calls to the principals iloa te.'lclk~ri;,
and (c) researcher's daily notes. The study was ori~~nt:.·;'d to
phenomenology, which provided a conceptulll ::~'<lIn'::WQl"k tOt· I:h.::
analysis of the data.
The majo:: findings of the study led to t.he iollowio<"l
conclusions: (a) the actual evaluation pract.i..::::ci1 ;n'e 1l0L in
conformity with the stipulations of the F?licy; (b) it is
important for assistant superint.endenls to !:<Ive cl'':'<lr:
understanding of the nature of the wo~:k <Illd thoO' l>:,v~~l ,1t which
school ?:!:"ineipals are working; (e) there appeat'erl t.o be .:J
commun iear. ion gap betwe:e:-: the school boa cd and its sta f ( wi t h
t-espect to evaluation practices; (d) evaluation, il"r'2spectiv.,:,
of the type was no::. looked at as a beneficia~ iJnd consLructi'l;;:'
p~ocess; {e} vice-principal!) and r.eachers ~-eg<H'd~~d ["")rmaLi'/oO:
8valua::.ion as informal everyday evaluatio;',; [:) principill!;
were willing to make the evaluation process rr.o::~ inclusive bi'
incorporating input from multiple sources, ?ro'/id-o::d that. thr~
evaluation package is well put together; (g) broaden,,:d '1'I0::r:
load makes it diffici.Jlt fo~ prill~ipals ::'J p~rfl')::m I:h<::il."
teaching duties effectively; ::;,is si.tuation :--.,:lght'.:!n;; thr~ n~'_ld
for pro!?'O!::ly evaluating the teaching r,=sponsi:>ilir:i~s')f sitr~-
iv
administrators and. finally, (h) the=-e is need for adequa:e
administrative and other support services at the school level
in view of emerging expectations and needs oE the publics
3'.'!rved by the schools.
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Components of Two Major ?urposes of Evaluation. ,IS
In the beginning God created the heaven
and the earth.
And God saw every thing tha t He made.
"Behold," God said, "it is very good."
And the evening and the morning were
the sixth day.
And on the seventh day God rested from
all His work. His archangel came then
unto Him asking: "God, ho·... do you know
that what you have created is 'very
good'?
What are your criteria? On what data
do you base your judgement? Aren't you a
little close to the situation to lllake a
tair and unbiased evaluation?"
God thought about these questions all
tha t day and His res twas grea tly
disturbed.
On the eighth day God said, "Lucifer,
go to hell."
Thus was evaluation born in a blaz.e of
glory.
Ever since the status of the profession
has been somewhat in doubt, the road to
salvatior. or a sure ticket to damnation?
From Michael Quin Patton's
Crell ti va .E'valua cion
CHAPTER 0NE
INTRODUCTION
Preamble
5;::!-.001s have begun to char-sO! signifi-::an::ly, and will
continue to evolve as we enter the 21st century. Seve~-al
school reforms ell'.b:-aced the Canadian psyche in the past. decade
or 50, and a my~-iad of init.iat.ives appeared to revitali~e and
improve t.~e sys::em to meet t.he needs of the changing times.
Tocay :.erms like site-based managemer.t, participatory
decision-making, t:eache.r-empowerment, school r·estructuring,
anci an ar~·ay cf othe~- reforms fill the .educational le:dcon as
reformers s~ek alterna:::ive means for bett~l· educat.ing t:lf:
nation's you:h. Within all t.he reform effort.s, a singular·ly
cor:",!':'.or: gerspec'Cive is that the principal must be tIle k·~y
figll~e i.n a school (Ginsberg;. Thompson, 1992).
The '.:e~·r.I "p::-incipal" comes from the Lat.in princeps whi.ch,
ir: tU~'n, is de~-ived from an amalgam of pri/llus, mea~,ing first.
and c.ilpere, ::leaning t.o tak~. A lit.eral rendering i", t.hat of a
pe.rson who :.s taken as first; olle who is recognized as th"~
leader (Allis<::l!1, 19S .. ). It is t.t"uo:: that many facl;;ors determine
the effectivc.less of a school or school syst':!m, such ilS t.he
skill ot: the staff. the availability of adequat~ [aci.liti~,.s
ar,d ~u?plies, t:he compet.ence of the school bO"lnJ, and thO!
in:e~·est "'nd Su?po~·t. of t.he community at 1a:·ge, b'.lt t:h,"! monL
c~uc~al factor and one whic:' :'nfluences all ochers is the
school principal. T~e principal has a major responsibility in
setting the tone, escablishing the condit.ions, and proviciing
stimulation for the kind of learning chat goes on in the
school.
The notion that principals ar: capable of having a
substantial impact on schools, is supported by more t.han 50
empirical studies in the English language since the mid~1970s
CLeit.hwood, Begley, &. Cousens, 1990), and is widely believed
by practising educacors and the public. Although there is
considerable consensus as to t.he pivotal role played by a
school principal in school success, unanimity on t.he role
definition of principals is far from evident. This is a
consequence of a variety of expectations held by the assorted
"publics" principals serve, a~d changes in their perceptions
about principal's role over the years. Glassman and Heck
(1992) note; that the tranr;formation in role conceptualizations
r.lay t'"t:!fl<'!ct the! ::.-t:!form of a system moving from closed to open,
and the result of increasing external demands for educational
accountabil ity.
Accountability is a process by which those who are
responsible for .;I system answer for it.s performance. LeBlanc
{199·11 cites four reasons for educational account.ability that
.'Ire widely .;greed upon in t.he literature. These reasons art:!:
t. a perception that school systems have become less
effective,
2. a downturn in the economy;
3. the changes creat.ed by the advent of a naw ~conomy thar. is
global and knowledge-based; and
4. unmet demands for immediate new educat ioo.:ll S2l'V ic~s. (p.
24'
The focal point fo~ much of the conce~n in the provinc~~
of Newfoundland anci Labrador has beer. studies of both
educational achievement and economic competitiveness which
show t.hat the quality of tha education syst.em in Canadtt lags
behind tOO many countries, particularly Japan and the emet'ging
.;:".siao nat.ions (Our Children Our Futur'e, 199~1 Further,
authors of the report Building A vision tor the FUlun~ (1991)
contend that. the Newfoundland educational syst.em is the lowest
in terms of st:uoent. achievement; in fact the system is losing
g::ouno in a number of instances instead of closing th·~ gap
which exist.s between this province and tbe ~est o( canada.
The concerns exp!"essed by a number of y~ople (cited i.n
the report. submitted to the Royal Commission in 1991) a.re
stat:ed as follows:
• Frank Smith, ·...hen he was President: of th-= (orm'~r
Newfoundland high tech firm, NORDCO, told <J group of
Ne'.,.foundland Science teachers on May 18, 1989, that:
NOROCO has provided me with an oP90rtunity to
travel on a world·wid<;! basis as we have eX9anded
9ur marketing activities. Hence, I have be~n able
to observe the industrial, technological, and
educational competition we face, not only in
Canada, but. more critically in other count.ries
around t.he world. Quite frankly, I have grave
reservations on our educational system. {p.lO}
• Dr. Linda Inkpen, former President of t.he Cabot Instit.ute of
Applied Arts and Technology, speaking to the Second Nat.io:lal
Conference on Business and Collaborat.ion, s;lOnsored by ::.he
Conference Board of Canada on April 25, 1991, said:
Our Canadian educat.io~al st.andards have s1io:)ed
badly during t.he last 10-15 yea:::-s. This probably
has been compounded by a decr;ased emphasis on
Science and Technology. Canada is t.hreat.ened wit.h
serious shortages of internat.ionally compet.it.ive,
highly trained and highly skilled workers. (p.10)
There is no questioning of t.he fact. t.hat the: graol.:ates of
Newfoundland schools will increasingly hav; to compete :or
employment with graduat.es throughout the wo:::-1d. Faced with
t.hese realities, it. comes as no surprise that. high value .i.s
placed on the concept of accountability which has led to
heighten-ad demands calling fo:::- the evaluation of principal's
effectiveness. Even the Royal Commission (1992) has
recommended t.hat every school be comprehensively assessed
.every 5 years, and schools where exemplary leadershi!;' is found
programs be established to give school administrators special
recognition for outstanding perforrnan.;e. In a similar vei:'!,
t.he Newfoundland and Labrador Teachers' Association made a
recommendation in a Submission to che Royal Commission
Education in 1991:
That the Newfoundland Teachers' Association, in
co-operation with the Department of Education, the
School Trustees' Association and the Faculty of
Education, and with appropriate funding provided,
devise and implement an in-service program to
provide to all appropriate persons in leadership
positions at schools, in-depth knowledge about the
relationship between leadership and school cuccess.
{p.46l
All of this demands that principals be evaluated in a
manner that ~eets their individual needs, provides feedback
about their performance, and satisfies public demand for
accountability. Since public interest is no less at risk from
incompetent school principals than from incompetent doctors,
la'....ye!"s, accountants, and such pUblic servants should be
carefully evaluated throughout their professional careers
{;Stufflebeam & Nevo, 1993) Sound evaluations of the aptitude,
~ro: iciency, performance, and specia I achievements of
principals does not only help the principals to improve
school-based teaching and learning, but also assure society
thac schools will be effectively administered by highly
qualified principals.
Statement Of The Problem
In recenc years, a heightenf:!d concern for the quality of
SJublic education has developed. The United States, ..... ith its
plethora of highly critical reports on education, such as A
Nation at Risk (1983) and Time for Results: The Governor's
1991 Report on education (1986) has clearly set its direction,
and there is indit:ation that Canada is following as evidenced
in part by the interest in teacher, and recently, principal
evaluat ion.
There seems to be general consensus that evaluations are
important and necessary, and that they can be beneficial.
Confusion arises around what these evaluations should look
like, how they should be conducted, who should conduct them,
and what purposes they should serve {Rammer, 1991l. This
already ambiguous state of affairs is ~urther aggravated with
no clear definitions of the principal's role and varied
expectations which often seem contradictory. Literature seems
to emphasize several asp9C!;'S of the leadership role.
Principals are expected to integrate a variety of role
orientations; they are encouraged to serve the stake-holders
by prOViding facilitative leadership (Dunlap &. Goldman, 1991;
Goldman, Dunlap & Conley, 1993), roving leadership (caputo,
1991; Depree, 1989), servant steward leadership
(Sergiovanni, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994; Hagstrom, 1992),
intellectual leadership {Murphy & Louis, 1994}, instructional
leadership (Donmoyer & Wagstaff, 1990; Huto & Criss, 1993;
Coppedge, 1993), cultural leadership (Giles & Proudfoot, 1994;
Cunningham & Gresso, 1993), ethical and m01:"al leadership
{Dc.:esn & playko, 1995; Alexander & Keeler, 19951 and don many
othar :oles c.epending upon the requirements of the situation.
Of importance is the fact. that these roles are not a1utually
exclusive. Murphy and Louis (199<11 echo the sentiment of many
educators:
T:ansformative school leaders must be able to
balance a variety of roles. to move among them as
needed, and live and work with ::he contradictions
0: ambiguities that accepr.ance of mUltiple roles
may brb.g. (p. 15)
Quite obviously, the emerging view of principals places
more obligations and responsibilities on them ever before in
history. A fundamental question that arises frOlll this
discl:ssion is: How should the variety of roles of the school
principals be evaluated given the multitude of expectations of
assorted publics which often seem contradictory?
The need for appropriar.ely and adequately evaluating the
various roles of school leaders becomes more pronounced in
light of the fact Chat this is ene age of accountability, ilnd
evaluation is a nec:esliary tool in deeet'mining accountability
(Langlois & NcAdams, 1992). Ironically, despite considerable
attention on t.he nl!:ed for ~tter evaluation systems to iudg~
the effectiveness of principals, Hart. (1992) notes tholt
principal evaluacion ~'emains an u=,det·developed aspect of
education res~at'ch and d~v~lopment. Hhile there holve ~en
significant dt!velopments in teacher eo/aluation, practices of
p':"incipal evaluation have not kept pace in focus,
sophistication, or- reliability with changes in schools and
schooling. Several researchers argue that this state of
affairs leaves educacion with a single dimension system where
only one group of professionals is held accountable (Glassman
& Heck, 1987; Duke & Stiggins, 1985). This means that
systemacic and careful evaluation of principal qualifioations,
competence, and performance is critically important. not only
to attain a proper balance but also for t.he success of
Canadian schools.
The 1994-95 Annual Report of the Avalon Consolidated
School Board with regard to evaluation of educational
personnel staces that. educational personnel are evaluated as
follows:
tenured personnel who normally undergo a formative
evaluat.ion and/or summative evaluation when required {italics
added]; and,
• term contract personnel who are normally monit.ored and
undergo a formative evaluation only when it: is requested
(italics added].
Looking at. this report. one may ask: Who will set the
pa.ramet.ers for requirement? Will it be t.he superintendent,
assist.ant supe rintendent, principal, vice-principal, teacher,
and/or parent? Moreover, evaluat.ion according to Fontanna
{1994) means:
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knowing what existed in the past. what exists now,
and how that can be modified or changed in the
future so it has a positive impact on change,
pe:-formance. productivity, professional growth, and
com:nicment. (p. 91)
Given this fact. one may ask if it is appropr iate
leav: the evaluat.ion of principals until che point when it is
-requested" or ":J:equired-?
Purpose Of The Study
The reality knocking at the doors of many Newfoundlanders
and Lab~'adot'ian5 today is that t.hl!ir education system is
l00~i:lg ground not only with respect to international
standards iOUr Children OUr Future, 1992) but also national
(B'Jildir.g a Visior. fo:::- the Future, 19911. Faced with this
re31icy, no wonder literature is full of cries from the
ge:\eral public to district level officials del:landing
inc::eas~d accountabi 1 ity by educational pers >nne1, o1nd
Canadian school history is full of stories about multipl<!!
educational reforms for improving the educat ion system. [n
view of these fac=.s one may ask; what steps are being taken to
improve the perEormance of those who can play iJ cruci.al rolc
ill improving the performance of schooln? Should not the
efforts to improve principal evalUiltion become central to
promoting academic improvement <Jnd l.ong- tCClII ElchooJ
effectiveness?
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One thing that stands crystal clear in the midst of all
the ,1mbiguity and muddle is that if we want to improve the
performance of the schools with a firm belief that
children are our future then it is time to make some
significant strides towards performancp. evaluation and
improvement of those who are seen as the "head lea:-ners" of
the school.
The Government of Canada (1991) stressed the import.ance
of developing a "learning culture" because research suggests
the impact that schools have on st.udent achievement is related
mainly to the quality of the learning environment that is,
factors like clear goals. hig!"l expectations, st.udent and
teache~ pride, and professionalism. What really makes a
difference is a strong culture in the schools, in the home and
at work. This again highlights the importanc.:! of the principal
in the development of a structure of relationships within a
school where teachers, support staff, students and pa:-ents are
committed to and have the opportunity to learn and grow
together. Coleman and LaRocque (1990) used the metaphor of
"skilful gardener" to describe the ~.:>le of district
03dministrators and the necessary school system ethos which the
researcher teels adeptly represents the role of the principal
as well, and the ethos/ideals needed within a school:
The gardener uses time well, encourages the
industry of others by developing shared information
aeout good practices, and produces "flow' rs and
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herbs". that is, both intrinsically and
instrumentally valuable products. The
administrator/gardener continually stl.'uggles
against a kind of social entropy, exemplifi.ed by
teacher isolation, stagnation in "stuck" schools,
and by schools as independent fiefdoms in dist.L"icts
lacking a productive ethos. If they are not being
tended, the schools/gardens grow wild, with
important values and product getting choked out by
weeds, that is, competing elements. .. The garden
provides an en"" ronment suitable for a variety of
living thing_, microclimaces and special treatments
abound. But the skilful gardener is equally
successful wich flowers and mOl'e mundE\ne crops.
Liberty is not a license; pruning of growth do
occur" {p.1971
Productive ethos at the school level can both constrain
and facilitate the work of teachers and students. Blase (cited
in Coleman & LaRocque, 1990) argues that the principal is
critically important in {." _lting either a positive or negati.ve
ethos; and positive or productive ethos cont::-ibut.e towards the
success of t.he school. The importance of a st.rong cult.ul:e and
the role of the principal in developing and nurturing <t
culture that is conducive to the success of th~ school has
been highlighted by several authors. For instance, S€rgiovanni
(1995) reports that from the review of the literature on
successful schools it is clear that building of a culture
which promotes and maintains a given school's conception of
success is key. He also states that principals CiJn play iJ
central role in developing such a culture. Peterson and finn
(l9S5) sum this up by saying that never does one encounter '.l
good school with a bad pri.lcipal. It follows that a w~ll-
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crafted principal evaluation system is essent.ial for the
progress and development of t.he principal and the school
systoem.
The purpose of this study was co fill part of the cur:-ent
limitation in our knowledge about t.he principal evaluation
systems. The study provided information about: the current
evaluation pract.ices, and explored the perceptions of a
select.ed group of superintendent, assistant superint.endent.,
principals. vice·principals, and teachers wit.h respect. to the
principal evaluat.ion practices wit.hin Avalon Consolida~ed
School Board. It also probed t:.he role played by che evaluation
system in cont.ributing t.owards the perfo:::-mance improvement of
school administrators, who a.roe in positions that are crucial
to building cultures that can hinder or promote the success of
the school.
Significance Of The Study
This study helped to identify the current evaluation
practices in relation t.o purposes. cdt.eria and procedures
used by t.he Avalon Consolidated School Board for the formal
evaluation (formative and summative) of principals: lmd those
practic.::s that were found helpful by principals.
The st.udy will add to the limit.ed amount of information
available on teachers perceptions of the evaluation of
prir.cipals. It will also provid... information for further
develo?~ent i:1 ~his a:rea of inql:iry.
In general. this study should hold significanc.:! EOl- chi!
Eol 10'""lng g~oups:
School boa~ds:
Superin t enden ~ slass i stant. super i ntendent.s;
?:::-incipals/vice-principals; and
Teachers.
Def!n! tions ot Tenns
1, 11. Closed System: Closed system is charactcl-ized bV
cent~'alized contt'ol, where manageme:1t is cmphdsizcd i1nn
o:::-ganizat ions are considered to be isolated from tile
su:::"ol:::dir;g enviror:rnent. It is based on the assumpt ion ".hat
o:"ga::i:::al: iO:1s are managerially-eight and cultut'ally-loose.
2. An Open system: Open system is ..:haract~ri zcd by
decentralized control, whe:re leadership is emphasiz~d. n is
based on the aS13umpt'ion that. organizations o'.lre manag':!rially-
loose and .:::ultl:rally-t.ight. Open system theory assum<::!s that
organi~at:ion,; continuously intet'Olct '<lith the envLronmcnt.
3. Stuck Schools: Stuck schools dre those ....hf!r·J no progl:(:ss.
g:-~wth. or dev.:'!lopment tak~s place. Peopl~ working in th'Js,~
schools hesitaCE to take risks and proce'=!d in Cilllt: iou~ .;l:1~1
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cons':!:-'Iativ~ ways; they are less motivated to achieve goals
and, therefore, lJ'.!t theit" expectations low.
4. Ethos: Ethos signifies c'lat subset of cultu:-e '''hich a:1
ot"ganization has; those sheo..:"ed understandings, nor:ns, and
v<llu~~s ~lhich are visible or can be easily described by the
lIIo:!mbers of the organization (Coleman & LaRocque, 1990).
5. Productive ethos: Productive ethos has intrinsic value for
-=dllcational professionals in the school sys:em. For teachers
it reduces anxiety <lnd raises professional expeCl:ations for
and commitment to success. Productive ethos may contr:'bute :::0
teache~' perceptions of self·efficacy of both the per:ormance
kind ard the organizational kind (Coleman & LaRocque. 1990).
'5. Principal: P~incipal means a teacher designatad as a
pdnci9al of ,J, school under the authoric.y of the Schools Act.
Public school or school: Public school means a school
ope~·at:·~d by a board and receiving grants from ;:H:blic funds
provided fa:."" educat.ion by the province.
9. Board: Board means a school board having jurisdic:::i.on over
:I school 0:."" a student attending a school in t.he dis:::rict of
that. board.
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9. superintendent.: St:perinte:1:::!ent is ::!le individual
professional educato=- who is designated as the chief e:xecutive
officer of the school board.
Limitations and Delimitations
A numbe:!: of delimit-acions and limitations impinging
the present scudy are:
l. It was delimited t.o the percept.ions of superintendent,
assistant superintendent. principals, vice-principals, and
teacr:ers within the Avalon Consal idated School Board.
2. Tbe percepcio;l. of selected groups of superintendent,
assistant. superinte:1dent, principals, vice-p~·ir.cipals, and
teachers may not a9ply to all the people of t.heir respective
grOL:ps as every pe~'son is atypical, and ther~fore has uniqu,~
perceptions rcsult.ing from individual needs and expet"ienc.:::s"
3. Since the study was confi:1ed to the Avalon Consolidated
Scr.oQl Board i:1 St. John's, findings may Ol" may 1:01; apply to
other areas of the province or the province as a .....hole. It
will be up to the individual readers to det~rmine '",heth0r or
not the findings o~ the Study are relevant to th-::ir i.ndi.vi.dual
settings.
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Overview of the Contents
Purpose shapes vision, and vision shapes structure
(Schlecty, 1990). The structure of this study is shaped by the
vision the researcher holds. and the purpose she intends it to
serve. The study is organized into five cha?te:::-s. A brief
.eummary of the content.s of each chapter is given below.
Chapter One provided a discussion of the purpose and
identified t.he significance of the study. Definitions of the
terms used in the study were included to avoid any
misinterpretation. The chapter concluded with a list of
delimitations and limitations under which the study
conducted. The reader, therefore, should review the
conclusions in light of t.hese restrictions.
Chapter Two presents a review of relaced literature and
research; thus providing a background to the study.
The design and methodology of the study are included in
Chapt.er Three. This chapte:: outlines the population of t.he
study; the sample drawn from this population; and methods of
data collection and data analysis.
Chapter Four contains the presentation and analysis of
responses received from the participants of the study.
A summary of the study is included in Chapter Five. Also
included in this final chapter are the major findings,
conclusions drawn from these fi.ndings, and few
n~commendations.
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CHAPTER TWO
SELECTED REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature
pertinent to t.he study. The chapter is divided into two
sections.
The first secti~n presents a brief hist.ory of the public
school principals by highlighting it.s specific, but not
mutually exclusive stages of development. It also serves to
illustrate how the changes in education and society led to the
changes in the evaluation practices.
The second sect.ion will present. some of the major
findings on the relationship between schools and student.s'
achievement; the studies of Coleman (1966) and Jencks. Smith,
Acland, Bane, Cohen, Giotis, neyos, and Michelson (l972) will
be examined. Subsequently, some recent studies that contradict
the findings of Coleman and Jenck will be discussed briefly.
This section will also present the various opinions of many
writers regarding cur:::ent practices, procedures and techniqu<:!B
used in the evaluation of principals. In particular, the
section will address topics such as accountabi.l ity;
evaluation; p!'oblems associated with e'/aluation; and
suggestions for improving principal evaluation system. In the
end, Finally, the writer will highlight SOlne of the
contributions and limitations of the lit~rature relating tu
principalship and evaluation practices.
"
Section I
The Changing Faces of Prlncipalsh1p
The principal is the link between the teaching staff and
the central office. and t.he community. The school principal
has the aut.hority to make decisions and enunciate rules and
regulations which are consist.ent with the School Act., the
regulations of the Department of Education, and the specific
aUi:horicy granted by the employing school board (Giles &
Proudfoot, 1994).
The concept ions of schooling and principalship have
undergone metamorphosis over the years. However, there has
been a dialectical patt.ern of development; metaphors and
images of the p:o:eceding decades influenced the role in r.he
later ones, wherein these concepts were further refined and
extended. Murphy and Louis (1994) reflecting on the expanding
role of th-e school site-administrators observed that while
02xpectations are beinfr added little is being deleted from the
principal's role. This view is equally shared by Roland Barth
(cited in Sl:!rgiovanni, 1995) who remarked that principals have
assumed one small additional responsibility after another.
It is this evolving role of the school principal that is
discussed at length in the following pages. Some of the books
that had been particularly useful in this analysis were:
Education and the cult of efficiency (1962),. Behavioral
Science and Educational Administration (l964) .. A history of
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Thought and Practice in Educational Administration (1987):
Understanding the principalship (199JJ. and Reshaping the
Principalship (1994)
The Tens Twenties and the Thirties
Schools and their Principals
In the early part of this era, two forces influenced the
writings and opinions of the authors. One was pseudo-religious
beliefs (Beck & Murphy, 1993), and the other was
administrative efficiency or, according to Gross (1964),
"gospel of efficiency". In the early years, principals were
mainly concerned with promoting spiritual and civic values in
schools. Around the same time, widespread public interest in
Taylor's ideas led people to apply his efficiency principles
to the pUblic schools. Taylor's principles of scientific
management held special appeal for school administrators, as
schools were largely criticized by general pUblic for their
inefficiency (Callahan & Button, 1964J. Teachers were being
criticized for their lack of efficiency, and schools were
atcacked for their impractical and antiquated curricula. To
make matters worse, journalists voiced their disapprov.'ll about
educational efficiency, and people started inquiring into
reasons for poor educational results in spite of massive
investments in public schooling. The atmosphere within the
business world was not. much different. Critics expressed
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uneasiness about school costs and the quality of educational
"product!;" being tu!"ned out (Callahan, 1962) This led to the
demand for administrators who could operate schools
efficienLly. According to Callahan and Burton (l964} ,
"efficiently" meant economically.
worthy of note is the fact that even the belief that
principals should Ip.ad according to the tenets of scientific
management was discussed with spiritual imagery. In other
words, the emphasis on principles of scieJ'1tific ma~agement
merged with a focus on the spiritual side of the principa:' s
work. As mentioned by Eaton (1986), the two images of the
principal, that. is, principal as a spiritual leader and
principal as a scientific manager, did not conflict with each
athe.; one can say that ther·;: was a comfort.able coexist.ence of
bot.h t.he met.aphors.
During the late. half, the int.erest. in t.he spidtual side
of schooling started to wane. The principal came to be seen as
a business executive or manager whose primary task was nor.
inst.ructional but administrative. S/he was considered an
organizer and supervisor of administ.rative act.ivities within
the school. This was a result. of the emerging interest. in the
bureaucratic system of organization (Beck & MUrphy', 1993).
School leaders started placing business considerations before
educational objectives in managing their schools.
As the quest for efficient and productive schools
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intensified, discu:o..31ons about the business and managerial
dimensions of leadership increased. Concern with the
educational or pedagogical dimensions of the 9rincipalship
ebbed (Murphy & Louis, 1994). School administrators no longer
considered themselves as educational leaders, but as somewhat
anti-intellectual business managers, unsympathetic to higher
purposes of learning and no less concerned with t:hoa measures
of productivity and efficiency than their comm~rcial and
industrial counterparts (Callahan, 1962).
Assumptions Related to Evaluation
Beck and Murphy (1993) report that standards were vague!
and basically process-oriented during the: early part o( this
period. They also contend that the literatu~e of this p'~dod
does no::. state precisely how principals should b-:: evaluated;
nevertheless, as the spiritual and scientific values inspired
the work of educators, principals were -:!xpected to use the
Flrinciples of scientific management to link students with such
noble values as truth, beauty and right moral conduct. Hf.!nce,
success was judged against such standards.
Callahan (1962l. however, does indica::e the developul':lnt
of rating forms as early as 1~17 for measuring th·::! efficieno::y
of school principals. This apparently was a result of teach!!r-
rat.ing sheets for measuring their efficiency. Since thes".!
rating sheets had to be filled out by pri:v:ipals. attent.io:l.
was drawn to the development of means for measuring the
efficiency of school principals. Several kinds of rating
scales were developed for this purpose. These forms were given
to teachers who were asked to rate their principals. This
scale confirms Beck and Murphy's (19931 contention that the
focus was basically on process rather than product.
This period witnessed the involvement of educators in a
wide variety of activities. Besides a considerable amount. of
attention devoted t.o the development of rat.ing scales,
hundreds of surveys of schools were also made (Callahan, 1962;
Tyack & Hansot, 1982). Educational improvement was sought in
view of these survey findings. The emphasis of these surveys
was on the financial and mechanical aspects of education. The
dominant motivating force in most cases was economic, not.
educational. Thi:!y contributed toward a business and mechanical
conception af schooling and principalship. School educators
were told by leading educato~s that the surveys can be used in
defense against the critics (Callahan, 1952) . So, the concepts
of sound management and these surveys provided means for the
public to assess the principal's work (Beck & Murphy, 19931.
The Forties
Schools and their Principals
Although the principles of scientific management gaint:!d
considerable popularity '.:'l the early part of this century,
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from the beginning they provoked intellectual competition.
Gross (1964) contends that both teachers and practitioners
grew restless with the narrowness of these principles. This
gave way to a human relations movement in education.
The human relations view of management was mad~ up of two
interpenet.rating bodies of ideas. One was democratic
administration, a philosophy of school adminiscration
manifested in the work of John Dewey, and the second was the
human relations ideas drawn from behavioral scienc~ and
industrial st.udies. The fusion of these two bodies of thought
in thE! 1940s was described first as "democratic human
relations," and lC:ll:er simply as the "human relations" C1pproach
to school administracion (Campbell, Fleming, Newell, & Benion,
19B7). This movement changed the conception of principal's
role significantly. Principals were encouraged to develop
democratic orientations in their administration. They were
expected to involve parents, students and teachers in planning
processes. This expectation was related to a belief that
schools have important social purposes to fulfil. Yauch (cited
in Campbell et al., 19B7) states that involvement of teachers
in decision making processes meant that the principal's
authority was not greater than that of other staff members.
Even though the principal was still obllged to serve as
"school representative" and "executive of the superintendent,"
the principal's primary responsibility was to act as an
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"interpreter" or "executor of t::he group policy". Democratic
administration and human relations both seemed to offer ways
of redist.ributing decision making responsibility, and of
helping administr.ators work more effectively ',.rich teacher.
They proved, in essence, to prOVide principals with the
interpersonal skills and understanding which were deemed
essential for dealing with management problems that we!"e
perceived to be primarily human in nature (Campbell et a1.).
Assumptions Related to Evaluation
In the fOrl"i.es, juse like the twenties, principals were
expected to link their schools with values and beliefs.
However, values this time were less re!.igiou3 and more
orient€d towards a democratic co:nmitment to the dignity and
",quality of all the people. The general assumption was that a
smoothly run school and democratic leadership will occur
together, and the evidence of either 0::- both '...ill att-2!st to a
job well-done. As mentioned before, the central theme of much
of the writings on the principalship in this time period was
that democratic leadership is both ideologically correct and
practica:!.ly effective. It is of little surprise, therefore,
that effective use of resources (material, na':ural, temporal,
and human) as a criterion of effective leadership was related
to the belief that effective principals will promote democracy
and equality O~eck & Murphy, 1993J. The 19~O's encompas.;ed
"
bot.h types Qf standards for evaluat.ion which had dominat.ed the
earlier decades, that. is. standards were both process and
product orienced.
The Fifties
Schools and their Principals
Whether it was scientific management. or human relations,
both perceived principals to be working in closed-system.
However. a number of factors contributed to the changes in tile
role-conceptualizations of principals during this ,'~cad~. One
factor that led to changes was che theory movement. i.e. the
theory-:-esearch movement in educat.ional administration. The
second factor critically important. to the understanding of the
role of school administrators was the opening at the school
system to t.he outside environment. Campbell. fleming. Newell,
and Seoion {l9871 in the chapt.e:- entitled Open Systems:
Organizations and their Environments discuss some of the
social conditions, movements in educat.ion and work of t.he
organizat.ional t.heorist.s .....ho es:;>oused open-syscems ideas, and
contributed t.o t.he emerg~nce of such a vie·N. A[t.t.:?r decades
ivory tower was finally gone. and an open·syst.'?:ms approach to
administration was encouraged. aeck and Murphy (19~)} stat.~~
that the theory movement and ope:1-syst.'.;!r.lS approach to)
administrat.ion paved the '<lay for the emerging e;-;pect:ati.ons of
che dual role of the principals. On the one hand, they wt:lre
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beginning to be pict.ured as professional administracors who
lead their schools by ut.ilizing insights and theories d::,awn
from educational, psychological, s..,ciological, and business
research. On the ot.her hand, t.hey were vie'Ned as overseers of
infinitesimal details of school operat.ion. These
conceptions of the principal's role presented a mosaic of
emerging expectations. Scholars of this decade conc.ended that
principals were leaders not managers; however, at the same
tim<! they were expect.ed to oversee the minuscule det.ails of
school management.
Asswnption!! Related to Eva.luation
Despite a widespread belief in the relationship bet.ween
certain behaviours and measurable, objective outcomes, Beck
and Murphy (1993) note that most write:-s did not suggest that
chese measurabl€' out.comes be used t.o judge T:he principal's
pt2!:-formance. Even those writers who claimed that. measures
could be developed to evaluate the effectiveness of
instruct.ional t.echniques, did not relat.e such measurable
outcomes direccly to the work of the principals.
In spice of the fact that the assessment of t.he work of
practising princi!?als was not. t.he focus of at.t.ention, it. was
che first period when writers recommended any kind of
objective crit.eria t.o assess principals. These writers
conside~-ed performance in academic programs helpful in
evaluating principals' abilities to lead.
~
Schools and their Principals
After World War II, an interest in Weber's concept of
organization as rational bu:::-eaucracies was revived in
administrative circles (Campbell, Fleming, Newell, & 3enion,
1987). This type of governance structuL'e was considered
appropriate for schools; consequently scholars began to
discuss principalship with bur<:laucratic imagery. Prir-.clp<11:;
were depicted as members of well·develo~ed educational
bureaucracies with clearly defined duties and responsibilities
(Beck & Murphy, 19931.
weber (cited in Campbell, Fleming, Newell, & ~~nion,
1997) considered bureaucratic domination more t'ational than
earlier forms of leadership because it gave authority to those
....hose training and competence qual if ied them ;;'0 lead. H~"'ev~r,
the way Weber described bureaucratic organizations, it seems
he ....as not just concerned with rational impot't. of burea.ucrac'l
but also legal and ethical, as this fot'm of org<1n~z<1t:'')n
pertain~d to th~ governance of society arld to th<;l sur··IE·/al of
democracy in Germany. Campbell et al. (Dlnl ar9u~; Chal
bureaucracy represented to 'tJ-:!ber whilt !Jublic 'J:bc<lti')l1
represented to Jefferson, that is, a social ~tru':tu~,,-, thao:
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'(I~i:>e::- was a·...a:-e of the social cangers :l1a':. exce:.3sive
b'.Jt"~auc:racy could pose. ~e acy.:1owledged :.hat. ::':'ghly rou:::':'1ized
d:1.d il':\;:>e:-sonal organizations have the cilpabi:!.':::y to stine che
~r~~a:. i ".,it.y and ~reedom of i:lc:'",id::a!.5.
This beliet schools as \iebe::-ia:'! bcreaucr;lcies led
<Jutho=s (Douglass, 1953; 30ya:l. 195~; Noar, ~S511 to consider-
eh£: principal as the ultimate authority, eve:: t.ho":;jh most of
t.n":! duthot"s talked about shared-decisio:l maidng d:'ld greo:tt.er
vak€! t::l ceache::'s i:'\ schoo:!. go·/erna;'\c~. A..."1ocr.e::' common
could un:::o'ler universally effective cecbnolo;:'-as for managing
schools and t.eaching child::-e:;. Therefore, :-.:'gh ?::"emiul:l was
pla::ed ':In uniform standards 1:'1 ;:>::"ep3::"3:io:1 prog=ar::s,
:e3::e:-::;:-:':;:> and ?edagogic3.l :.~ch:-:iG:ues. 3:".::::1 ':!·/aluac:"ve
:O~· any :~elirlgs, and no discussion of b~lie:s. :i:1SCe3.c..
':O:1c~'ete .....ays to improve the qual icy a~d level of p:-odt.:ct:ion
'''',:!~'e disc-..:ss.:!d.
Assumptions Related to Evaluation
7~~is ·....as th'i:! first period ·....n.:!!'"! authors ·.... ro::.:! e;~::ensive1.y
1r"Xl:; evaluating the wor-I<: 0: pr-3c::ising a::::l:':1inist~·a:::l:-s. !:lue to
:.~~~ in::e:-est. in che concepcion of school as rational
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bureaucracies. it ....as assumed that. the perforrnanc"" of ochoo:!.
principals could be judged according to t.he kinds of pl"oduc:ts
they produced.
The notion of evaluating principals by t.he product, and
holding them accountable t.o v<uious groups of people, left
principals somewhat vulnerable and confused abollt role
expectations, as different groups had different expectations
in mind (Beck &< Murphy, 19931. As a result, principals of t.his
era experienced a kind of inner t.urmoil
Schools and their Principals
This decade embraced another shift in conc~.::ptions of the
principalship. This metamorphosis in role conc<:!ptualization
was largely due to the influence of e;<ternal factt'rs. Changes
caking place in society and the breakdown of historically
ing~ained not.ions of schools as sheltered monopol ies (Murphy
;;. Louis, 1994; Campbt::ll, Flen;ing, N<;!well, &. Benion, 1987)
played a major role in making the role [;lore complex and
challenging. The move of the system from closed to open ll')d to
the demand that principals view their work in the cont\:!>';t of
the larger culture. They should consider the social impac:t of
their actions and decisions, and seek ~/ay!; to invQlv,~ and
inform community members. One can say tlwc princip>lls
expected to lead not only teachers and s::.udBnt~, but <lIsa
persons within the larger community. They were viewed.
persons responsible for confirming that schools ar.d
communities connect in meaningful ways. The belief that
schools should o::fer meaningful experiences to students,
teachers, and r:ommunity members has received a lot of
attention in the literature of the 70s. A lot of emphasis was
placed on the promotion of "meaningful" educational
experiences. Beck and Murphy (1993) report that educator's
meaning in this era was often linked to three beliefs:
1. schools and their leaders should encourage t.he holistic
deve 1.opment of persons;
2. fulfilling this goal entails working to ensure that
students and teachers have positive emotional experiences; and
]. experiences of this type depend to a large extent on
part icipat ion in posit ive, sup;>ortive, and nanconfl ictual
relationships.
The above three beliefs combined and gave way to the
assumption that good leaders will engage in and encourage such
relationships. Many sch01ars talked about hu:nanistic schools
and humanistic leadership, emphasizing the principal's role in
facilitating holistic human development. Sergiovanni and
Stan·att (l971J in their book Emerging patterns of
Supervision; Human perspectives discussed humanizing education
and educational organizations. They saw democratic leader!lhip
as essential Eor being a good principal. Similarly,
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Sergiovanni and Carver (197]) voiced che belief that good
leaders will support positive relationships within and outside
their institutions.
Although the writings of this decade manifested a
humanistic tone. scholars integrated values orientation with
an academic one by grounding their argumencs for humanistic
leadership in the cheoretical framework of 1\braham Maslow. In
short, principals of the 70s were nor:. considered as
bureaucrats with clear lines of authority. Instead, they were
expected to lead by suggestion and persuasion rat.her than by
mandace. The emphasis was on bargaining. persuading. and
negotiating, and indeed the writ.ers did realize that the
expected :-01e of the principals was not an easy one to ~rform
{Beck & ~Iurphy, 19931.
AasUlllpt.ions Relat.ed 1;0 Evaluation
The belief that principals should be evaluated
objectively cook en a dominant CO:le in chis decad~. Objective.
quantitative measurements were considered important <:lnd
desirable. Much of the scholarship talked about (Immegart,
1911; Coleman, Campbell, Hobson. McPartland, Mood. Hcinf<::ld,
& York, 1977) evaluating principals ob;ectively. Some even
provided assessment strategies for accomplishing thia chore.
Nevertheless, there were some aut-hors (Stodgill, 197t,
Hitt, 1973) who discussed evaluation practices in more
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subjective ways. They offered lists of desi:-able t:::-aits, a:Jd
suggested that. principals can be evaluated according to their
possession of chese qualit.ies.
The Eight.ies
Schools and their Principals
The extinction of the boundary bl!tween schools and the
outside world continued to shape and influence the role
conceptualization of school principals. !n the earlier decade,
principals were encouraged to involve community members in
school activities and lead in educating chern. especially with
regardz to educational activities. The 19705 witnessed school
principals reaching out into the comnumit.y in order to involve
and inform them. In the eighties, this tre:ld 'das somewhat
reversed. Instead of principals reaching out into the
community. the cOllllllunity was making an attempt to reach into
schools in an effort to provide guidance to principals and the
educational processes fBeck &: Murphy. 1993).
furthermore, literature of this decade exhibits
widespread belief in the instruct.ional leadership role of the
school principal. This shift in perspective demanded a
deemphasis in the principal's role as manager, and greater
stress on instructional leadership responsibilities (Murphy &:
Louis, 1994; Hallinger, 19921. Principals were expected to
make teaching and learning their foremost priorities. This
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expectation seems t.o have been the outcome of the res<lill"ch
findings on effective schools (Hallinger & Mu~·phy. 1987;
Wimpelberg, 19!1O). Numerous authors discussed t.he role of the
principal as overseer of the teaching/learning ent.erprise
(Carnine, Gerst.en, & Green, 1982; Smith & Andre.....s, 1989; t,.'!e,
1987; Kroeze, 1984; Little & Bird, 1987; Pounder, 1987). This
led to the belief that principals must. provide strong
directive leadership if a school is to make cough educational.
decisions in the best interest of student.s (Murphy 5. Louis,
199<:)
In the latter years of t.his d(.'!cad8, an int.erest in t.he
t.ransformational leadership role of the school princip<Jl
Principals were seen as chang~ agents. They were
expect.ed to utilize transformative power to initiilte and
facilitate change in education (Beck & Murphy, 1993). Thi.n tlew
cor.c~ption of the principal's role was partly respon!'iblc Eor
the ch:wge in power relations b~tween building-level and
district-level administrators. School board personll.~l were no
longer considered as having power "over" pL·incipats. In (act
there ":as a desire to move power and ,Juthority into individual
schools. This, in turn, gav~ way to th.~ notion of
accountability. principals were expected not only to be
...,ffective resource managers, but also account for tllo '",,,lyn
these were utilized. This interest Ln th~ notion or
accountability took on a more vocif~rous ton":! in the nr~zt
3S
decade.
ABDWIlptions Related to Evaluation
The belief prevalent among educators that there is a
c3usal relationship berween principal's competencies and
school outcomes, turned the attention of both the authors and
practitioners alike to outcomes-based evaluation. Authors
contended that t.he performance of principals should be judged
in view of the performance of their schools, teachers, and
students. This provided means to evaluate site-administrators
on the basis of the realization of their stated goals for
their schools. It also placed responsibility on principals to
provide evidence as to the achievement of these goals. It is
int.erest ing to note that both of t.hese conditions were present
in assessments of the evaluation of 9~incipals in
instruct.ionally effective school districts (Beck & Mu!'phy,
19931. In addition to t.he focus on outcomes as standards for
evaluat.ion, int.erest. in the evaluation of individuals prio:" t.o
t.heir entry int.o the field, which was prevalent in the
fifties, resurfaced. This re-appearance of many earlier
beliefs, relating to t.he role of principals and evaluation
pr~ctices, in the later decades makes it clear that t.he past
had a considerable influence in shaping the future which is
evident in the dialectic
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The Nineties
Schools and their Principals
In the post-industrial society, the heterarchical model
of organization is emerging to replace the hierarchical one.
In this model of organization, hierarchy of authority is
considered inappropriate. Teachers are given influence in
areas that had been traditionally within the realm of
administration, and principals are no longer viewed as the
only leaders. In fact they are considered as . le,lders of
leaders' whose task is t.o facilitate the work of teachers.
This is a tremendous shift in the conceptions of site leaders;
the traditional view of leadership was based on positional
power of the princi!?al in cl hierarchical school organization.
:::ven the instructional leadership concept, '",hieh emo:!t:ged in
tho:! earlier decade, sha::-ed one critical asslimptLon WiLh the
earlit!lr models of leadership, t.hat is, the p~incipal is th!!!
school's sale decision-maker. The instruct.ional lendership
~olf::, although different from the managerial mod·~I,
highlighted t.he centrality of the princip<.ll' S :·oJ.~:l in
coordinating and controlling curriculum and in~truction, No
doubt the journey towards instructional Iead'.:ll"~hip 'lddcd n<1W
obligations in every decade, but the criticrll point ig that it
did not represent a qualitative chang.: in th~ "/,)/ p'incipab
did their work (Hallinger, 1992; 11ut'ph'l (, Louis, l'B'll.
The ne'N, evolving concept ::-on of pr inc i pa Ish i.p of.::nph;;l,s i~,~5
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the diffuse nature of leadership. Contemporary concepts such
as collaborative decision-making, teacher empowerment, sice-
based management, and school restruccuring are responsible for
transforming the role of che principals by new decision making
jurisdictions as more individuals and groups are beginning to
get involved in governing schools; the general expectation
among people is that principals should share leadership
responsibilities, and create collaborative decision making
processes. This reduces the need for che principal to serve
t.he central role as school's instructional lead~r. The
leadership is expanded to include teachers, and parents
(Murphy £< Louis, 1994). This thought is reflected in
Leithwood, Begley, and Cousins (1992) book Developing Expert
Leadership for Future School, in which they observe that
instructional leaders lead from the front or tho:: middle
whereas the transformational leaders lead from the back of the
band. Leithwood (1992) also states that '" instructional
leadership' no longer appears to capture the heart of what
school administration will have to become. 'Transformat.ional
leadership' evokes a more appropriate range of practice; it
ought to subsume instruct.ional leadership as the dominant
image of school administration at least dur~ng the '90s"
(p. 6). Similarly, Hallinger (1992) writes:
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Shifting priorities have already begun to diminish
the viability of l:.his image of the principalship.
Critics now assert that this conception of the
principalship as the school's instructional leader
is ill-suited to long-term needs for instituti::::mal
development in schools. (p. 39)
Cert.ainly, the principalship today is a complex and
demanding educational leadership position.
Asswnptions Rdat.,d to Evaluation
Considerable attention is given to the concept. of team
evaluation in recent years. Different. authors pt-OpoGe slightly
different approaches. Nonetheless, one cornman thread running
through t.he work of these authors is that mo.e t.han onc
evaluator should be involved.
A large majority of business -;,rgani.:::ations are
contemplating incorporating 3liO·degree fel!dback in an .;!Efort
to make performance appraisal more inclusive. Murphy and
Cleveland (199S) state that information fr'JllI self -evaluation.
supervisors. pl!ers, and subordinat<es is used as a source of
feedback in thi!; methodology. This concept changes the whole
nocion of evaluation as top-down r':lview, and is consistent
....ich the move of the system from hie~archical
heterarchical. Whether the people in the educational wor.ld,
and especially school principals i!lr<;! ready to accept 9l>ch '"
participatory system of app:::-aisal. tr.e findings in Chapter
Four will shed some light. Nevertho:!l':lss. tho::ro:: is a clear
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indication in literature as to the preference given to t.he
involvement of multiple raters instead of only one. Some of
the costs and benefits associated with such a shift are
discussed later in this chapter.
Newfoundland and Labrador. The emerging concepts of school
report card and school assessment team are likely co have an
impact. on the whole notion of evaluation in this province.
School assessment. teams would visit. different schools and
assess various aspects. The performance of t.he school would
reflect on the performance of the school principal as s/he is
considered to play a pivot.al role in the success of t.he
school. The report prepared by t.he external t.eam of educat.ors
would then be sent to the school board in an at.t.empt. to
improve any necessary aspect wit.h the intention of improving
the overall performance of the school
The intention behind school report card, on t.he other
hand, is to keep the general public informed about the
important aspects of the schools their children at.tend. The
School Report Card would contain information about. students'
performance in criterion referenced tests (CRTs) and Canadian
Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS) in that particular school, the
district, and the province. It would also provide information
about teaching staff such as their average age, average years
of experien<.e, etc. A survey called Quality of School Life
.0
would disclose the attitudes of students toward their school.
Again, t.he att.itude of st.udents in that part.icular school will
be compared with t.he attitudes of students t.hroughout. the
discrice and t.he province.
It must be n.oted that the years between 191t tlnd Ins
(Callahan, 1962) witnessed a growing movement. t.o survey
schools. The intention behind t.hese surveys was to keep t.he
general pUblic informed about. t.he exist.ing conditions ilnd
standards. In the words of George Strayer (cited in Tyack &
Hanser., 19821 a survey was
an inquiry concerning pUblic education which seeks
to acquaint the public wit.h all of t.he educational
agencies supported in whole, or in par:t, by public
moneys. with respect t.o t.heir organizat.ion.
administration, supervision, cost, physical
equipment, courses of study, teaching staE f,
methods of teaching, student body, and results as
measu::ed by the achievement of those who are being
trained or have been t:-ained therein. (p. 1611
The unanticipated result of these surveys .....as that people
started making comparisons between different schools; ev~n
with schools in other cities. This led to the increase in th~
number of criticisms of the schools. Adminisl:ra,;o::s grew
fearful and anxious of th~se investigations as theit' role
became central in the eyes of the public. Beck and ro1urphy
(1993) note that theee surveys provided iln important avenue
for evaluating the ....ork of individual principals. 1\ '1i':!w
equally shared by Campbell, Fleming, N'~well, and Benion
(1987) .
In retrospect., it seems inevitable that these report:
cards will have similar effect:. in drawing attention of the
public to the performance of t.he "leader of the leaders".
These pilot projects have the potent.ial of further igniting
the accountability movement, and evaluation is a necessary
tool in determining accountability.
Section II
Impact Of School On Student Achievement
During 19605 and 70s, t.here was widespread pessimism
among academics about the impact. of schools on the development
af st.udents. This seemed to be: a consequence of two highly
influential American books: Coleman's (1966) report on
Equality oE Educational Opportunity and Jencks, Smit.h, Acland,
Bane, Cohen, Gintis, Heyns, and Michelson's (1972) Inequality:
A Reassessment oE the Effece of Family and Schooling in
,\merica.
The Coleman Report showed that educat ional at.t.ainment is
largely independent of the schooling a child receives.
Similarly, Jencks concluded that the most. important.
determinant of educational attainment is family background;
Eactors such as socioeconomic status and race affect
educational attainment. almost: entirely by affecting test
scores and aspirations. He also contended that equalizing the
"
quality of high schools would reduce C09:litive inequality by
one percent or less, that increasing expenditures .....ould be
unlikely to increase achievement, and that redistributing
resources would probabl y not reduce test score i no2!qucl 1 i t. y.
Likewise, British writers came to the same conclUf>ion about
the limited influence of schools The Plo....den Report (1967)
entitled Children and their Primary School illdic.'l.:;cd thilt
factors like parental attitude, family size, and home
circumstances are correlated with student performance. For
instance, children from smaller families do better on the
whole than those from larger. In short. the repOt't concluded
that home influences out.weigh those of the school.
Today, however, there is general ayn::em..~nt that s<.:hooln
and leadership in those schools, do make a s i9ni f i '_"dilL
difference. The following st.udies will provide suppOt"t. to Lhia
not.ion"
Inner-c.ity ch.ildren (Weber 19711
The Coleman Report (1966) concluded t.hat. schools do
make a difference and t.hat. a st.ud<:.:nt's <lchi~'/~mcnL
exclusively a function of family background. W<::brc:r'r; ·...0r:1-;,
t.he ot.her hand, provided an alt.ernat.i'l(~ to COl>211l':1n P.~POt"l.
Weber studied four inner-city schnols in f~,)nlldv.iln, 1,-:""
Angeles, and Kansas City that w~r:e ~'juad to b·~ TI0t.DbJy
successful in t.eaching beginning readiw:l; all four :3o::r,·:;lJl:-; ;!W]
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achievements far above the typical inner· city schools, and the
differences among them were relatively slight. The analysis
revealed that eight fact.ors made a significant difference in
t.hese schools and one of them was strong leacership. School
administrators ~et t.he tone for t.he school and assumed
responsibility for inst.ruction and a110cal:.100 of resources to
reach school goals. The study also indicat.ed t.hat the failure
~n beginning reading typical 0: inner-city schools was the
fault not of the children or their background but of the
sc' ols.
New York state performance review n974)
The New York Study supporced Weber' 5 findings and
indicc1t<::d Lhac school environment is instrumental in elevating
achievement scores. Two Ne·... Yo~k City I!lemen!:ary schools we~e
studied in depth to determine what school factors influenced
reading achievement.. 80t.h schools, .;·ne high achieving and o:!e
low achieving, had half their student. populat.ion receiving
weI fare and had consistently high or low student achievement
scores. Some of the findings showed that:
• the differences in student performance in these two schools
seemed to be attributed t.o factors under the schools'
control;
• administrative behaviour, policies and pt·actices in the
schools appeared to have a significant impact on school
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effectiveness;
• the more effective inner city school was led by an
admi.".strative team which provided a good balance between
both management and instructional skills.
In addition, there were some notable differences between
low and high achieving schools. The high achieving school was
characterized by stability of leadership, good relations with
community, initiation and implementation of new programs,
manipulation of union contract by principal to meet the needs
of the school, and delegation of authoricy [or staff
supervision and support.
Several other studies such as ESAA. In·Oepch Study
(Wellisch, MacQueen, Carriere, {,. Duck, 1978): School Social
Systems and Student Achievement (Brookover, Beady, Flood.
Schwei tzer, & Wisenbaker, 19791; secondary Schools ilnd thei.r
Effects on Ch.ildren (Rutter, Maughan, Mortimore, Ouseon,
Smith, 1979) .. and School Improvement Project (Edmonds, 1979)
indicated that schools do make a difference and that
leadership behaviour is positively associated with school
It follows that not only schools, but also
principals should be held accountable for their. performance.
~ntabilili
The report, Our Children Our Future (1992/, states that
accountability not only assures all sectors of the pUblic that
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the resources being put into education represent a sound and
cost-effective invest.ment in the future, but also that the
"'-:iucational experiences provided to Canadian children are of
t.he highest. quality. The following are some of the reasons
given for holding the education system accountable for its
performanr;e:
• the need to maintain acceptabl .,;tndards of performance;
• the demand for efficiency in light of diminishing resources;
• the need for all t.o be informed about. the performance of the
system and how tax revenues are used;
• the increa!':oed importance of education for economic
development; and
• t.he need for continual improvement in the system because an
unresponsive system is likely t.o prove stagnant and non-
competitive.
Areas of accountabili ty for principals
Gorton and Schneider (cited in Ginsberg & Thompson, 1992)
propose that accountability for student learning should be
shared by teachers, administrators, students, parents,
governmental agencies, and the general public. They offer
specific areas of accountability for principals:
• Identifying and clearly defining. with the help of others,
the educational objectives of the school.
• Spt!cif~'ing which teaching, supervisory, or administrative
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procedures and resources are needed to achieve those
objectives .
• Developing and implementing a plan for evaluating the extent
of progress or achievement of the school's objectives .
• Informing the school board and the community regularly about
the degree to which objectives have been achieved, and the
reasons for problems, if they occur.
Certainly, principals should be held accountable for
achieving objectives, but objectives such as these
difficult to assess in a manner that .....ould appease those
demanding accountability in performance. It. follows that
accountability and evaluation go hand in hand. It also means
that principal evaluation practices should move away from
being mere perfunctory, episodic, and non substantiv-:.
The following section will address the topic of
evaluation in considerable d-:!tail.
Evaluation In Context
Evaluation is simply a process of ascertaini.ng the worth
of something by the systematic collection of information. !I.
review of literature indicates that the evaluation Gystefll
serves A multitude of purposes. However, these purpos,,;s may b'"
divided into two general categories, na:nely, thos~ s':lrvinCJ
primarily as a means and those serving as an end (Nygil'lrd,
1974).
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Evaluation procedures that acts as a means is called
formative evaluation and that which serves as an end is called
summative evaluation (Figure 1 shows the major components of
the two types of evaluation)
Formative evaluation is concerned with improvement; it is
the process of ide,ntifying and remediating ineffective
behaviour. Rogers (cited in Orlosky, McClearl", Shapiro, &.
webb, 1984) conceptualized this process as 3. "helping
relatior.ship, one in which at least one of t.he part.ies has the
intent of promoting the growth, development, maturity,
improved functioning, and caping with life of another"
(p.118) . Summative evaluation, on the other hand, is concerned
with judgement; it is the process of collecting data in order
to make final decisions about the future status of whatever is
being evaluated. It is the las': chance, the final point where
an ultimate disposition concerning a person is made (Daresh &,
Playko, 1995l.
F'ontanna (1994l notes that annual summative E:valuation
rarely brings about professional growth or change, while
ongoing formative evaluation that allows for corrections and
encourages the development of new skills and talents does.
Further, Worthern and sanders (cited in Daresh & Playko, 1995)
stressed the importance of keeping the two forms of evaluation
separate as one of. the major concerns in evaluation today is
that the two evaluative forms are often mixed.
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Figure 1
Components oj Two Major Purposes of Evaluation
Purpose of
E,,'aillation
Formative
Evaluation serves
as a means to
improve
performance
Summat.ive
Evaluation serves
as an end, a
final judgement
Role of
Supervi-sor
Counsellor
Judge
Uses
Improve
performance;
interrelated with
decision making.
goal development.
& other
administrative
tasks
sasis for
promotion,
demotion,
inservice,
training,
transfer, 50:
similar personnel
decisions
Focus
The
improvement
of the
educat lonal
system
The
individual
& his/her
perf.C'rmance
Source: Adapted from Evaluating Administrative Perfonnance,
1985
The section to follow will discuss some of the problems
related with the evaluation of principals.
Problems Associated with Principal Evaluation
Some people movt:? from complexity to
simplicity
and on into Catastrophe.
Others move from simplicity to complexity
and onwilr"d into full-scale confusion.
- Ha lcolm
Issue of "objectivity" and "subjectivity" in performance
appraisal
Performance can be measured in many ways. In general,
performance data can be classified in two groups, that is,
judgemental ot' subjective and nonjudgemental or objective
measures (Murphy I< Cleveland, 1995). The conflict between
these two measures is evident in the literature. Nalbandian
(1981), while discussing judgemental methods of evaluation,
contends;
Subjective appraisal methods lend themselves to
favouritism, inefficiency, and conflict in the
management of personnel. They permit race, sex,
age, friendship, and other non-jab-related factors
to subvert the evaluation process. (p.392)
Although he criticizes sabjective measures, Nalbandian
maintains that even objective appraisal methods are not
\<Jithout its cost. First of all it is extremely difficult to
arrive at a set of explicit, objective expectations about an
employee's performance; secondly object i ve performance
contracts tend to reduce the employee's organizational
contributions to explicit statements of job-related b'?haviour.
Moreover, the inability of the performance contracts to
capture all the behaviour which might improve organizational
effectiveness offers employees an opportunity to perform in
accordance with only the criteria upon ·....hieh they can be
formally evaluated. This, instead of being advantageous,
lead to organizational paralysis.
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While it may be desirable to have an evaluation system
based on "objective" criteria that can stand up to any
judicial scrutiny, the work of teachers and principals makes
it difficult to do so, espedally in light of the filct that
the work of principals is becoming increasingly complex with
an increase in the need to exercise discretion. It follows
that. evaluat.ion of the work of principals must t'ely to some
extent on human judgement. Jacques (1977) notes:
Human beings are always trying to substitute 50-
called objective indicators in place of the simple
act of human judgement, and losing the essence of
human ability in the process. This kind of
technocracy is a prime enemy of humanity in
industrial societies .. The compet.ence of a
person must. always be judged in t.erms of how well
or how badly he did in the obtaining circumot.ances.
There :s no avoiding t.he exercise ClC human
judgement, and what is more there never will be
any. The art is not to try to eliminate human
judgement but to ensure that it is fully employed.
The e:-:ercise of judgement is the greatest of human
ass<!!ts. (p. 55-56)
Murp"ny and Cleveland (1995) contend that the attempt
make performance appraisals completely objective has never
succeeded. The issue, then, is not to find wdys to divorc~
judgement from appraisal but to determine how best human
judgement can be utilized. The importance of "subject.ivity" is
further emphasized by Berry and Ginsberg (1989).
Legitimizing subjectivity
Berry and Ginsberg (1989) n'.,)te that reliance on human
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expertise and professional judgement as the key data-gathering
instrument. seems to be missing in the evaluation of
principals. They further contend that humans judge and
ap~raise the quality of complex educational processes and
outcomes, just as art critics judge and appraise complex works
of art.
Lack of trust in the evaluators made principals adhere to
"objective" checklist type evaluation in the past. HOlHever,
Berry al1d Ginsberg's research findings seem to indicate that
principals may be ready to accept "subjectivity" in their
evaluation process by allowing more judgements to enter into
decision-making. The following remark made by a school
principal will shed some light: "There is a lot. more to what
r do than is measured on these damn instruments" (p.182).
rn the following passage, Ginsberg and Berry (1990) talk
about the current evaluation practices.
The folklore of principal evaluation
rn a comprehensive review of the literature related to
principal evaluation, Ginsberg and Berry (1990) found a wide
array of practices reported with little systematic research to
support one approach over another. Specifically, five
categories of sources were identified:
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1. Home recipes: instruments, methods, and opinions 9resenced
in the literature with minimal empirical support for any of
the approaches offered.
i.!. Literature reviews: a number of revie\~s which all derived
the theme that little analysis or research on ?~·':'ncipC\l
evaluation exists.
3. Guidelines and textbooks: published guides for
practitioners, though no research based evidence was found to
substantiate any particular approach.
4.. Surveys of practices: much of the research involved s~~lf­
report surveys on practices in various school districts. The
review concluded that many of these surveyS' w.:!re flawed
methodologically, though the state of current practices was
documented.
S. Research and evaluation 5:tudies: investigations e;(olmining
specific instruments, control of principals, practic'Js in
effective dist.ricts, and various aspect.s of principal
evaluation were found to suggest ways t.o improve ~rincipal
evaluation, and implied the need for furt.her research.
Several concerns emerge when consldexing appropriat.e
means to appraise principals including th~ nal;ure of
p:-incipal's work, lack of any specific job desc:-iption,
variet.y of sources of expectations, and the lack of a !.'">,;:Rear.ch
base on principal evaluation. Some of t.he problemr.: .1$tlOC Lated
with principal evaluation a:-e highlight.ed by s"yder. and
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E:bmeier (1992) in the following section.
Technical and conceptual problems
Snyder and Ebmeier (1992) argue that administrative
evaluation not only appraises unimportant principal behaviours
but also use methods and instruments that often lack even the
elements of sound practice. They characterized the problems
with existing instruments and processes for evaluating
principals into two categories, namely, technical and
conceptual. Technical problems are frequently described in
terms of reliability and validity benchmarks. inclUding;
• over reliance on the supervisor as the sale source of input.
{concurrent validity};
• reliance on opinion data gathered from individuals who are
not in a good positi.on to observe the principal's behaviour or
whOSe discrimination skills are not effectively developed to
produce reliable or valid results (discriminate validity);
• reliance on generic rating scales that have poorly defined
criteria for those ratings (criterion~relatedvalidity);
• failure ':.0 incorporate a substantial body of knowledge
regarding effective administrative practice into existing
instruments (content. validity) j
• failure to collect evaluative information from clients of
the school (ecological validity);
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• failure to design separate instruments for summative
formative evaluations and frequent use of instruments for
purposes for ....hich they were not designed (cont.ent validity) ;
and
• failure to establish reliability across raters and over time:
(internal reliability)
Conflict.ing definitions of the purpose of schools are
often the source of conceptual problems associated with
existing principal evaluation instruments. This leads to
ambiguous principals' job descriptions and vague definitions
of effectiveness which are often situationally determined. F'or
instance, effectiveness might be defined in terms of persoll.:ll
traits, the quantitative ;lumber of administrative tasks
demonstrated, the qualitative demonstration of competence, or
t.he achievement of more school outcomes than conlpariltive
groups of principals. As a consequence, it. has been difficult
to design an evaluation instrument based on a sound d~finition
of effectiveness as constituent. groups value different
outcomes. Further, creating effective performance evaluations
that not only deal with these issues but also hold up against
legal appeal becomes an even greater challenge (!-leek &
Marcoulides, 1992).
The purpose of follo ..... ing section is to provide some
guidelines for making the evaluation synt<:!m legally
defensible.
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Guidelines for Legally Defensible Appraisal
Bernardin and Beatty (cited in Murphy & Cleveland, 1995)
and Cascio and Latham (cited 1n Murphy 6< Cleveland, 1995) have
reviewed the legal issues connected with performance
appraisal, and provided a set of standards for developing
performance appraisals that are legally sound. Some of these
guidelines are given below:
• Performance standards must reflect standards that are based
on job requirements. The standards that are based on job
requirem~nts should reflect specific dimensions of job
performam.:e rather than an overall rating.
• The performance dimensions should be defined in behaviC'lurial
terms, and must be communicated to employees.
• More than one rater should be involved whe:lever possible.
• Proper documentation inclUding critical incident, date, and
location should be provided in case of extreme ratings.
• A sound performance appraisal system should have a formal
appeal process.
• Raters should receive training.
• Feedback should be given to the ratee.
• Appraisuls should De frequent.
It is customary for an individual's performance to be
evaluated by his/her immediate supervisor, but it is not clear
if it is the optimal practice. Murphy and Cleveland (1995)
repor:t that although the legal system is not hostile to this
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practice, it nevertheless discourages it. The import.ance of
having multiple raters has been highlighted by several
authors. The team approach to evaluation is the next. copic for
discussion.
Suggestions lor Improving Principal Evaluation Practices
When the artist is alive in Clny person,
whatever his kind of work may be, he
becomes an inventive,
searching, daring, selt-expressive
creature.
He disturbs, upsets, enlightens, ilnd
opens ways for better understandings.
Where chose who are not artists are
crying to close the book, he opens it
and shows there are still more pages
possible.
- Henri
TeaJll Approach to Principal Evaluation
Although there appears to be no consensus <lS to th~ one
best approach for evaluating principals, literature does seem
to indicat.e a preference for team (Erickson, 1988; P~koe Jr.,
1991; Murphy' Cleveland, 1995) instead of having or;e person
evaluate principals on a variety of measures. Erickson {1988}
and Pekoke Jr. (1991) suggest that the team may in"olv~
members of the central office staff could evaluate principal
in their own areas ot expertise; for instance, t.h'2! di:-ector o[
fiscal services could evaluate the pdncipid's s:'-:illu in
business management, the community services c:oordin<ltor could
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",va~;.:ate the pr':'ncipal on school communit.y relations, and
curriculum director could evaluate principal' 5 skills in
curriculum matters.
Some of the advantages of this form of evaluation given
h"! :::-iC~;50:1 (1988), ?ekoke Jr. (19911. and Murphy and
Cl~v<?land (1995) are given be:l.ow:
• j(·~ga::d!ess of how det.ailed the training prog~ar:l or how
explicit the rat.ing form, there is lin!e protection against.
int~nt. ional or unint.entional distortion by any single
evaluator. Using more t.:tan one evaluator lessens the effect of
bL),; and pt!!,'sonality conflicts that can impinge on even the
tal:'~st, mos;: impartial evaluation.
• P:":ncipa!s ca:1 benefit [:'om a :uller, richer pict.ure of
~~",i:' performance. Different !:,:embers of the evaluation team
hav~ ciffe::-enr_ imp:-essions about how anyone principal
9t.'~·:ol"lns" The composite score can show p:--incipals at their
O-:S: .:Ina can also point up a::-eas of concern that might have
• P:-incipals face conflicting demands, often from the people
who evaluate them. This approach to evaluacion may lead to
g~"e,lter understanding of the many demands tl1ey place on
~'rl:l(:i!,,,,ls due to t"obust dia'''gue among team members.
A ,;;imiLll" te.a;n ctppro<1ch t.o evaluation is :-e.::::ommended by
S:"nes:. 119505) Sut he suggests t.hat. an evaluation t.eam could
'-;l1pe~·:'ntendellts. assistant supe!r intendents,
..
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coordinators, supervisors, directors. bUilding teachers (all
of the teachers or a sample of them). students (a sample). and
the principals themselves, by llIeans of self-assessment.
Another form. of team. approach that has gained
considerable cu%':."ency in recent years, and is wic1ely used in
business is called 360-degree feedback. The next sub-sect ion
talks about this concept.
36Q-Degree Feedback
A variant of multi-source feedback is upward feedback
which calls for ratings f:com multiple subordinates (London &
Sm:'ther, 1995). Some of the organizati ~ns that. have started
:15ing ·upward a?prai.oal- systems include chi:! World Bank, Bank
of Am~rica, Continental Bank, Exxon, John.oon and Johnson,
Tenneco, Wells Fargo. 3ritish P::t.roleum. and GTE (B~rnardin.
Dah;:,:u5, & Redmon. 1993). Another variant. ia called 360-degrec
feedback. It refers to the practice of involvir.g !1\ult.ipl':l
raters, often including self .rat.ings in t.h~ assessment. of
individuals. thus constituting a full ci.rcle of relevant
vie""Poiilts. Dunnette (1993) contends that. 360-degre<? fcedl:.acl:
is '~levant t.o organizatio:lal pr'lctices involvinlj
::'c appraisal, performance feedback, l"!ad.~rship and
..m~. ·.heory and practice, and indi'lidual and group
. orograms .
Alt.nough t.his met.hodology can be uS":ld fer beth appr<l i.~ial
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and development purposes, the majority of organizations
using it solely for development. This brings forth an
epistemological issue which is discussed in considerable
detail in Tornow's (1993) art.icle Perceptions or Reality: Is
Multi-Perspective Measurement a Means or an End? He notes that.
di fferences in emphasis and perspect.ives betwaeo the
scientists and practitioners' worlds become evident when
looking at multirater instrument.s for measurement purposes.
This is so because measurement can be seen in two ways; it can
be seen as end in itself or as a means to an end. When
measurement is viewed as an end in itself, the, underlying
<lssumption is that there is an objective r:lalicy whio::h can be
mapped. The intention is to refine the measures to obtain as
accurate ratings as possible. Pure measurement is basically
the domain of t.he researcher/scientist whose focus is on
improving the reliability and validity of measurement.
Therefore, the goal of the scientist is to reduce the errQr of
measurement and rater variation in order to enhance the
accuracy of measurement.
In the domain of manager/practitioner, measurement is
seen as a means to an end rat.her than an end in itself. The
pur!Jose is neither to find the true score, nor to reduce error
variance caused by rater variat.ion. Inst.ead thoi!
man.•ger/practitioner considers the multiple perspect.ives
mt'hlningful sources of variation from which much can be
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learned.
In 36o-degree feedback, the focus is more on measurement
as a means to an end, rather than an end in itself Sources of
variation are seen as useful in guiding persoll<ll developlnent
(Tornow, 1993).
Costs and Benefits. Research has shown t:hat this
technology can enhance communications and perfot"mance. London
<l:ld Beatty (1993) note that it can increase formal and
informal communications, build effect.ive work relationships,
increase opportunities for employee involvement, uncover and
resolve conflict, and show respect for employees opinions on
the part of the t.o~ management.
Multi-sourc€' feedback ca:l also provide guidance to
leaders in making personal and o::ganizational change.
Different const.it.uenci~s will have slightly differ~nt
perspectives depending on the nat.ure of their intprilct.ions.
London and Beatt.y (1993) found t.hat when customer~based dat<l
are combined with data from subordinates on leild8r beha .... lout",
such feedback often creat.es t.he discrepa~ci~s that. energize
focused change. The combined data may be h~lp::ul to the
leaders in revealing what needs t.o be don~ for imp:o"ing the
performance of the organization as .....ell as the changes that
need to be wade in t.heir own behaviou~· for accofllplishing the
task.
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One should also note that supervisors are inclined
have more positive attitudes towards subordinate ailpraisal
when t.hey receive feedback from both their subordinates and
t.heir managers. for instance, gernardin, Dahmus, and Rildmon's
(199]) research findings show that supervisors who received
feedback from their managers and their subordinates were more
supportive of subordinate app::oaisal than those who received
feedback from only managers or only subordinat.es. Dunnette
(1993) argues that this finding is fully compatible with the
central premise of l60-degree feedback, which is based on r.he
assumpt.ion that supervisors/managers will profit more when
performance feedback is provided from multiple perspectives
instead of from only one.
In addit.ion to significant benefits. t.his ll'.ethodology h:ls
it.s costs. According t.o Londo!"'. and Beatty (19931 this process
r!ot only generates a considerable amount of information to
collate, but also becomes t.he vehicle fOr selective percept.ion
and information dist.ortion. Negative info::-matiOr! becomes
powerful and difficult to deny when diffe::ent sources agree.
and easy to distort and pe::'ceive select.ively w;,\en
COllst it.uencies disagree.
The. next sect.ion will open a window il1to the perceptions
held by different groups of people in relat.ion to principal
evaluation practices.
and views of the principals ar"l
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Perceptions Of Selected Group Of Educators
The feelings and views expressed by selected professo~',
school principals, and superintendents in the literature
reviewed are furnished below.
Professor of educational administrat;ion
Manatt (1989) says that "performance evaluation fOt"
principals remains sketchy, poorly thought. out, and largely
ineffective. That's a harsh judgement, of course, but its
Today's evaluation of school administrators
largely bureaucratic meaningless exercises. (p. 22l
School...m;:j.ncipals
Some of the
presented below;
• ;~acDonald (19l;14} says that "evaluacion of administrative
effectiveness in one facet of our ~ducational system which in
seriously lacking" (p.23). He furt.her contends that it is
still an exception rather than a rule to find policy on formal
~valuation of principals, although some areas in CanacJ;;o <lP-!
furth~!' along than others. However, the need for such polici',s
is clear .
• Harrison (1988) says that tho:! "evaluation of pri.r,cip.)]s In
':!ffective only if the principals being evalU3ted and th<::
l:iuperintendents who ar'J evaluating them uncl·::rstand th~
.,
components of the evaluation 9rocess" (p.l).
• According to one seasoned principal (cited in Cousins,
1990): "I don't. remember looking forward to t.he apprai~al
process as a learning experience for me. I looked forward
knowing it. was going to be there and very confident of che way
it .....ould be scored." (p.2))
• Wadelius (1979) points out, that" formal evaluation provides
principals with the feedback that is necessary to help them
improve their performance." (p.5)
Superintendents
Presented below are some of the insights and perceptions
of superintendent.s percaining to the evaluation praccices.
• Speaking about. a year-end summation of a specific appraisal.
a superintendent. {cit.ed in Cousins, 1990} said "I think the
appraisal process was a confirmation of what the 9~incipal
already thought., all we did \<Jas confirm each other's
impressions in that experience. They were really no
surpri::;es." (p.23J
• Another superintendent (cited in Cousins, 1990) spoke of a
somewhat less experienced and more motivated principal chat
the principal's attitude is much more of "what can I learn
from the evaluation? Let's not even do the evaluation unless
its going to help me to do my job" (p. 23) .
"
Selected Research Study
Dawe R. A (1983): A IItudy of evaluation syste:o.s for sohool
principal in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador
This study examined principal evaluation syscems
available in Newfoundland and Labrador to make recommendations
for future developments in this area. Findings of this st.udy
indicated that the evaluat.ion practices at. t.he t.ime were
generally the same throughout the province and the main
purpos~ for evaluation was the improvement of performance or
instruction. With regards to evaluation procedures, there was
strong support for involVing principals themselves in their
evaluation by means of self -assessment. Purchermore. the st.udy
recommended committee approach as tne procedure that. should be
used to develop an evaluation system.
Contributions and Limitations of the Literature
The strong leadership role of the school principal has
been supported by an abundance of research findings; however,
t.he :,esearch is sparse on how best the principal can perform
t.he dual role of manager and leader. The literature reviewed
by this researcher has many gaps as several important and vast
responsibilities of the principals have hardly been addressed
and the research found is mostly descriptive and prescriptive
in nature. Empirical reports on leadership and school
restructuring, illustrating how the role of t:he school
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leaders, who is considered as the linchpin in plans for
educational change, changes in schools that are attempting to
bring about fundament.al change through rest.ructu~ing are
Likewise, t.he notion that evaluation of principals should
be mandat.ory is strongly support.ed by the literature. Also,
that it. can be helpful in improving the perfo~mance of
principals and in turn schools. But the greater attention to
the subject has not led to a convergence of wisdom on it.s
design, use, and implementat.ion.
The literature also confirms that litt.le research has
act.ually studied principal evaluat.ion practices, which makes
it. difficult to find appropriate means to appraise p:-incipals,
especially in light of t.he fact that author,:; maintain
different perspectives as to the purposes, crit.:!~ia, and
processes that should be utilized. While the literature does
serve to identify the problems and concerns relat.ed co cur!"ent
evaluation practices, it. provides little information as to t.he
best means or process that. may have a positive impact on
schools in general and principals in particular. ''1hen
literature does exist the conclusions and opinions of the
autho::"s tend to be either based on the behaviours associated
with instruction,l leadership in effective schools; the
~I.lbjective views of the authors; or research conducted on
evaluation practices utilized in Unit~ I <;tates. This makes it
"
difficult to reach any decision as to the sound evaluation
practice backed by solid research findings t.hat cakes into
consideration not only the emerging role of school principals
which emphasizes diffuse nature of leade!"ship, but also
Canadian situation which may warrant different solution then
their American counterparts.
The literature also reveals that unlike the st.udy of
ceacher assessment. the study of principal assessment. has not
benefited significantly from research on learning <lod teaching
and the practice has not been guided by firmly established
theoretical considerations.
The chapter was classified into two broad sections. The
first section recounted t.he evolution of the principalship
from che beginning of this century. It also highlighted the
unfolding, dialectic pattern of development; the later
concepts often reflected a fusion and extension of images of
the preceding decades. As Beck and Murphy {1993} obser.ve that
principalship is a role influenced by its own history. This
section also examined how the changing assumptionf:! about
leadership led to changes in the evaluation prClctices.
The second section provided a brief summary of th~
research findings related to schools and student achie'l"'ment.
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Included also was a synopsis of t.he relevant ::'-l!search ar,d wo:-k
done, to dat.e, in t.he area of principal evaluation. The
chapter concluded wit.h a discussion of cert.ain weaknesses and
limitations apparent in the lit.erat.ure reviewed by the
researcher.
In view of the fact t.hat the primary focus of this study
was t.o examine current. evaluacion practices and percept.ions of
selected group of people in relat.ion to those pract.ices, the
literat.ure review for this study was mainly focused in this
direction.
"
CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DES IGN
Qualitative .l:esearch unlocks the door to life as ic
is lived. It illustrates the mundane and the
bizarre. And, most importantly, it demonstrates how
we, as researchers, are just: as bizarre as the
people around us.
- Rothe
The purpose of this chapter is to present the general
procedural model or design of the study. Th~ chapter will
describe (a) the theoretical approach, (bl the populati0n from
which the sample was drawn, (e) the sample selection, (d) the
method of data collection, (e) research questions, and
finally, (El the data analysis procedure.
Theoretical Approach
Qt.:alitative research is not just a genet"ic reseilrch
proce3S, it is comprised of numerous discipU n~s or schools of
thought, such ecology, ethnomethodology, symbol ic
int.eractionism, critical an.J.lysis. The orientat.ion which hilS
been concentrated on in this study, and which will pro.... i.d.~ a
concepc.ual framework for the analysis ot rJatCl is call':!d
phenomenology.
The term phenomenology i5 derived from two Greek words,
phainomenon, meaning an appearanc':! and logos, m~aning rr::ason
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or word. Hence, phenomenology is reasoned inquiry which
discovers t.he inherent essences of appearances. See'Narc and
Mic:c:.unas (1974) in their book Exploring Phenomenology raise
the question: Wha t is an appearance? They contend that the
answer to this question leads co one of the major tr.ames of
phenomenology: an appearance is anything of which one is
conscious. Therefore, anything that appears to consciousness
is a legitimate area of philosophical investigation.
Phenomenology focuses on how people internalize the
objective world into consciousness, how they negotiate ies
reality in order co make it liveabl.; and sha~eable, or how
th~y construct social reality within the confines of the
world' 5 constraints. To accomplish this aim, !>henomenologists
have to !>ut aside their own biases and beliefs, and try to
understand what a pa::'ticular phenomenon means to the
individuals they study. Only after that can they ask what:. that
phenomenon means for society in general (Rothe, 1~93) In
short, phenomenological inquiry is ap!1ilosophic investigation
of appearances; phenomenologists are not only int.erested in
objective realities but also deeper subject.ive ones. They try
to bring forth these meanings, hidden in the conscious, to the
:.'ront.
Some of th~ advantages of using this approach were that
findings helped the researcher to uncover the meanings people
attached to the whole not.ion of evaluation; their experiences
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with evaluation process, and their deep subjective feelings
became a major source of information in the study". This helped
in capturing a deeper and richer pict.ure of the phenomenon
under study. In addit.ion, phenomenological analysis lent.
itself to further critical analysis.
Selection Process and Sampling
Selection refers to a general process of focusing and
choosing what co study. Sampling is a more specializt:ld ilnd
restricted form. The select.ion process requires the researcher
to outline precisely the population to be studied, using
whatever criteria are relevant to establiohing the boundarie!l
of the phenomena. Once the boundary has been delineated, a
smellier subset of it may be selected for study.
Worthy of note. is the fact that the research~r5 who us~
qualitative approacheR use sampling and selElction f>~~hat.
differently from those researchers who us'::! quantitativ'1
research methods. For the latter, sampl ing is il n~ccssary
precursor to the research. In qualitative research, however,
selection is a recursive process. It is dynamic not st<ltic.
This does not. mean that qualitative rese<1rr.hr:!rs do not: us':!'
selection and sampling to define their initial p0p'll.:Jtir.m,
but their concern with selection and sampllng doc:~; tlOl: .;:orJ
with the creation of the initial group. I\lthough n....,m":
phenomena can be ident.ified and charact':!rized as b(~i.n';;! ~i<I! i'::nt..
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prior to entering the field, others emerge only as the field
'nark proce~ds. Consequently, selection is a developmental
procedure in qualitative research (LeCompte & Preissle, 1993J.
The Population
Jnitially the population for this study consisted of all
the school principals, vice-principals, teachers, and school
board staff in St. John's and Me. Pearl areas of the province.
Howev~r, as the study proceeded it became apparent that the
popular.ion would have t.o be expanded to include a member of
the Newfoundland and Labrador Teachers' Association. This
change in initial population size was made in view of the
research findings, and with the intention of addressing those
needs of the study which arose once t!;e d",· a gathering process
was initiated.
The Sarople.
QuC'ta selection process was utilized to facilitate the
selection of the sample for this study. Quota selection is
!';ometimes called maximum variation sampling. This method of
selection provides a representative subset of a larger
p0~ulation.
The. participants in this study included:
1. Ten fem.Jle school principals; eighc from pl'imary/elementary
and two from senior high.
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2. Eight male principals; four from ele;mentary, from
junior high, and two from senior high.
). Three female elementary school vice~principals.
'I. Four male vice·principals: t.wo from senior high, from
junior high. and one from elementary school.
Five female teachers. Three teachers
prim<lry/elementary, one from junior high, and one from f.lenior
high.
6. Three male teacher; two from senior high and one fronl
j unier high.
7. One female school bllard employee.
8. One male school board employee.
9. One male Newfoundland and Labrador Teachers' Association
(NLTA) membe:-.
Research Site
All the schools in I~t. Peat"l and 51:. John's area wer~
contacted. Out of seventeen schools in 5t. John's, four.te,:::n
parcicipated. One elementary and two junior high school!; did
not volunteer. All the five schools from Mount Pearl area took
p!.lrt.
Method of Data Collection
Befor"! writing her thesis proposal. th<:! r<:!s'~<lrGh~=r
contacted two principals, on"! from high school and one from
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elementary. These two people helped in shaping and modifying
the research topic:. Accordingly, the thesis proposal was
'"ritten taking into consideration those characteristics which
were unique to the research set ting. This is an informal
method of data collection which is called mapping.
LeCompte and Pr-cissle (1993) observe that mapping a field
site or a group helps in directing researchers to r~e forms of
data collection that would be fitting to the topic under
investigation. It also facilitates the development of formal
means of data collectlol' such <'5 interviewing.
The primary research method used in this study was semi-
!>t ructured interviews. Semi-structured interviews incorporate
a series of concise, clear, and focused questions in advance.
Nonetheless, whenever more information is r£'quired probes or
follow-up questions are used. These probes not only lead the
interviewee into providing greater depth and breadth for
answers, but also provide opportunity to the interviewer to
pursue any particular area in-depth (Rothe, 1)93) Since this
study is oriented to phenomenological inquiry, probes helped
the interviewer in penetrating the deeply internalized
aszumptiollS, intentions and motives. The interviews ranged
from thi rty minutes to two and aha: f hours.
Other sources of data included,
1. documentation from school boards, schools, school
principals, Departments of Education and Labotlr.
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2. follow-up telephone calls to school principals and
teachers.
). researcher' 5 dai ly notes which supplement.ed the interviews
and helped in capturing the nature of the themes as they
unfolded. Many researchers who work with qualitative data
accumulate a secondary set of data, that is, researcher's
memos. They are written from the moment the first data arc
collected (LeCompte & Preissle, 1993) The researcher utilized
t.his secondary source for recording any significant act.ions,
gestures, movements, or any other information that seemed
important.. It was the aim of the researcher to record
everyt.hing of consequence, no matter how brief. Every at.tempt
was made to ensure that all data were recot"ded in the proper
context so as to obtain the true meaning of the participant
r:esponses.
Research Questions
The study examined the current practices and p~rceptions
of selected groups of superintend~nt, assistant
superintendent, principals, vice-principals, and t~acher:s ill
the Avalon Consolidated School Board with respect to th0
principal evaluation practices.
Mor~ sp~cifically, the study attempted to ex:plor<.! thl~
perceptions of above mentioned groups of peojple on th"l
following points:
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When was the system developed?
2. Was the system pi loted?
How were principals informed about the evaluation system?
Was there an in-service program developed to introduce
principals to the evaluation system?
5. Is the system reviewed regularly? How?
What weaknesses and/or strengths there are inherent. in che
policy?
7. How the pol icy might be improved?
8. Ho'.... does the present policy fit. with respect to the
changing role of the principal?
9. \<lho should be responsible for conducting t~e evaluation?
10. ~oJhat should be the purpose of evaluation?
11. Should rating scale be used or you would prefer a
narrative?
12. Who should be involved in the evaluation of principals?
13. How each source of feedback should be weighted:>
14. All parents should be included or only those on school
councils and PTA? Should criteria differ for parents on
councils from other parents?
l~. Should principals be told as to how individual sources
evaluated him/her or should it be kept confidential?
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Data Analyeil5
After transcribing the interviews in full, the researcher
listened to all the interviews in order to note any impot"tant
inf.ormation. such as the time taken fo:- responding to a
particular question, the manner or the tone in which they
expressed their notions; if r.hey laughed avet- something or
they were hesitant in saying som.;!thing, all of that wan
recorded. This helped in discerning the inmost feelings ,J.nd
sentiments of the interview subjects.
Dat.a collected with t.he help of documentation from
schools. school principals, school boards, Depi,t"tment of
Environment and Labour, Department I,) E Educat ion, <Hid Gemi-
structured interviews were analyzed using three categories.
These categories indicate major them~::; adclr~Gsed in the
literature and are representative of issue!'l most plausible to
th", study;
1. Why, what, how and by whom of evalu3ting principills.
2. How the perceptions about principal eVilluar:.ion relates to
actual practice,
]. New requirements, di::-ections for 1990s.
The researcher utilizp.d these categot'ies .in int.,~rpreting
the collected data with th~ intention of developing ground~d
theory which could address the issu·:? of the 'J.:lp bet,,,,"~,~n .:lC:l;U.:ll
evaluation practic8s and thos€! perc~ived UJ UF! im[l0rLilnt .:lnd
.should be employed. The resulting dutl!. ,:Jnd inducti',·:? anal'll;i~
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helped in providing a better understanding of not. only the
problem being studied but. also individual thought.s, concerns,
and insights pertaining to t.he problem.
Inductive research begins with data collection and then
att.empts to generate theories from relationships discovered
among t.he data. Researchers try to ent.er t.he research set.ting
without any preconceived notions that sensitizes them to their
own subjecti ve responses. Nevertheless, the percept~ons and
experiences of the people they study often colour their own.
In view of this fact, the researcher tried to present both
preconceptions and post-conceptions wherever possible.
To preserve confidentiality, pseudonyms for all people
and schools were used. Actual responses of the participants
were used as much as possibl'E! to avoid any conscious or
unconscious distort. ion misint.erpret.at.ion of dat.a"
References t.o lit.erat.ure were mace frequently t.o discuss
v-:lrious viewpoint.s and their implicat.ions in depth.
Design of the Study
The design of the study was somewhat evolutionary. First,
the school board was contacted to obt.ain the permi:3sion for
comluct.ing the study. After getting the permission, all the
school pdncipals were contacted; with their help, vice-
pt"incipals and teachers were reached. After conduct.lng most of
the interviews, school board staff was approached. Copies of
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the personal letters sent to the research participants
included in Appendix A.
With the help of mapping and lit~rature review a
predetermined set of questions was formed, and these questions
guided the researcher in her early interviews. Initi<11 data
shaped the format of subsequent questions. It also directed
the researcher co conduct f.ollow-up calls; cont.act <ldditional
personnel; conduct supplemental searches of the literature;
and obtain other relevant documents from school boards,
principals, Department of Education, and Department of
Environment and Labour. The data collection process proceeded
as follows;
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Table 3.1
Schedule for Data Collection
DATE
Sept. 29, 1995
Jail. 4, 1996 t.o Feb.
9, 1996
Oct. 26, 1995 to
Mar.28, 1996
Oct. 26, 1995 co
Nov.29, 1995
Nov. 6, 1995 to Feb.
13,1996
Mar. 28, 1996
Oct. 27, 1995 to Apr.
3,1996
Mar. 4, 1996
F'cb. 26, 1996
Feb. 26, 1996
Apr. 6, 1996 t.o Apr.
7, 1996
TASK
Request for permission to conduct
study
Interview Board Employees
Interview Principals
Interview Vice-Principals
Interview teachel's
Interview NLTA member
Received documents from School
Boards
Received documents from Dept. of
Environment & Labour
Received documents from NLTA
Received documents fro!, Deot. of
Education .
Follow-up calls to principals
This chapter contained a detailed account. of the
methodology used in the conduct of the research. 'fhe first
section presented a discussion of the phenomenological
approach; it also outlined some of the advantages of Ilsing
so
this orientation of qualitative research. The method of
population and sample selection was furnis:,ed in the next
section; the reason for change in the original pop1,l.lation was
also touched upon. Then, the research site and method of data
collection were discussed; the various sources Chilt were
utilized for gathering data were our.lined. A brief description
of research questions was also included (See Appendix- B for
a more comprehensive account). These questions wet".::! not mo:';!~lnt
to be exclusive; other questions arose dut"lng thtl (;onversatiotl
of the interviews. Finally. it was indicated that data were
analyzed acco:"ding to three categories. These categories
helped in revealing how the principal evaluation system was
intend~d to work, how it is presently working, and how it
should work in future.
Cbapter Four contains a presentat.!.on of th;; r,,::slllts oE
the r~search along with a discussion.
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CaAPTER FOUR
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
In God we trust-all others must use data!
- Anon
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to present an analysis of
the data generated through semi-structured interviews, review
of evaluation policies from different school district.s, and
various other documentation. The chap~er has been divided into
four sections; each section will serve to illustrate the kind
of assumptions and suggestions put forward by individual
groups.
The first section of this chapter will present
analytical information concerning the principal evaluation
pract ices as seen through the eyes of the central office
staff. It will also highlight how the system is actually
work~ng and how it is intended to work, thereby illuminating
the gap between actual and intended practices. The feelings of
the school board staff with respect to this gap wi.ll also be
furnished.
The second section reports on the data collected from the
school principals. Their opinions, suggestions, criticisms,
~'lnd e:-;:periences illuminate I.,.hat they what in terms of
performance appraisal; it also gives dire:ctions for future
t~'ends and th~ avenues that need to be explored.
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The third section will provide a detailed analysis of the
perceptions and experiences of the teachers with the principal
evaluation system.
The last and final section deals with the views of tl
vice-principals; it talks about suggestions and insights this
group of administrators shared with respect to the evaluation
of their administrative colleagues. The distribution of
schools by community is depicted in Tables 4 1 and 4.2.
TABLE 4.1
INFORMATION ABOUT SCHOOLS IN
MOUNT PEARL AREA
School Type Stafr Size Student Size
Senior High 43 715
Junior Hiqh 3. 700
Elementary 20 3!~
Elementary '0 406
Elementary 32 600 ~
TABLE 4.2
INFORMATION ABOUT SCHOOLS IN
ST. JOHN'S AREA
School Type Staff Size Student Size
senior High 37 660
Senior High 31 475
Senior High 40 700
Junior High 29 460
Elementary 12 194
Elementary 15 laO
Elementary 18 380
Elementary 12 210
Eloamentary 32 5a5
Blementary 22 370
Elementary 22 340
Elemenr.ary 34 552
Elementary 32 60'
--
Primary 117
,-,
£ection I
School Board Staff
Two people from the school bO<'lrd wer~ cont~lcted. This
section presents and analyzes their views relilted to the
research topic. Their direct involvement with the evaluation
of building-level administrators, and the dual rotc of jlld9'~
and facilitator played by them gives a special s1901 (kane .... to
the relation they share with principals: their views regaHlill<]
t.he evaluation f'ractices provides an important dimension to
this study, as they are the ones who hllve to util£zc these
practices and make the system wark. The breakdown of the
personnel interviewed is presented in Table ~. 3. At t llillllCS
used in this section are fictitious.
TABLE 4.3
INFORMATION ABOUT SCHOOL BOARD STAFF
Board Years of Experience In Their
Members Current Position
r----+---------------
6 Ye<lrs
" Years
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Experiences and Perceptions about Evaluation Practices
Mr. Power explained to the researcher ho,. evaluat.ion is
carried out in their school board. He reported that the
process of evaluation scarts with principals doing the self-
evaluation. In the case of a tenured principal they focus on
an area that the principal wants to concentrate on. The area
is discussed between the assistant superintendent and the
principal during a pre-evaluation conference. When asked by
the researcher if there should always be a pre-evaluation
conference. Mr. Power answered:
There should ah, well I won't be so bold as to say
that that always happens. It's encouraged. It
should be done in our view. There should be a pre-
evaluation conference, an obse:-vation and a cost.·
evaluation conference. That's the way we'd like co
see it. done.
The researcher probed again, - if t.here is no ?re-
evaluat.ion conference, t.hen who se .. s the object. ~ve;; and who
Jecid~s .. - Mr. Power piped in, -Well :he syst.em break:.; down.
Doesn't it?- After a while he added:
What. is the {.toint if I ... If you're one of my
principals and _ were t.o evaluat.e and I walk in a:ld
1'11 say, "Now I'm evaluating you, and I'm going t.o
eval uatc you on you r publ ic re:lat ions." Now, I' va
decided that without consulting you. So, how do I
knO\v that's the area that you need to be e\'aluated
in. So there' 5 got to be a two-way str.eet.
After di~cussin9 how, wh~n, and by whom th.e objectives
are s-et. in the case of tenured principals, 1>1r. Power talked
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about probationary principals. He observed, ~ In the case of
probation the objectives are really set in the job
description. "
Getting this reply from him, the researcher inquired, "Do
principals have a job description?" In response to this he
said:
In the Act of the School and in the collect.i.ve
agreement there are duties outlined for. what a
principal is. That's what I mentioned to you. And
this is one of the weaknesses that we have. We
don't have a job~description drawn up. We got a
tentative one drawn up that a group of principals
were asked to come together as a committee and draw
up. Now this is a weakness and there is no question
about it.
Mr. Power concluded the explanation of the way evaluation
is conducted by stating that a post-evaluation conference
takes ;,'llace at the end of the process in which the evaluator
ane evaluatee discuss the results. As he says, "It's a sort of
give and take."
After the review of the board's policy, it was evident
that all probationary principals are expecten to go through an
evaluation process. Only after the successful completion of
this probationary period, principals are granted rl?nure. With
respect to pre-evaluation conference the board's policy (1991)
states;
An initial conference shall be held with the
professional personnel being evaluated as early in
the school year as possible, but not later than
October 15. (p. A-12)
The researcher, however, informed by
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probationary school principals that they have been
contacted by anyone from the school board, and that they know
nothing about any formal evaluation. These meetings with the
probationary principals were taken place in the period between
October 26 to November 24, l!l95. The t ..IO sources were giving
information that was contradictory, and led to some confusion;
therefore, the researcher asked Mr. Power for clarification.
Mr. POWel" asserted:
I know that everybody who is on probation in this
district and every single one of them were told
point blank, when they were interviewed, "You will
be on evaluation". Now, whether ::'h~ :':'lsistant
superintendent respor.sible for that school has
gotten around to doing it well, I don't know, .. You
got to realize that several of cu!" principals who
have become principals and are on pr::>bation have
alrt!ady had very slIccessful yeal'S as vice-
principals. Now, in a situation liko:! that you
probably wouldn't put as an intensive evaluation in
place as you would with someone who's coming from
the outside, who's never been a principal o!' vi-::e-
principal in our system. So, that kind of
flexibi lity exists.
Close analysis of the response of Nr. ?o',ler raises a
fundamental question: Does the position of the assistant
prinoipalship prepares the incumbent adequately for the
leade.:rship role of the principal?
Tho:: review of the literature seems to suggest that the
position of assistant principalship does not provide adequate
training for the principalship, because assistant principals
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often spend time doing chores they would not do as principals
(Kelly, 1987). Marshall (1992) notes that the tasks of some
assistant principals are routine, possess low visibility, lack
evaluation and review, and reward. Furthermore, it is the
principal who exercises discretion in assigning the assistant.
his/her tasks and responsibilities (Boyer, 1991 i Marshall &
Mitchell, 1991), and often principals give their assistants
those jobs they do not want to do themselves (Roderick, 1986).
In general, the work of assistant principals centers on
routine clerical tasks, discipline, and bus duties (Buckner &.
Jones, 1990; Koru, 1993). They are given those non-management
tasks that can be performed by clerical staff, teache:rs,
counsellors, community .:ogencies, parent volunteers, o:r others
(Hassenpflug, 1991l. Although much attent.ion has been paid to
the instructional leadership role of school administrators,
Koru (1993) observes that assistant principals are seldom
charged with instructional improvement activities.
In view of this reality, the reader should decide if t.he
successful years as assistant principals guarantee one's
success as a principal to make the evaluation process less
intensive?
E...~n if one accepts the fact that in situations where
principals and vice-principals work together as teams, the
position of assistant principabhip can be regarded as a
stepping stone to the principal's position; the following
8'
cases will show that the actual process does not. fall under
t.he flexibility referred to by Mr. Power.
Ms. Jones: Ms. Jones, after serving as a vice·principal for
over 10 years, became a principal. She was not informed by
anyone that she would be evaluated. She did not even know if
the board has a formal evaluation system for school
principals. In this particular case, the individual was never
evaluated as an administrator.
Ms. William: She was also on probationary contract when t.he
resea:ccher met her. She was never told that she is gainS" to be
evaluated. She stated, ~I haven't. met anyone formally to say
that I am going to be evaluated,ft Having received t.he reply
that no one has informed h~r ~formally". the researcher
inquired if anyone told h~:- informally t.hat she is going t.o be
evaluat:ed. She replied. ·~ot. :-eally said direct.ly. I assumed
it. I guess t.hrough t.he conversat.ions but. it. hasn' t been
formally stated."
As t.he above two exa:nples involve t.he female gender. an
example involving t.he male gender is loIarrant.ed. so that. the
reader does not get. any wrong impression.
Mr. Myrick; Mr. Myrick haG been a principal in this dist.rict
for S years, and loIas neVo:lr evaluated. Once t.he evaluat.ion
process was init.iat.ed when he was a vice-principal in another
'0
district, but the process never got completed. In his words:
I don't think that process got completed because
there was supposed to be self-evaluation and a
staff evaluation but it never got to the staff
evaluation component.
In all these cClses the quest ion is not whether the
evaluation is "intensive" OJ: nOt; the issue is that they were
never evaluated, or they are being evaluated, regardless of
the fact whether they have come to the principal's position
from the same school, same district, or different school
board. This points to only one thing that Mr. Power may very
well be right in his assumption that " ... the system is falling
down. There's no question about it."
In analysis, there appears to be a gap between actual and
intended evaluation practices. The system i~ not worJdng the
way it has been indicated in the board documents. The irony of
the situation is that even the holders of t!Le position of
superintendency are not aware that their vision is not being
realized.
The following section discusses evaluation practices
related to teaching principals.
Principal As a Teacher
Both school board employees, Ms. Jeffery and Mr. Power,
reported that in the case of teaching principals, their
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teaching is also taken int.o consideration, and they
evaluated in exactly the any other teacher.
However, Mr. Power added:
Generally ;,;peaking once a person becomes a
principal, they've probably been a teacher. So, we
probably wouldn't spend as much time observing tr"e
principal as a teaching principal in the classroom
as we would in observing how he or she runs the
school.
In conclusion, administrative duties are generally given
priority over teaching responsibilities during performance
evaluation of the school principals. The assumption being that
the school principal must have been an effective t.eacher.
The section to follow will talk about the board's
evaluation policy.
Evaluation Policy
The current evaluation policy evolved when the
supeciIlL.::mlenl:. came tu thi~ board in 1989 from the Conception
Bay South Integrated School Board. There was very litt.le in
this board wit.h respect to teacher or principal evaluation.
Therefore, wi th the permission of the board they adapted the
policy that was used in the conception Bay South. The
superintendent expressed his feelings about this as follows;
I would have liked in this board to have done
something very similar to what we did in conception
Bay South, where we involved the teachers and the
principals in developing their own evaluation
policy. But out here we ended up basically imposing
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a policy on them. Now, I don't consider that to be
the appropriate thing; but when you're in a board
where you dOll't have a policy, you have to put
something in place; otherwise you could get in
trouble.
N'evertheless, the policy has been reviewed every year
since its adoption. The process followed in this board for
reviewing any policy is that school principals are asked at
joint principals meeting if they think any of the policies or
regulations need to be reviewed. The central office staff is
also asked each year to submit anything in their policy manual
that they feel needs to be reviewed. From t.here, they go to
the appropriate board committee to see if it accually needs to
be reviewed. If it does, then they would set up a subcommittee
that will review it and make changes. Then it goes to the
board for ratification for any changes that occur.
Mr. Myrick, who sat on one such subco:nmittee for
reviewing the current evaluation policy, made the following
observation:
I just sat on one little committee that gave
feedback from administrators' perspective. Again,
if you are looking at: evaluation you have to look
at how principals fit i:1.to a system with respect to
everybody else in the system And when we did
this it was, "You guys do up for administrators,
you do for teachers, you do fer co-ordinators. You
do for someone else" I did not see that there was
a link between the three. They were chopped up,
isolated out in categories. And! am not convinced
that that is how it should be done.
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Similarly, Mr. Brushett reflecting on the evaluation
policy stated:
r recall a time when this was all put on the table,
and there was a discussion about how to make it a
meaningful process at whatever level, teacher or
principal. And a fair bit of time was given to it
in principal's meetings to discuss it. But when it
came down to the bottom line of how to do the grass
roots, involvement of people at each level to build
a good policy, I think it came down largely to
dollar; the consulta:1ts' fees were quite high and
at that point they said, "Sorry, we can't afford
this". And they walked out.
Apparently, principals did not like the way the policy
reviewed, and they had some concerns about that. The
following section will bring forch cheir addicional concerns
regarding the evaluation policy. The section will also present
views of the school be cd staff on the areas of strength
and/or ........ 'l:<nesses inherent in the policy.
Areas of St.rengt.hs and Weakness:es
Regarding the weaknesses and/or strengths inhe:-enc in the
policy, Mr. Power told the researcher that one of the major
weaknesses is thaC ic is a policy which has not been d,;:veloped
from the grass roots. He observed:
It's not a policy that's been dev~loped by the
teachers for the teachers. Ic's not a ~olicy that's
been developed by the principals for the
principals. And that is such an importar:t part of
the process; th.:tt people have to feel o""'nership of
what ,it is that thei're involved in.
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No doubt principals and teachers need to be iovelved in
the development of their policies, but the general feeling
prevalent among these groups <::If principals and vice·principals
was that even teachers' voice should be heard in the
development of the policy for the principals. Likewise,
principals should be consulted in developing any policy for
teachers. They were not in favour of restricting the
participation to any single group of people. Following are
some statements made by administrators which typically
represent this type of perception held by them:
Mr. Hayes (principal): NOt just principals, teachers
should be involved in that and principals should be
involved in teachers. Teachers also need to have
a clear understanding of what the responsibilities
are, the role, the expectations and so on. By
having everyone involved in the process, everybody
hopefully is a little more in line with what the
role encompasses.
Ms. Stanley (vice-principal): What they need to do is
sit down and talk to some teachers and ask teachers
what they would propose for evaluation of a
principal. What are the things that you think that
we should look for when we're making up our forms.
What do you think is important ... And questions
might change. Because you see, the school board is
looking at it from one perspective, what we want
out there is different. At the same time you've got
to have teachers' voice, and I think that the
evaluation process could be meaningfully developed
if board personnel, administrators, and teachers
worked together.
In relation to the strengt:hs in the policy, Ms. Jeffery,
a school board employee, claimed that the policy:
helps principals focus on what their own objectives
are. What is it that t.hey really want to achieve
over a year.
Mr. Brushett, a high school p:.:incipal, also expressed
similar views. To a question about his experiences with the
policy, he remarked, "It helps you to focus. You establish and
grow, you work from there." He continued:
But there comes a point for the renew"l, and unless
you are a very self-motivated person, you know, if
you have the time to put into the professional
literat'.lre all the time, got time to be on the
cutting edge, and you don't have to deal with the
mundane type of things then may be you can renew
from within. But I guess it only helped me in the
sense of focusing.
As an analysis, there seems to be a communication gap
between the school board and the school administrators;
consequently, the board is unaware of the feelings and
perceptions of its site-administrat.ors wit.h respect to the
evaluation policy and the process utilized for developing or
reviewing it. Evidently, t.he board i.s trying to do it.s best.
for its staff, but the problem is that. they are putting in
t.heir best effort without actually knowing what the st.!!.f!
The next section will explore the views of. th~ school
board staff on how the precess might be improved.
"
New Paths to be Explored
Vision wi th·:lut action is merely a dream. Action
without vision just passes the time. Vision with
action can change the world!
- Barker
Both school board employees were open to the involvement
of parents and students in the evaluation process. Attempt is
already being made to include teachers and students, but their
involvement is not mandatory; it's up to the evaluator and the
evaluatee to make such a decision. The option is available to
administrators if they want to utilize it. Mr. Power's views
concerning this issue:
We encourage principals to do a survey of teachers
and a survey of stude:nts. We don't encourage them
to do a survey of parents. That could be a mistake
on our part. But that is not an area that a lot". of
people are cr:mfortable with yet. And it's something
that has to grow.
It is important to note chat school distri.ct.s in other
provinces have already started exploiting this area. First
time in 1988, parents played a part in the evaluation of
school administ.rators in the Vancouver School Board. According
to Bognar (1990) most of the principals who went through the
evaluation process had volunteered, and they had very few
concerns about the evaluat ion process.
The School District No. 36 (Surrey), material obtained
from the school principal, also utilizes parent input in the
evaluation of their admir.istrators. According to their
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evaluation policy, principals' performance is evaluated in
eight different areas such as, establishing direction,
interpersonal relations, community relations. instructional
leadership, curriculum, improvement of student learning,
professional development, and organizat ion-management.
Interviews with parents are conducted for evaluating
principal's performance against first three sets of criteria.
This shows that some districts are already ahead 'in this area.
In reply to the question. whether primary/elementary
school students should be involved, Mr. Power reflected;
I saw a process used in the Calgary Board out in
Alberta whereby the students from K-<;i we.re not so
much involved with the evaluation of the principal
as they wer<!! in expressing their opinion about
their attitude to.....ards school ......hich in a .....ay helps
you t.o get a feel for t.he way the principal
operates the school indirect:ly. They .....ere asked to
either X out a happy face 0:- a sad face. And I
thought it was a really good idea.
He was not sure whether or not the students fr::lm :<-6
should be involved to a great extent. ;'8 for the High School
students, he strongly felt that they c:an provide some valuable
information, as the studen·s at that. level an~ very astute. In
his words:
I find thaI: they see things in teachers and
principals that could be beneficial to these people
if they were given a good honest, open forum
whereby they could express their opinion.
,s
Mr. Power's opinion that students' involvement in the
evaluation of school could help in providing a perception of
holti that school principal operates. was shared by a vice-
principal. Ms. Stanley while talking about elementary level
students noted:
I think a lot would come out in their evaluation of
their school. I don't know if you'd have to
evaluate the principal or the vice-principal. I
think that that sort of stuff would come out if you
evaluated the school. What do you think of school
and what is your school like. I think that
there's definitely a place for taking seriously
what the kids think about the place in which they
live during the day because they knoW' whether they
feel cared for and wanted and loved; and I think
:Iou could pick up a lac from their evaluation on
school. And may be you could have an evaluacion of
principal and vice-principal.
It should be noced th<lt the A.valon North Im:egrated
School Board involved ele:nentary level students in the
evaluation of the school principal directly. One of the school
principals reported that a questionnaire with happy and sad
faces was given to even kinc.ergarten students. The quest.ions
in this survey were directly targeted upon the school
principal.
Ms. Jeffery, like her colleague Mr. rower, was receptive
to the idea of involving ceachers, parents and students in the
evaluation process; in fact, she went a step further, and
recommended the involvement vf other administrators as well.
A.lthough both schoC'll board emp:i.oyees agreed that stake
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holders have an important role to play, they parted company
when it came to the issue of weighting. Mr. Power thought
different value should be placed on them, depending on how
close the relationship that particular individual or that
particular group has with the principal. He commented, "I
think the closer the people work with you, the greater the
weight should be."
In contrast, as comments below reveal, Ms. Jeffery was of
the opinion that no weighting is necessary. She remarked:
I don't think I would put weight on it as such. It
would Je all part of input; it would provide really
valuable information to the person being evaluated.
Once again both school board employees joined hands on
th-e topic of evaluative c.::iteria. They claimed that different
criteria should be given to different groups cf people. Ms.
Jeffery went to the extent of saying that parents who serve on
committe-:!s should evaluate on different sets of criteria than
parents who are not.
Undeniably, the board is trying to move away from the
traditional model of evaluation in which one'~' immediate
supervisor is the sale source of information. The board
encoUl'ages its principals to seek input from t.eachers and
students; their involvement is optional. not mandatory. As far
as the involvement of parents is concerned, it is not an area
'"hieh has yet been explored by this board.
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Summary of the Section and Some Concluding Thoughts
This section reported that current evaluation policy was
adapted from the conception Bay South Integrated School Board,
when the superintendent joined this board in 1989. The reason
behind such a move was that there was very little in terms of
teacher or principal evaluation in the Avalon Consolidated
School Board. The superintendent, therefore. put in place the
policy which was developed in the school board where he was
working previously.
Even though attempt was made to review the policy at the
time of its adopt.ion. the responses of the school
administrators indicat.ed that it was just a futile attempt;
they were not given an honest, open forum whereby they could
express their opinions. A.pparently, the board was in a haste
to put something in place. As a result, emphasis was on
produce rather than process.
Analysis of the responses of the research participants
and the board documents showed that the board's evaluation
policy and the actual practices are not in conformity. Most of
the principals on probationary contract were not informed that
they would undergo an eV<lluation proceslS. However, this is not
what is indicated in the documents of the board. According to
the Annual Report of ~994-95, all probationary principals will
undergo a summative evaluation. According to their evaluation
policy, all initial conferenc::es with the evaluacees are held
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prior to October 15 of each year. Of significance is the fact.
that the researcher had met t.hese probat.ionary principals in
t.he period between October t.o November, 1995.
Although attempt is being made to incorporate feedback
from t.eachers and student.s int.o the appraisal process. Use of
parent feedback is not an area which is yet explored. The
following charact.eristics stood out. during the review of the
evaluation practices:
• absence of pre and post. evaluation conferences;
• lack of any follow-up even in the case of deficient
performance;
• non complet.ion of the process.
As fa:::- as the evaluat.ion conferences are concerned, their
importance cannot be overemphasized. Pre-evaluation confet"ence
gives the opportunity to the evaluatee and the evaluator to
set the individual objectives for the evaluatee in a
collaborative fashion. Individual Objectives ensure that each
administrator strive beyond the range of day-to-day
activities. It also provides the opportunity to assistant
superintendents to develop the leadership abilities and skills
of their subordinates. The imponance of individual goals
t.akes on added significance in the case of seasoned principals
who have essentially mastered the elements of their job
description. The individual objectives make sure that they
continue to grow professionally (Langlois (., McAdams, 1992}.
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In the case of probationary school principals, pre-
evaluation conference gives the opportunity to assistant
superintendents to describe the job requirements and special
areas of concern during the interview session. When job
description is included into the performance appraisal
process, it ensures that administrators do not emphasize
certain aspects of the job and neglect others. This is very
helpful because role-players often have thf".ir own set of
priorities and expectations for the position; often staff has
its own perceptions of the job. and try to project these
expectations anto the new principal. Therefore, inclusion of
job description in the pre-evaluation conference serves at
least two purposes: (a) it ensures that principals invest time
and energy across the spectrum of their responsibilities, and
(bl the job description gets critically examined in every pre-
evaluation conference. This exercise helps in eliminating
those items that are no longer valid; it also helps in
including new areas of importance (Langlois & McAdams, 19921
The purpose of post-evaluation conference is to provide
feedback about one's performance, and also to make sense of
the data. Kaplan (1993) says that the most irresponsible thing
one can do is to drop all the data into someone's lap and then
disappear. In the case of this school board, evaluation
process is often not completed; even when it is completed,
there is no follow-up. But assistance in making sense of the
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data and moral support by the supervisor is vital, especially
in situations where serious problems have been identified. It
is necessary that someone acts as a resource person and stay.:;
in touch; data should also be collected in the future on the
extent to which they have produced the desired changes.
On the basis of these findings, it is concluded that the
absence of pre and post evaluation conferences plus no job
description hinders the benefits of performance appraisal.
Assessmerlt of performance under such circumstances could
hardly bring individual or organizational growth.
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Section II
School. Principals
Eighteen principals were interviewed from primary,
elementary, and secondary schools in the Mount Pearl and St.
John's areas. The duration of the interviews was between half
an hour to two and a half hours. principals are classified on
the basis of years of experience in Table 4.4. Their
perceptions, anecdotes, concerns, suggestions, and experiences
became an important part of the study. The following section
discusses their views in considerable detail. To preserve
confidentiality, pseudonyms have been used in place of act.ual
TABLE 4.4
INFORMATION ABOUT SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
Number of Principals Years of Experience In Their
Current Schools
16 1 to 5 years
6 to 10 years
11 to l.S years
lOS
Experiences and Perceptions about Evaluation Pract.ices
It was evident from the interview data that seventeen
principals felt that they should be evaluated. Ms. Jones was
the only principal who did not share her group's views. She
did not think that administrators should be evaluated formally
unless "there's a need for it." Nevertheless, she conceded
that she would have "no difficulty with the process" if the
school board chooses to do 50.
What she considered essent.ial was that one should,
listen to what the students have to say, what the
staff has t.o say, you know, that to my way of
thinking is evaluation. Everybody having input and
therefore you're reflecting on what you are doing
and meeting their needs and changing accordingly.
She observed that administrators evaluate themselves
continuously on the basis of feedback from various sources and.
take correcti.ve measures. This was part of the reason why she
did not see any real need for formal evaluation. However, her
experiences with the evaluation process in general contributed
greatly to her present v lews on evaluation af administrators.
she concluded that the way evaluation is normally conducted
would not bring much benefit.
Two important points that stand out over here are as
follows:
1. initiation of evaluation process in cas-e of an observable
or identified need.
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2. Administrators seeking feedback from different sources and
changing accordingly.
The first point together with Mr. Oinzel' 5 comments bel='Il'
takes on added significance. Mr. 0102e1 shared his observation
as follows:
In terms of principal evaluation to be quite honest
with you there is not really an ongoing evaluation
as such. Its almost done on needs basis rather than
something that.' 5 formalized.
This is apparently what Ms. Jones suggested, but the
critical point that arises over here and presented succinctly
by Ms. Vernal is, "As long as we wait until an :dentified need
to implement a process then its going to be seen as negat.ive."
Ms. Vernal's comments are not far from truth. One thing that
was very prominent throughout the interview process was that
people did not look at evaluation as a positive and healthy
process. They were wary of the evaluator as well as the
evaluation. Mr. Griffiths comments are indicative of this
percept ion;
If they call tomorrow and say you're (principal)
going to be evaluated, I'm not going to rub my
hands and say she is gO,;:1g to be gone soon and I
got her job.
This statement shows the underlying assumption of the
speaker with respect to evaluation. His views
representative of all the others. People did not feel the way
evaluation is done presently, it could result in improvement.
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It seems Ms. Vernal is right in holding the view that
evaluation should not result in case of an identified need.
She suggested:
If we have it as an ongoing process then what will
happen is people will use it as a constructive
means t.o bring about change within themselves.
The second issue that needs to be addressed is that.
administrators continuously evaluate themselves on the basis
of feedback from various sources. In Ms. Jones' case, she
actively seeks for feedback because she does not see any real
need for formal evaluat.ion for reasons ment.ioned above.
However, other administrators may do so out of necessity. Mr.
Dinzel's comments are revealing in this respect. While talking
about. assistant superintendents he mentioned:
They don't have time to put as much time and effort
into evaluation as you probably would like. To some
degree it'S almost like you're going through the
motions. You are doing it because it's expected of
you, but its probably not: as good a tool as one
would like it to be. And consequently the amount of
feedback that: we get is pretty negligible to be
qui te honest wi th you.
In such instances, administrators may be forced to seek
alternative means of getting feedback as Farr (1993) notes
that when people do not get the desired amount of feedback
from their superiors they search for and create feedback for
themselves. The risk that is involved in such a situation is
that they may interpret various actions and messages from
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peers and other people as having performance related
information, even if such is not intended by the people. This
may lead to errors by the individual in his/her work
performance. Further, research findings of Ashford and
Cunnings (cited in Farr, 1993) show that individuals seek less
feedback when their role is not ambiguous, and when the
individual has been employed for a relatively long period of
time. On the basis of these findings, Farr (lSS3) advices that
supervisors should be especially careful to provide feedback
to those individuals who are new to the job, and also to those
individuals who are in positions that are not well defined, or
do not result in readily observable outcomes.
This does not mean that administrators should not be
reflective; what it means is that feedback from assistant
superintendents is extremely important and its significance
cannot be underestimated, no matter how much school
administrators evaluate themselves.
Like Ms. Jones, other principals were unanimous in their
condemnation of current evaluation process:
Ms. Vernal: It's more of a duty. It's more of a
responsibility than a constructive process.
Mr. Brushett: There's a very strong sense that it's a
necessary evil and you are being done ... Evaluation
has come to be seen as a bit of a farce and my last
twO years would be somewhat farcical. For example,
really there was no meeting, no documenting, no
interview, no nothing until there was a contract
put in place.
10'
Mr. Clarke: Two years that I was on probation my
evaluation was very "luperficial. What is down on
paper is a superb .aluation, but it was extremely
superficial evaluat.ion.
Mr. Myrick: I think evaluation right now as it currently
exits is nothing more than a bureaucrat.ic ritual.
It's done just to put pencil to paper.
A.lthough chey were highly critical of the way evaluation
is conducted, still they did not share Ms. Jones' view t.hat.
school adminiscrators should not be evaluated formally unless
and until there is a need. When Mr. Myrick was asked if
principals should be evaluated, he replied, "Most definitely.
He stated further:
I guess I have a lot of problems with evaluation
throughout. the education system in that. I do not
think there's anywhere, at least in this province,
this board certainly, I don't think has '1 valid
evaluation system. I don't think ie's anyehing that
would stand up anywhere. I don't even think it's a
good formative evaluation let alone sUllllllative
evaluation. policy is old, out dated. This sounds
critical and harsh, but I am just telling you ....hat
it is.
Mr. Myrick explained the :-eason for holding such a view:
I mean like NLTA, they a~e much too ;lowerful. much
more prepared to do ba::.tle on these issues than
school board as employer.
He also told the researcher that he was speaking to
people at the Newfoundland and Labrador Teachers' Association
(NLTAI and they said:
no
Look there is absolutely nobody in this province
who can get dismissed for incompetency. We' 11 beat
them. every time.
When the researcher herself met one of the members of the
Newfoundland and Labrador Teachers' Association (NLTA) she was
given a similar message, but not is suer. a forthright manner.
Mr. White told her:
....'e have not had many dismissals for incompetency in
this province and that's not because we don't have
incompetent people as one would expect of 8500 or
9000 people. You would find some degree of
incompetency from time to time. The problem is
defining what incompetency means and been able to
put a process in place that adequately gets that.
Most. school boards at the moment are working
towards put.t.!.ng an evaluation system. Most school
boards have an evaluation system but they are so,
what should I say, the system that t.hey have
ah ... that don't stand up under scrutiny from a
lawyer or from anybody else who that teacher hires
to defend.
He, then, went on to talk about the whole area of
incompetency and the problems associated with d~fining and
detecting it. According to him this problem becomes
significant with school boards' failure to follow a proper
process, He also outlined the aspects that are normally looked
Did the school boards do their homework? Did the
school board, for example helped t.hat teacher with
the problems that. were demonstrated? Was the
professional help given on a continuing basis? Was
it monitored carefully? All of that has to happen
before you can go into summative whereby people are
dismissed for incompetency. Once the system is not
in place t.hen you're going to have a tough time
l1l
proving a court that. this person is
incompetent ...That is not to say we don' t. have
incompetent people, but the system is not there to
prove it.
Against chis backdr0tJ, the following cases should be
examined. These cases will bring forth the actual evaluation
process that each school principal went through.
~School Principals
Me. Jones. She was a vice-principal for over ten years
with t.his school board, but never went t.hrough an evaluat.ion
process. This is her first year as a principal and she stated:
Nobody has informed me t.hat I am to be evaluated
t.his year.
Mr. Myrick. He has over ten years of administ.rative
experience. He was evaluated one y~ar when he was a vice-
principal in a different school board, but the process was
never completed. He has been a principal of a high school in
this district for the past five years and the evaluation
process has yet to be initiated.
Ms, Mullett. NS. Mullett was evaluated a~ a vice-
principal. This is her firot year as a principal, and she is
presently going through an evaluat.ion process. She had to
submit her philosophy of education and objectives for th.~
n2
first year. The objectives were solely set by her, but she and
assistant s'lperintendent meet frequently to discuss various
issues.
Mr. Brushett. He has over ten years of administrative
experience and has been evaluated twice over the years. F'irst
time, questionnaires and interviews were conducted. There was
no pre-evaluation as such just a series of interviews with the
assistant superintendent. However, there was a postvevaluation
conference. He did not remember whether he got a written
report or not. Second time it was just informal observation.
Criteria, instruments, and process were v-:;ry loosely defined,.
there was no post-evaluation conference and no written report.
Junior High School Principals
Mr. Ivany. He has 25-26 years of administrative
experience, and has been evaluated 5-6 times in different
school districts. Last evaluation was some 3 years back. He
had pre and post evaluation conferences; the post evaluation
conference was not an extensive one. and he was never informed
about his areas of strengths and/or weaknesses. He did not get
e. written report after the evaluation, and according to Mr.
Ivany:
I received a letter, that's all, confirming that I
passed the evaluation.
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~ Mr. Hayes has been a principal for 12-13 years
in different school districts, and has been evaluated in the
past. This is his first year in this position, and he has been
told that he will undergo an evaluation process. Ho.....ever,
there has been no pre-evaluation conference.
Elementary School Principals
~ Me. Vernal was evaluated when she came into
this position. Teachers were given questionnaires. There was
a pre~evaluation conference, but she did not have to write any
objectives. There was also a closure to the evaluation process
whereby in a meeting with t.he assistant superintendent and
associate superintendent they discussed how the year had gone
by. She remarked, "So that was post-conference, I guess." She
did not get anI written report and the need areas that were
identified were left to her to resolve. There was no time¥
frame placed on resolution of those identified needs. In fact
she said that she was not even told to work on it. It was just
pointed out to her. She reflected:
I was given no strategies to change. It wasn't
suggested to me that I should either seek
additional resources or that I should pursue this
actively.
However, if one were to look at the board's policy
(1989), it
states that:
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18. iii. specific suggsstions must be offered by the
administration (or person (al) charged with evaluation
which will assist in correcting these specific
deficiencies.
iv. A minimum of thirty (30) days will be permitted to provide
time for improvement prior to a second evaluation
regarding that (those) specific deficiencies. (p.A-14l
Ms. Stephen. This is her third year in this district, and
she had just completed the evaluation when the researcher met
her. Prior to this school she was a principal of another
school within the district, and was evaluated over there
well. As she says:
In actual fact for somebody who has spent twent.y
years of her teaching career not being formally
evaluated I ended up being evaluatEld may be five
times in the past ten years because I kept changing
positions.
As an afterthought she added:
It has nothing to do with me as a person; it had
everything to do with my changing positions.
There were pre-evaluation conferences, but there were no
post-evaluation conferences. she says:
The post conference at the end, that is the one
tends not to happen because you tend to gel a
letter at the end that says, MWe are delighted to
inform that you have been granted tenure. Now you
are through the evaluation."
The weak areas that were identified were not discussed
again. No plan for improvement was put into place.
us
Mr. Dinzel This is his eleventh year as a school
administrator, and he has been evaluated twice. First time
when he was evaluated, he had a pre-evaluation conference, and
at the end of the process he received a written report; but
according to him there was no set standard as criterion at the
time, so basically what he received was an anecdotal report
saying that "you had satisfied the criteria that they had
decided on, and that you are tenured as an administrator."
Second time he was evaluated at this school and again there
was a pre-evaluation conference, but he says that "only in
terms of program proposal." He had to put together a program
proposal that teachers had input into. This new program
started some five years back and every principal is expected
to submit this proposal every year to the board. The board
personnel then set a time for the principals to go down and
discuss the proposal. "So in terms of that there is a pre-
evaluation conference taking place. But in terms of the
proposal contents strictly; strictly about evaluation, no that
did not take place." There was no post conference not even in
terms of the program proposal. However, he received the letter
saying that everything was satisfactory, and chat he has been
tenured in this position.
Me. Alward. MS. Alyward had been evaluated in this
position. The assistant superintendent made periodic phone
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calls, and in addition to that he requested several documents.
She had a pre-evaluation conference in which they discussed
staffing, programming of the school, her perception of her own
role, and teaching. Objectives were discussed but basically
she set her own objectives. It was a two year process, and
they met frequently during this period. Staff also completed
an evaluation form. At the end of this two-year period they
had a final meeting, and she got a written report; the
evaluator went over the report with her.
Hs William. She has been a principal for five years. She
a principal for 4 yean; in a different school district
where she never received any formal evaluation. This is her
first year with this school board, and she has not been
informed if she will be evaluated or not. At least not
formally. She says:
There's been no formal meeting with regards to
anyone sitting down and saying to me these are the
criteria, and this is the process. It hasn't been
explained that way.
When the researcher probed if any anyone told her
informally that she is going to be evaluated, she responded,
"Not really said directly. I assumed it I guess through the
conversations, but it hasn't been formally stated." (See
Appendix C)
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~ He has been a principal for over twelve years.
This is his fourth year in this particular position. He has
been evaluated twice in different schools, but not in this
one. He did have a pre and post evaluation conferences when he
was evaluated, and he also got a written report.
Me. Ronald. This is Ms. Ronald's first year in this
position, and she says, "I'm 411suming that this year is more
or less my year of evaluation. That's my feeling basically."
M9. Trent. This is Ms. Trent' 5 first year as a principal.
She has not been evaluated yet, but she says that, "I am
assuming that I am under serut toy all the time." She also
added, "They do what they call an observation, a monitoring,
that'S the word they use." She has not been informed what
procedure would be followed.
Mr. Dalton. He has been a principal for the past five
years, and has been evaluated on two different occasions. The
first time they did not go through a formalized evaluation
process because it was a cont.ractual position. Lat.er he was
evaluated for one year, and according t.o Mr. Dalton, "They had
an option of doing two, but. they opt.ed for. one since I matched
with the district well." Beth times they had a pre-evaluat.ion
conference, and the assistant superintendent went. through the
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policies of the school board and some other documentation with
him. Questionnaires were given to staff, and he received
feedback. A concluding conference between the evaluator and
the administrator took place, and he received a written report
both times.
~ Ms. Daley has been a principal of this school
for two years. She was not evaluated during this period, even
though she requested for it both years. According to her, "I
requested it both years, and basically did not get an answer.
So no answer means no." Ms. Daley's situation was somewhat
different as she was on contractual position. According to the
board's policy, formal evaluation of personnel hired on a term
contract will only occur when indicated in writing by the
superintendent. However, the board's annual report of 1994-
1995 states that term cont.ract personnel can have the
evaluation process initiated if they request for it. Ms. Daley
reflected on the situation as follows:
I understand it's not a priority with them at this
point, but I thought from my point of view it would
be good to have something in place.
Ms. Coish. She was a principal of another school within
the district where the evaluation process ",'as initiated, but
the process was never completed. Staff survey was conducted,
but she never got any feedback. When she asked for it, she was
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told in a joking manner that obviously it. was favourable,
otherwiae she would have heard back. She was not evaluated in
this position.
Mr. Robert•. He was evaluated in his first or second
year. He was not sure which year was that. He did have a pre-
evaluation conference, and the assistant superintendent had
some input into the goals which he was trying to achieve that
year. They had a lot of meetings throughout the year, and he
also got a written report after the evaluation. The evaluator
and the evaluatee went through the report together.
When these administrators were asked if they benefitted
from evaluation, some principals reported that they found the
evaluation process helpful; their responses are as follows:
Mr. Ivany: Qh yes, I benefitted immensely because I've
always enjoyed interacting with colleagues and
finding out my strengths and weaknesses from their
perspective.
1\s the researcher was leaving after the interview he
quickly added:
I should have thought about this earlier. It
depends on who's evaluating. The experience of
being evaluated can be valuable if you have a good
working relationship with the evaluator. And not
the last time I was evaluated, but the time
previous to that one, they were two entirely
different experiences, and the second last was much
more valuable to me than the last. I had a lot more
interaction ... I benefitted from that one than I did
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the last time.
Mr. Ellis: Yes I did find it helpful. I think it proved
that I was right.
Others expressed mixed feelings. The following responses
will illustrate this point:
Ms. Coish: I think it could be. Even just getting that
feedback from staff because I've been thinking of
doing that myself before the end of this year
sometime. You know, just to get some feedback.
Yeah, yeah, I think it could be. I have not been
involved in a terribly helpful process myself, you
know, but it could be. A lot of things that I've
gotten have been informal through ah, some of it
comes through experience or finding somebody at the
board to talk to or you know you l€arn from dealing
with certain situations. But the evaluation orocess
itself, I think it could be, but I don't feel
particularly that it has been (or me at this point.
Ms. Stephen: I wish I could say yes. I found the
evaluation process helpful. unfortunately we don't
always have the time to sit down and complete the
process, and that is very often what happens ... But
having gone through the process, that is important.
And the staff for example, knowing that you are
willing to do that, that's important.
To summarize, then, the gap between theory and practice
widens to chasm in the case of performance evaluation of
principals. Given this gap, it ,•. little surprise that people
hold such negative feelings toward appraisal process. The
situation gets worsened by the fact that many of them are
aware that it is not easy to remove them from their positions
under the present system. What then should be done to hold
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people in such key positions truly accountable. the question
is definitely in need of an urgent answer.
Evaluation Policy
The researcher received some very interesting replies
regarding the development of the evaluation policy. when this
group was asked how did the policy evolve, their replies went
like this:
Mr. Srushett: Just grew, Everybody needed eo have one
and then all of a sudden we had one.
Ms. Vernal: They've drawn upon resources that were
available from George Hickman.
Ms. Stephen: Actually it came when Bill Lee came to the
board office. It would be about a year after that.
He had been superintendent in Conception Bay South,
and may have developed an excellent policy there.
So he brought a lot of that with him, and set up
co:nmittees in our district to review that policy.
Ms. Stephen also reported that the system was not piloted
in this school board because -its been piloted actually in
another board.- Hardly containing her laughter, she continued:
In there it must have worked.-
Some school principals were aware as to what exactly the
policy states; others were not. Data gathered in this study
revealed that those principals who either have been evaluated
several years ago, or who have not been evaluated at all were
the ones who were not cognizant of the contents of the current
policy. Mr. Myrick who was never evaluated had no knowledge as
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to what exactly the policy states. Ms. Jones, who like Mr.
Myrick has never been evaluated as an administrator, did not
even know if the board has a formal evaluation system for
administrators. Mr. Brushett who was evaluated several years
back told the researcher that he only reviewed it that day.
Ms. Trent who knows that she is being monitored, but did not
have any pre-evaluation conference was not familiar with the
board's policy. Mr. Dalton, who was evalaated a few years
back, assumed that there might have been some changes in the
policy since he was evaluated; he was not aware what these
changes were, and if in fact there were any changes made,
because he has not seen the policy since. The only principal
who has not been evaluated, but did take some time to browse
through the policy manual was Ms. William. She saidt
It has not been formally introduced to me or
explained by anyone, but in going through the
documents here I found it, and of course I looked
through it. But it hasn't been formally done.
The board apparently has one set of expectations, and the
principals another. When evaluation is looked at by these
building-level administrators as something that is being done
to them and a "necessary evil", then, not many will take a
first step willingly towards "getting done". It is highly
unlikely that many will make an effort to familiarize
themselves with the evaluation policy, or the practices,
unless and until they really have to. The issue that arises
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over here is not who is to be blamed; the critical peine is
that can we let thi. current state of affairs prevail?
Areas of strengthll and Weaknesses
It was somewhat surprising and confusing to see thar. all
the principals. including those who had said earlier that they
are not aware of the board's policy, went to considerable
length in expl.!:.ining what the weaknesses are, and how might
they be improved. The only logical conclusion that. can be
drawn from this is that, they may be familiar with some
aspects of the evaluation policy, but not in great detail. Mr.
Myrick's remarks may support this to be the case. When he was
asked if he is aware of the evaluation policy, his reply was,
I have never been evaluat:ed so it' 5 not something I
have bothered to familia::-ize myself with.
Later to a question about strengths and/or weaknasses
inherent in the policy, noted:
I think it's basically full of these motherhood
statements. principal must be able to do A,S,C,D.
Should do A,S,e,D,E. And I think somebody will look
at it and say well I do this stuff anyway.
As mentioned earlier, Mr. Myrick sat on a committee which
reviewed this policy. When he was asked why he did not bring
forth these concerns at the time, as it might have made a
difference, he replied:
'2'
No. No. No. I mean I brought that up when I was
doing that, but you know it was more of an outcomes
rather than a procedure.
When he was probed further about other aspects of the
policy, he told the researcher that he does not feel he knows
enough to comment.
The researcher' 5 conversation with other site·
administrators on the same issue brought forth the following
responses:
Ms. Coish: I'm not sure we have a policy. I mean, I
suppose we do ha-...e one to a degree but it needs a
lot of flesh put on you know. I would like to see
it expanded. Like I said I'd like to see
instruments that you can use yourself, and I think
it would be worthwhile to consider organizing a
couple of different tracts for it.
Mr. Ivany: One weakness is too much paper work, and not
enough personal interaction, you know. I think an
evaluation policy should be such that people clln
get together rather than having to write as much.
Okay, I developed my philosophy of education. I set
my objectives, my goals and this sort of thing, and
we have a pre-evaluation conference and I sit down
with another individual. We talk about these kinds
of things; the goals and objectives I have for the
school, and how I plan to implement them. But I
feel that if I could sit down with this person and
have him shadow me for a day or t ....o or five or ten,
to come in and sit with me, follow me and see how I
operate. That could be more effective than a lot of
this paper pushing.
Ms. Alyward: As opposed t.o policy itself, the personality,
in what the evaluator brings to the evaluation in
the form of experiences all those weaknesses are
strengths depending on who is being evaluated, and
in what time period.
Mr. Dinzel: The evaluation of administrators might be
efficient the way it is done, but I am not sure
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it's very valuable. You don't get a whole lot of
feedback because of the workload of people at the
board office ... In some cases people charged with
doing the evaluation would not have been former
administrators themselves. So in a sense they can't
really sense what you are really trying to do. So
that would certainly be a weakness.
He also added:
There is no real concrete evaluation policy in
place that you'd say well this is what applies to
everybody on a regular casis. That's not happening
so in that sense it's a weak policy.
Ms. Stephen: It does force us to evaluate ourselves; if
there is a problem it provides a need to resalva
it. It's weaknesses is that it's eime consuming.
We've to find some other ways, other than
traditional ways of dist.rict office evaluating
administrators that has to do with different ki:1ds
of instruments like using reflective journals
that'll minimize the time.
Ms. Vernal was the other 9rinc1.pal w~o hac talked
about the benefits of using journals. She .r~mi1rked:
I had found journals to be very effec~ive. Quite a
different approach in evaluation, and one which in
a discussion with others would suggest. it. may not.
be an approach to evaluation tha:. could be held to
be legally accountable should there be d grievance.
Howeve:r, she added:
'fet it is probably one 0: the most meaningful. forms
of evaluation that I have £over participated in, and
based on the responses of the individuals was one
of the most meaningful forms of evaluation they
ever partook in.
Quite plainly, the weaknesses cito!d by t.he pnncipals in
t.he policy surpassed any strt'!ngths indicated by them.
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Interestingly, even those administrators, who had clai:::~d
ignorance of the contents of the evaluation policy, did not
hesitate to join the bandwagon in pointing OUt its weaknesses.
The proceeding section will reveal t.he feelings and
perceptions of these principals about. some ot.her aspects of
the policy.
Time-Frame for Evaluation
Most of the principals stated that five year pe:-iocl
stipulated in the policy for the evaluation of ?roEessio:1al
personnel is fine. Three principals, however, went a step
further and suggested that principals should be moved every 5
years. It must be noted that the bill on education that was
~):'oposed on January 1996 and wr.ich ....as ·.... ithdrawn latte:::- did
state that principals should be appointl!d fo:- ". pe:-iod not.
g:-eate:- than 5 Yl!ars. Administrators who expressed this
opinion in this study Wl!re Ms. Mullet.t.. high schocl p:-incipal.
Mr. Ivany. junior high princi?al. and !'1r. Dalton. elementary
school principal. Ms. Mullett voiced her fE::elings like this:
To be honest after 5 years I don't think a
principal should be in a school any longer. W;,at' 5
wrong with our system is that we should be
encouraging more movement.
Although principals conside:red 5 year evaluation cycle
appropriate. they added that. there should be S.::lme sort of
mechanism in place that wO',Jld give thl'!l,' <:.:or,tinuous feedback
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and support. In addition, there should be continl.;.ous
communication between the board personnel and school
administrators. School principals used the words like
continuous support and feedback, ongoing communication,
mentoring and fostering of development., and closer contact
wit.h central office, to show what t.hey would like to have on
an ongoing basis. In considering the views of the principals,
it is important to note the following definition of formativ'::!
evaluat ion.
Nygaard (1974) describes format.ive evaluat.ion as "an
ongoing communicat.ion, feedback, adjustment:., and assist.ance
process. "
It. seems that. principals wer~ trying t.o evade the use of the
t.erm "evaluat.ion" altogether. Even formative eVi'luation was
put in t.he same cloak as summat.iv~. j\lost of tr.em regarded
formative evaluation as the first step towards summative. Ms.
Vernal speaks to this point:
Formative is only a first st.age. If we say
(ocmative, we arE: leading t.o summative.
This shows the lack of trust between the board personnel
and these sit.e-administ.rators. One example may provide a
glimps of this realit.y. While talking about self-evaluation,
Mr. Brushett suggested that their peers should be involved in
the evaluation process with whom they could diseUSE their
self-evaluation report. He and Mr. Norman thought it. would be
~.
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helpful if they could discuss it with their peers, instead of
someone from the central office. Mr. Brushett, however,
conceded that school board can playa role. What he said is as
follows:
But the school board can help you. They need to be
able to say, wi choue fear they need to be able to
say what we encourage administrators in our system
to do is get together and talk once a month. And
then you can actively encourage that as opposed to
taking a view that if you get together and talk,
you are talking something negative about them.
Three female administrators, one from primary and
from elementary, claimed that formative evaluation should be
conducted on an ongoing basis. Of interest is the fact that
none of them has been evaluated.
Lack of trust together with no clear sharp distinction
between summative and formative evaluation may have
contributed to the present state of affairs. where people were
making comments like:
M::-. Dalton: I think whether we call evaluation or not,
I think the process has to be ongoing. I think it
becomes ah, its more of a clinical approach to
getting the job done than constructive process
whereby meaningful support is provided.
Mr. Norman: The word itself sometimes brings out a lot
of negative connotations in that it's seen as being
done to.
Ms. Stephen: People are often afraid of evaluation. they
think it is there ro be negative, and it doe.s "Dt
have to be nor should it be.
Her f::>llowing statement puts a final nail into the
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coffin, "We need another word for it."
In conclusion, formative evaluation is certainly not. a
first stage of sumt:lative evaluation; the two processes of
evaluation based fund~mental1y different
epistemological viewpoints. summat.ive evalaation can be
regarded as an end in itself; the underlying assumption behind
this process of evaluation is to reach an ultimate decision.
The fccus is on the individual and his/her performance.
Formative evaluation, on the other hand. can be characterized
as means to an end; this process is concerned with improving
the situation with the help of ongoing support. feedback. and
assistance. The focus in this type of evaluation is on
improvement. of the educatio:'l.al syst.em. F'rom c:onve~sationswith
this g::-oup of administ::-ators, it was quite a?parent that what
th~y wanted was a process t.hat would foste::- p::-ofessional and
personal development. The evasion of tho:! term -evaluation-,
irrespective of the t.ype, is indicative of the growing
dissatisfaction and discontent with the whole system of
o!valuat:ion.
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New Paths to bg Explored
In the end, it is important: to remember that we
cannot become wha t we used to be by remaining wha t
we are.
- de Pree
Involvement of Parentp
Out of 18 principals interviewed, 2 were hesitant to give
parents and students a say in the evaluation process. Ms.
vernal pondered that parents are not well-informed "about
education and the variables that impacts one's ability to
offer the kind of educational program that. one would ...:ant to."
Therefore she concluded, "It. is difficult for them to draw
conclusions." Nevertheless, she stated if parents are going to
be represented by a school council then t.hat is something
....,hieh "is open for consideration." She observed that oEcen
small core group of parent.s are vet:y committed to the
educational process, and probably ::'hey can playa role; but
she wondered if parents themselves would like to get involved
because of job and family pressures.
Mr. Ellis, like Ms. Vernal, was not sure about involv"ing
parents. He needed more time to think. He st.at.ed:
I haven't arrived at the point of sayil~g, "Yes
parent.s should be involved". May ba if I think
about it a 1 ittle mere. We can give that a lot of
thought.
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Apart from Ms. Vernal and Mr, Ellis, all the other
principals were willing to take input from parents and
students. Interestingly, some of the principals had already
made attempts to take feedback from parent.s. Ms. Alyward told
the researcher that they had sent questionnaires to parents
based on her school. Areas like school effectiveness, school
atmosphere, were some of the areas that were focused upon. She
also indicated that most schools have made these attempts.
Ms. Coish was another principal who had done parent
surveys which were centred on her school in order to get t.heir
feedback. She observed that one can glean valuable information
from this. In her opinion:
It's the same thing. Data is what you want. 'fou
don't want this sort of eerie feary perception of
good and bad or whatev~r and I think that's what we
need to be doing.
\~hen the researcher met Ms. Mullett, she was t.hinking of
distributing questionnaires among students for evaluating
their teachers. The evaluation instrument was already
designed, and she indicated that they would give them out
after mid-term exams. 'The reason why she was attempting to do
this was to provide some valuable information to teachers
about their teaching styles and methods with the intention
that it would help them to become: better t~achers. She also
claimed that it would be helpful if student3 are involved in
her evaluation.
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First thing that stands out over here is that. these
attempts were made by female administrators with the intention
of getting feedback and insight into the various perceptions
of the people they serve. Second, they were exploiting non-
traditional ways of obtaining feedback, instead of exclusively
relying on feedback from assistant superintendents. It is
interesting to see how the system is moving from closed to
open with more contacts with outside community.
Even those principals who had not made any attempts to
involve students and parents were willing to extend the
opportunity to them. Ms. Stephen'S remarks are particularly
illuminating:
I think it would give you a strong sense of what
you are doing right. Like it would give you some of
the confidence and some of the courage to keep
going in the direction you are going in. I say that
because I feel comfortable with it because I'm
quite willing to have parents do that. But I think
there is a tremendous fear; you are putting a lot
of trust in people and I think that is what most of
us fear.
Ms. Stephen was certainly right in her assumption.
Principals who were open to the involvement of parents and
students, were quick to add that one should be careful and use
their input with caution. For instance, Mr;. Ronald expressed
the opinion: "We should first realize that we are dealing with
human beings". She added, "If it is done properly, I think
t.here could be valuable contributions."
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Mr. Hayes was of t.he same opinion. He remarked:
1 think it is very important that the evaluation
instruments are very carefully designed. So the
biases can be put aside.
Even M£. Vel"nal did not appear to be totally averse
the involvem<ent of parents; she first wanted to see what the
criteria, instruments, and the process would be like before
committing herself to anyching. It was not that other
principals did not share Ms. Vernal's concerns, but che
difference was that they noted:
1. parent and student input would be extremely valuable;
;:. it. is unavoidable to keep t.hem out any longer, and
3. teachers and principals should be held mo~e accountable for
their actions.
The following cases would illustrate each point made
above:
Ms. William: With parents I think we have to be really
careful of them being objective and looking at the
total picture as opposed to just lit.t.le bits and
pieces that they want co look at. But I do think
that it would be really good to have t.heir input.,
and I think there's a lot that they can tell us
about what we need to do as well, but with caucion
defini tely.
Mr. Brushett: Well as we move more and more int.o the
school council notion, I would think you are going
to find that with time parents are going to have a
say.
101.5. Coish: It's a dangerous phenomena, but I personally
don't see how we can avoid it. I think in many ways
the whole education system is not terribly
accountable for what it's doing, to be honest with
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you ... I think teachers and people who work in
schools they feel a lot of stress about it, but
it's a very subtle thing. I don't think that: when
it comes right down to it they are very accountable
tor what they are doing . .You can ask for feedback
on issues and it might be: Do they feel that
they're getting enough information, or there's
enough channels of communication, or whatever, you
know ...Once you start getting feedback like that
from parents then I think you do see yourself. You
see things that you can change, or do more
effectively, or you try and think, gosh, this seems
to really be a problem in people's minds. I better
try and do things in a different way.
It is important to note that although there is a lot of
hue and cry about being held accountable, administrators like
Ms. Coish and Mr. Myrick felt that educators are not really
being held accountable for their actions. As mentioned
earlier, Mr. Myrick criticizing the policy contend€!d:
I think it's basically full oC t.hese mot.herhood
statements. Principals must be able t.o do A,B,C, D.
Should do A,B,C,D,E. r think somebody',..ill look at
it and say well we do this stuff anyway. But
thel'e's nothing ever been said thar. you are being
held accountable for doing A,B,C,D.
At another instance, while talking about identification
and improvement of weak areas he remarked:
I think r would be left on my own to fix the
problems if they exist. And currently I think it's
just as well if I chose not to fix t.hem then that
would be okay too. That's just my personal thoughts
on it. I don't see a loc of accountabili ty.
It appears that there is little penalty for poor
performance by the individuals in charge. Our children,
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however, pass through schools but once. Providing appropriate
account.ability will not only guarantee that the o...,tion' s goals
are met, but enhance the trust society has in the education
system (Allen, 1992).
Another theme that was gleaned from the interview data
was the references made by principals to teachers' bias. As
mentioned in Section I I I, ceachers' voiced concern that
parents often have their own personal agendas, and they tend
not to be objective; therefore they should not be involved.
Principals, on the other hand, claimed that both groups can
have personal IT.otives; still, they were in favour of involving
both t.eachers and parents. The following examples will
illustrate this point:
lis. Daley expressing her
involvement said:
about pa.rental
I think the danger is always t.here. I think it is
not a popularity contest either. It.'s t.he same
thing as involving staff members. There is bound t.o
be teachers on staff who don't like t.he principal,
but hopefully theY're professional enough to give
fair assessment whecher they lik~ or dislike should
not enter into it really. Some people, I think are
going co judge the principal more harshly than
ot.hers will, but I think that's all part of the
process. I think once you have a variet.y of sources
of data that very extreme opinions will come t.o
balanci! out.
Mr. Dalton talking about. parent.s' bias stat.ed:
That can happen. I think that would balance out
depp.nding upon how many parents you are dealing
with. That's like in a teacher survey. You could
have a teacher on statf who you've been in a
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process of evaluating yourself and have been
bringing to task on samet-hing who could use this as
a means of retaliation ... I think when the evaluator
looks at that and they see nineteen staft members
that are responding in a positive way and one is
not, I don't think they would put a lot of weight
only on one.
Mr. Ivany expressing his views on parental iovalvement
observed:
Some parents would have their own personal agendas,
but I'm sure that the evaluation would be such that
any fears in that regard would be addressed. Let's
put it this way, if I have nothing to hide, and
people are afraid of others evaluating them then
there's a reason for it.
Mr. Myrick was the only principal who did not express any
concern at involving parents or students. In fact he cold the
researcher about a new concept which is called 360-degree
feedback. This model is being used in business these days for
employee appraisal (The model is discussed in detail in
Chapter 2) It talks about getting feedback from all the stake-
holders, and Mr. Myrick strongly believed that such a model
should be utilized for evaluating principals. When pointed out
by the researcher t.hat some of the people are concerned about
parent.s having their own personal motives, his reply l..,as:
It's quite simple. If every parent in the community
thinks that I am not doing my job then no matter
how good I think I am doing, there is something
that I am not doing correctly. There is something
that is not happening. P.nd its my responsibility or
somebody's responsibility to see that that gets
correct.ed. Same thing here. If every student here
hates me, I mean every teacher might love me, but
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then I have to question whether or not I am meeting
students' needs, if they exist. I think every stake
holder should be involved in the whole process.
He was cognizant of the fact that t.eacho£!rs and parents
may have their own biases, but he thought the word of one or
two would not make a difference, if the sample size is fairly
large.
Except Mr. Brushett, all the other principals contended
that if there is an opportunity to contribute then every
parent should be extended the opportunity to participate: even
if they do not want to participate they should be aware chat
there is an avenue which is available to them. Only Mr.
Brushett thought that parents who serve on school committ.ees
or involved in some other ways should be given t.his
opportunity. He stated:
I think in order for that. parent to be taken
seriously on either side of t.he issue, t.hat t.his is
a wonderful person or t.his is an awful person, it
has to be demonstrated t.hat. t.hat. person is really
involved in t.he school, you know, and is serving on
committee in here or is working extra here or is
volunteering something there so that they know that
they are part of the fabric as opposed to, you
know, the two old guys in the muppet show taking
pot shots.
One must note that Ms. Vernal, who was not yet. reedy to
affirm to parent.al involvement, did mention that those parents
who serve on committees may have some say. and that t.his 1.S an
area which is up for discussion.
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Other principals, however, indicated that it is important
to involve even those parent.s who are just part of the milieu,
and are not actively involved in school activit.ies. Two
reasons were apparent for holding such a view. First. parents
who are involved would have different perspectives than those
who are not involved. Second, larger sample size would help in
controlling biases.
The following two cases will serve to highlight these
points:
MS. Daley: Those who are at the school council, the
home and school association would have a closer
relaeionship wit.h the principal, and they can see
the principal in a variety of roles; but I think
lhe parents who are not actively involved in the
school on a regular basis even their opinion should
count.
Ms. Caish: I would be much more interested in trying to
get information from as many as possible bec....use
that'S where you do get people with their vested
interests or their own agendas. You should create
a large enough sample to eliminate personal
agendas, right.
Ms. Jeffery, a school board employee, was also against
involving only those parents who serve on school committees.
She observed:
I would be somewhat hesitant to necessarily involve
school council and that type of thing; theY're too
small for one thing. The other thing is if the'f're
really involved in a committee they may be just
directed in a particular way. and t.hey might have a
much more narrow focus.
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In general, principals seemed willing to make the
evaluation process more inclusive; the difference of opinion
that appeared was regarding the technicalities. Their views
with respect to the involvement of students, are explored in
the following section.
Involvement gf Students
Principals were not in agreement about which level of
students to be involved. Some said only Senior High students
would be able to comment properly.
A case in point: Mr. DinO':el, an elementary school
principal, while talking about how policy can be improved
said:
We should involve a wid~r circle of pea?le 1:1 t.e:!"ms
of getting f.eedback. From parents, frem teachers,
may be in High School, older ~tudents even. That
might help. Not with t.he goal of oust.ing the
principal or whatever, but in terms of these are
t.he areas slhe needs to work cn for improvement. Sa
it becomes formative evaluation rather than
summat.ive evaluation. That would be useful.
Others t.hought that even Junior high school student.s have
a good sense of how things are going in school.
A case in point: Mr. Ellis, elementary school principal.
remarked:
I really think junior and $~!nior high schooln could
involve students because s\.:'.ldents have direct
contact. wit.h the principal. But. not at this level.
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Mr. Ellis was not in favour of involving elementary
school students, but some of his peers like Mr. Roberts, Ms.
William, Mr. Dalton, Ms. Ronald, and Mr. Ivany thought
otherwise. Except Mr. Ivany, all the other four principals
from elementary schools. Views of Mr. Dalton,
representin~ the views of all the other elementary school
principals, and Mr. Ivaoy are as follows:
Mr. Dalton: I think that High school students have a
great deal of insight. Again filter out those who
wouldn't take it seriously. I think things can be
asked from even primary/elementary child if it were
worded properly, and teachers administer it
properly.
Mr. Ivaoy: I think sometimes we underestimate kids, and
I think there's a role that they could play. It
would have to be something per.haps pretty simple
because of the maturity obviously. B,lt sometimes
the simplest answers, you know, have a lot of
profound truth to them.
Ms. Mullett, a senior high school principal, agre~d that
get some good results from upper elementary kids.
However, she was of the opinion that it would be difficult to
get an objective view from students at grade levels 7 and 8
because of the peer pressure. In her words:
When you get i(lto grade 7, especially 7 and 8 the
peer pressure is tremendous. It is not cool to like
anything about school at all, and not to let on
that you do .. r think if it was done in a classroom
that you would probably find they are not willing
to be themselves more so they are dying to be pa:-t
of a group. I think you will find though they
probably feel differe.ntly, the pressures would be
on them not to respond in that way. If they were
sent home I think they would be afraid to find out
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that they liked school or that they liked the
teacher or that they liked what they did ... It' 5 the
group that are together, and they are going through
such difficult times in adolescence that it is very
very difficult education wise to get a lot done in
those years ... I think students at this level would
be able to say whether they feel that the princi!'al
is competent i the principal is presenting t.he
school in a positive light.; has brought positive
initiatives to the school.
Mr. Hayes, a junior high principal, shared some of his
colleague's views. While calking about the involvement of
elementary level students, he stated:
No. I've worked with kids on that level. I have
worked with kids at this level, 7-8-9, and its been
my experience that from one day to the next kids up
to grade 9 at least, there can be a pretty wide gap
in what their thinking is on a particular topic,
just from day to day or week to week. They tend (,0
react to things much more personally obviously, and
it goes from bad days to good days .. 3ut once you
get into senior high, you are at a level where
hopefully ll'.ost of the kids are much more mature,
and reasonably look at tings. Nakes 50me good
judgements on things. At least that.' s been my
experience. I was in a Senior High for 8 years as a
principal and I certainly found the kids capable of
responding to questions; giving you an informed
opinion about how they felt about :.leutf.
These administrators the
involvement of students as such, but t.hey thought that
students at junior high level, because of the reasons
mentioned above, would not be a reliable source.
In a nutshell, the principals agreed to the incorporation
'of feedback from student.s; however, there was no agreement on
which level of students could and !;hould be involved.
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The section to follow examines their views regarding the
involvement of their peers and people from business community.
Involvement of Peers and Business People
Mr. Dinzel told the researcher about the involvement of
other principals in the evaluation process. He reported that
school principals are beginning to get involved in the
evaluation of their peers. In his words:
A.ctually one of the principals that ! am aware of
was telling me that he is doing some evaluation
with another school board. So what they are
actuall}' doing is not using administrators in say
our board to evaluate administrators in our board,
but he is going from our board to another board,
and becoming a part of evaluation team.
He elaborated that the principal in this case will go,
and meet with the other principal. Discuss things with
him/her; have a pre-conference, and t.alk about. what. is
happening; spend some time in the school, and see how t.hings
are going. So the principal and the school is being evaluated
by an ext.ernal person "who has 5imilar experiences and similar
background." He felt. t.hat. it would be very useful, as it would
give t.hem an opportunity to spend sOllie time in another school,
and see what. is happening there. "How they relate to staff,
how they relate to parents, how they run their schools in a
sense. "
However, Mr. Power informed the researcher that no such
process is being utilized in their di!:ltrict. Mr. Hayes' friend
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might have been talking about assessment team which would go
to different schools and evaluate the entire school, not the
principal as such. Mr. Hayes might have confused that pilot
project with the evaluation of school principals. Whatever be
the case, after getting such a positive respcnse towards peer
evaluation, the researcher asked other principals for their
opinion on the issue. None of the principals she asked were
against the involvement of their peers, but some of them
indicated that it would be extremely difficult to do so
because of time constraints. Nevertheless, they observed that
even if it is not possible to involve cheir peers in the
formal evaluation process, they should be extended the
0p;,Jortunity to go and work with other admir:.istrators; so t:hat
they can improve their weak areas, discuss various issues, and
gain some valuable insight. The following quotes will reveal
their positive feelings toward peer involvement:
Ms. Vernal: It has never been presented as an option.
It's really a good ide3-, because we don't use other
administrators.
Mr. Dalton: I think probably the suggestion of having
other principals involved is a good one. I think
that would be needed. I think I would like myself
to give opportunity to go out, and develop
relationships with ether principals not because I
would like to get out and get hands on other
principals. I think I could grow from the
experience; to go out, to observe, to work with
somebody.
Ms. Mullett: I'd definitely welcome that. 1. think that
is a good idea. We only meet so often, but I would
have a definite idea of this principal's weaknesses
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and strengths; and I think sometimes I would aspi.re
to do what they have done and sometimes that gives
me part of my vision ... I'd also like an honest
opinion of what they think that I've done. I think
other principals could possibly help out there ... I
would value that.
Ms. William and Mr. Dinzel suggested that the school
board should identify people that have particular strengths.
In the situation where an administrator is being evaluated,
and was having difficulty, s/he should have the option to work
with another principal. who has a strength in that particular
area. Mr. Dinzel speaks to this point:
It might be better for central office to say okay
we surveyed our staff, our principals and these are
the people who are basically making themselves
available to become mentors; and this is your list
who would you feel on this list that you might like
to work with, and then I think you could make those
sort of arrangements.
Ms. William expressed similar views. She observed:
If record keeping happen to be a weakness of mine,
and the principal at MacDonald drive has an
efficient system of organizing, she will be an
ideal person to work with. And I think coming from
a fellow administrator you can relate to it more so
than someone may be from district office level. I
think that would be really good.
As mentioned earlier, Avalon Consolidated School Board
has adapted the evaluation policy from the Conception Bay
South Integrated School Board. According to Mr. Power, a
school board employee, the policy has been reviewed eve:-y year
since its adoption. In his words:
,.5
We reviewed it on an annual basis, but we made very
little changes; very few changes to it.
Apparently, the very changes they have made. are the ones
administrators in this board would have preferred to keep. For
instance, their evaluation process involves a component of
"peer consultation and review." Following the completion of
the se1f~evaluatior: component, principals engage in the
process of peer consultation and review. As st.ated in the
pol icy of the Conception Bay South Integrated School Board
(1986), "the sole purpose of this exercise is to stimulate
professional growth through consultation and relational
learning" (p.). The principal is given the opportunity to
work with two other administrators and they meet at least
chree times a year to discuss, analyze, and revi!:!w procedures
in place in the evaluatee' s school.
A few school principals highlighr.ed ancther reason for
involving their peers, They claimed if the assistant
superintendent had the experience of working in an elementary
school setting, s/he is not the best person to evaluat.e a high
school principal, and vice-versa. Others argued that if the
assistant superintendent. is there for a long time, and had
becorne distant from the school setting, then, it becomes
difficult for him/her to understand the problems facing
administrators today, as their role has changed and is
changing quite rapidly, Their typical L'esponses
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follows:
Mr. Norman, My personal feeling is thaI: the best people
to do evaluation are people that are very familiar
with what goes on in a school setting. I think in
many cases that would be administrators, who are in
similar positions, rather than people who are
working out of the board office; many of whom have
not been principals or vice-principals of High
schools. So, if you haven't been in the position I
think that in some ways has an impact on whether
you evaluate somebody else in a position.
Mr. Hayes: Quite often people at the school board have
never been in the administrative position; never
been a principal or whatever, and that happens
quite frequently. Sa sometimes what they can bring
to the administrative roles is very limited.
Mr. Myrick was the only principal who suggested that
business people in the community with whom a principal has
dealings with should be consulted. The only other
administrat.or was Mr. Clarke, a vice·principal, who seemed to
be in agreement with Mr. Myrick.
As an analysis, this group of administ.rators was
posit.ively inclined towards t.he idea of im'olving their peers
in t.he performance appraisal. The issue of evaluat.ive
criteria, discussed in t.he next sect.ion, will serve t.o
illustrat.e t.he unanimit.y in t.he views of t.he school
principals.
Evaluative Criteria
If there was one thing on which all t.he principals
agreed, then it was on the issue of using different criteria.
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Different groups of people should evaluate on different sets
of criteria, with some questions that may be similar on
di fferent survey instruments. Mr. Dinzel' 5 comments reflect
the views of all the others,
I think it WQuid have to be different criteria
because what parents are concerned about may not be
what teachers are concerned about. The
communication that we have with parents would be a
lot different than what we would have with
teachers. There are parents, especially in High
School situation who would never come into your
school. With regards to teachers you are working
with them on a day to day basis ... 50 I would think
you need to have totally different instruments;
there may be overlap like approachability; how
approachable is the principal from a parents'
perspective and the teachers' perspective. These
sorts of things or the climate of the school; there
may be some overlapping, but there would be
certainly specific items to each instrument.
The consensus that. had appeared among principals soon
disappeared, when they were asked if parent.s on commit.t.ees
should evaluate by different. sets of criteria t.han parent.s i,n
general. The pri.ncipal who present.ed a divergent. vie·.... was Ms.
Stephen. In cont.rast to the rest of the group, she said:
Same criteria. They may not be able to answer it.
In other words, if you're using a likert. scale, for
example they may end up saying, I don't know more
than anything else. But that. tells you something
about the relationship bet.ween the parent and the
school which says t.hat this i~ a parent we need to
make contact with. It actually provides a very
important information in terms of if I had a parent
evaluation say went out to seventy parents of the
school, and I had a percentage of fifteen where the
majority of the answers were "I don't know", t.hen I
would want to start a plan with my council and my
PTA; ways of getting the parents involved in the
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schoo!.
The following section will show diversity of opinion
among the on-site administrators on the topic of weighting.
Should feedback be weighted?
There was sharp division among principals on the issue of
weighting. Six of them said different weightlngs be given to
each source of feedback; seven thought no weighting should be
given at all; three needed more time to think; one saw it as
being weighted. but his reply was somewhat unique from the
other six; one as mentioned earlier, saw no need for formally
evaluating the principals unless and until it is required
because of whatever reasons.
The principals. who thought no weighting should be
placed, argued that each one of them is equally important; and
would come together to provide a fuller, and more complete
picture of what they do, and how they are perceived by various
constituents. Illuminating this point MS. Coish noted:
Well, see this is the ultimate dilemma with
evaluation because, you see, I'm just. interested in
having information for myself. From my perspective,
I'm interested in having information about what all
those people think about what's going on in the
school ... I don't want weight. I don't want to put a
value judgement on it. I guess I am inter'.:lsted in
the whole notion of gathering data to help things
be improved ... 50 I t.hink all this information is
equally valid and valuable.
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Interestingly, the group which said that feedback should
be weighted. placed more value on teachers' feedback than
assistant superintendents'. Mr. Ivany' 5 views are indicative
of this feeling. He said:
I would give more weight to teachers than anyone
else. I' d put central office staff after teachers.
I'd probably give more weight to what parents say
than students.
The only thing one can :'Jay over here is: there goes the
century-old hierarchical structure. Mr. Davis, a high school
teacher, while talking about traditional model of evaluation
said to the researcher:
Young fresh people like yoursel f has the rein to
change the traditional hierarchical systems that
are found to be wanting.
It seems he underestimated the power of this group of
principals. They ....ere more than willing to change the
direction of the winds themselves.
Mr. Roberts who agreed that different weightings should
be given, however, ~tood out from the group in the ....ay he
placed the value. A.n excerpt from the interview with him,
sheds some light on his views:
Mr. Roberts: It would depend on the type of thing that
you're talking about. You're talking about
administrivia kind of stuff that surely shouldn't
be as important as things like instructional
leadership like school-community relations and
things like that obviously more important than day
to day administrivia. You don't need somebody with
eight years of university training, twenty-two
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years involved in a job to look. after the day to
day running of the building. You need a secretary
for that. When it comes to curriculum development
and all that kind of stuff then obviously yes
professional training and all, the things that go
into it. That where it comes from.
S.M: So you are saying that different criteria or
different questions should be weighted differently.
Mr. Roberts: Yes. t.hat' s right.
In conclusion, the principals were never before as
divided on any topic as they were on the topic of weighting.
The section truly reflected variety in their viewpoints.
Disclosure of Information
Except one elementary school principal. Mr. Dinzel, all
the other principals insisted that they should be told as to
how each group evaluated them. If they are not told how each
group felt, they ....·ould not be able to address the issues
appropriately. Mr. Dalton's comments are typical of what these
principals had to say,
Yes, they should be told; otherwise it would lose
it'S benefit. If your students had a perception of
the way you are doing things one way and parents
had another way, you have to look at that and
balance it. Now what is it about what I am doing
that can't prove this, if this is the problem. Or
what things I am doing right, because you are
dealing with different groups. I think you'll lose
the value, if you are not told as to how individual
sources evaluat.ed you.
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Mr. Dinzel, on the other hand, was somewhat hesitant
about disclosing that sort of information. He presumed t.hat it.
could be counter productive in some cases. In his words:
In an ideal world that would be useful. And I think
chat. if you're going t.o affect the change t.hat may
be required. I think you need co know. Now there
are problems wit.h t;~at as well. Of course, if you
got. feedback from teachers that was very negative
then obviously that would probably change your
relationship with those teachers.
To researcher' 5 point ::hat. individual sources would be
disclosed not the individuals, he replied:
I know i but let' 5 say as a group, the group is very
negat ive that may cause some friction or some
stress between the administrat.or and teachers. That
may be a drawback-, but I t:hink it may be one of
those necessary evils that you would have to deal
with.
Mr. Dinzel m<ly very well ~ right in holding such a view,
and that may happen in some inst.ances. 3ut t:he critical point
that one should remember is t.hat:, no matter which group Q',",!'\S
that perception, it is a reality for them. Therefore, instead
of defending the reason why certain behaviours exist,
should acknowledge it, and work towards changing it. Ms.
Vernal captured this thought ....hen she said:
I think the thing to keep in mind with respect to
evaluation regardless of the source it's a
perspective that exists. 1\ perception that exists
and if the perception exists then yOU'd like to
change it. Its helpful to know if the parents group
or it's a group of teachers or it' 9 the assistant.
superintendent, because then you have the means by
which to, not raise other groups support for the
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stand that you've taken, but you have a reason to
focus your efforts in changing that perception with
that particular group.
she continued!
The important thing to keep in mind is regardless
of whether in an evaluation process, the evaluatee
is right or wrong, the perception exists in the
evaluator. It's the perception, if you can change
that perception through a different approach in
your message then you've achieved success. If that
perception is true which it is for the evaluator,
but if it is also true for you then you have to
change your methods.
In analysis, all the principals were singular in their
view that knowledge of how each group felt would enable them
to deal with the situation appropriately. Only one
administrator voiced the fear that in the case of negative
feedback, it may have detrimental effect on the relationship
that principal share with a particular group. Nevertheless,
even he could not dismiss the fact that the benefits of
disclosing such information outweigh those of withholding it.
The next section addresses a significant issue that is a
major source of concern among this group of principals.
Principal As A Teacher
With regards to principals' teaching, none of the
elementary school principals were directly opposed to being
evaluated as teachers. Most of them thought as i' is part of
their job, therefore, it should be taken into consideration.
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T,le issue with this group of administrators was not whether
their teaching should bE. evaluated or not, the real issue was
whether or not they should teach in the flrst place. They
argued that the job does not become easier if the size of the
school is small; in fact it gets more complex and
multidimensional. The fallowing comments mad':! by different
elementary school principals will highlight their feelings on
this issue,
Mr. Roberts, principal of a school with 330 students,
said,
It's the part of that person's job, if you want to
put it that way, and certainly your commitments to
that should be looked in terms of your commitment
to the other part of your job. I mean, if you're
trying to achieve some of these goals that you're
being evaluated against, well, may be some of the
time you're spending in instruction in class might
be preventing you from moving ahead '... ith some of
these other things. So, I think it should be. It
never was in my case.
Mr. Dinzel. principal of a school with 3<\0 students,
stated:
I think it's a good idea. Ac~ually it is very
stressful at times the biggest drawback is that
there is so much going on in the office in terms of
dealing with teachers and parents and students and
so on, and unfortunately that is getting worse than
better. I'm not sure that we always do justice to
our students that we are teaching. That is the
biggest problem. There are many occasions when I go
to class and you have to go; my situation is that
if I don't go there is nobody else to gQ, so I have
to go. I have to drop whatever I am doing, and I
have to go; and if you are dealing with a major
crisis at. the office, if it is a stressful time ...
you are trying to think about something, sc you are
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going into class, and your mind is not probably on
what you are doing; not as much as it should be. So
that is the loKljor drawback.
He also added:
If you are going to be fair and consistent to the
teachers, and to be treated as other pe"ple are
expected to be treated in terms of eVilluations,
then I think that will be useful. Actually it might
be useful for principals as well, because many
principals have argued for many years that they
shouldn't expect to teach. That the workload at the
office is enough. With teaching, of course, it's
the planning, it's correcting, it's all of that has
to go along wi th teaching; and may btl if principals
were evaluated, and some of these factors taken
into consideration, the amount of absenteeism that
is required, the mind-set when you go into
classroom, all these sorts of things would be part
of evaluation. Then may be something wo~~ld be, you
know, a proposal would be !:lut forward that
pt-incipals are not in a position to do a very good
job at teaching.
Ms. Stephen, principal of a school with 406 students,
observed:
Probably it should be; but also it's not something
that we all do on a regular basis. So to build that
in, you'd have to build it in on an individual
basis. The other part of this is, we've all come to
the position as teachers_ So we would have all been
evaluated several times along the lines as
teachers.
Ms. Stepher.' s statement about principals being evaluated
several times as teachers in their career, raise several
im?Ortant issues:
• If a teaching principal is not being evaluated as a teacher
on the basis that s/he has been teaching for the past several
years, and the assumption is that s/he must be an effective
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teacher, then, is it fair to evaluate those tea.chers who call
themselves "master" teachers, and sometimes have more teaching
experience than the principal? Is it appropriate to let the
principal evaluate that teacher, even though s/he herself or
himself is not being held accountable in that regard?
• Second, if an individual was effective once, does that mean
s/he will continue t.o be effective? If such is the case, then,
the whale notion of continuous evaluation for professional
growth does not make sense .
• Third, as indicated by pri:1cipals (above) often they do not
do justice to their role as teachers, because of their
administrative responsibilities. So the issue is not one of
not being effective; the critical point. is that, are they
being effective or more appropriately can they be effective?
rf they are
address this
The ar
adll'.::listra ..
then, what should a:td could be done to
"f ~_he data revealed that the amount of
..l,.ras not allow principals t.o perform their
.- '~ti~s eff ... ·':i'lely. This has given way to
diss.. : • .;::.ion and discontent with their role not only as
teac.I:!'·;."'; out also administ.rators, The problem associated with
wed: 'overload is further highlight.ed in the section to follow.
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Work Overload
There was not a single principal whom the researcher met,
and s/he did not make a reference to the amount of work they
are expected to do, and the work they have to take home to
finish. In short, all of them indicated that they are
overworked. The schedule of this principal will shed
light:
I have fitted my average work week to 60-70 hours.
When I came to work this year because I've made a
decision I'm going to change my life style, I
stopped doing this because I didn't have time. This
is a factor. What I started doing is writing in my
hours per day when I arrive and when I stopped
working. For example, on the 13th of Septembe~, 7
in the morning I arrived here and I stopped at 10
p.m.; 7-5; 7-6:30, that was Friday. On Sunday, I
came for a meeting from 2-4:30, worked from 6-9:30.
On Monday 7-10p.m.
This was her schedule after she decided that she would
s!?end more time home. This was not the only principal, who
told the researcher about her schedule and how they are
overworked; there were several others. It must be noted that
in a national sample of principal in the United States, Ooud
{cited in Bognar, 1990} found that the average American
principal works about 9.0 hours per day at school, and 6.0
hours a week on school related activities, for a total of just
over 50 hours a week. In a study conducted in the Vancouver
School Board, Bognar {l990) reported that school
administrators spend an av~rage of 9.] hours per day at
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school. Each administrator works an average of 540 hours per
week. The figures given by administrators in this school board
are somewhat higher than those indicated in other studies.
Probably because of this reality some of the principals made
references to having more support staff. The following
principals shared their experiences:
Verna:: In some ways the more important aspects
of leadership with respect to actual student
performance have been diluted to the point of being
ineffective, because of a broader definition of
what our roles should be, which may indeed be the
reality, but if it' 5 the reality, we have to have
the support system in place. Far example, a
colleague in B. C. ·....hc has a school of 400, has 3
vice-principals. Now, obviously that team's ability
to serve a broader role as defined by society is
much more within the realm of possibility than
within our province, where the allocations of
principals and vice-principals have not changed,
but the work load has been broadened well beyond
instructional leadership or curriculum development
and I guess the quest i: n is, Who would indeed be
responsible for curriculum , especially with
educational reform. It's been broadened to the
point where I believe that in many ways we have
become, the role of educational leaders has been
diluted. Our responsibilities have increased, our
resources have decreased. The same quality is
expected, but the quantity of performance has
diluted our ability to be educational leaders at
the level that I think many school administrators
would like to see their roles being formed.
Mr. Myrick: One thing that we do not do as a profession
is ever allow time for reflection. I mean we come
in September, and we jump on a treadmill; and we
don't get off the treadmill until June. And we
rarely have time for reflection on the practice of
a principal, on the practice of your job. And I
think when you can step back from it, and look at
what you are doing, and how you fit into the role
of principal, then I ::'hink there is a much better
chance for you to be effective .. The time is just
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not there in a dayt.ime. Because every principal
that I know, or in t.he high school anyway, they are
grossly overworked. And it's not. all meaningful
stuff that we are doing. Lots of the time, we are
doing a lot of meaningless crap ... I think it's
absolutely criminal t.o try to run a school of this
size with a principal, a half-time vice-principal,
and one guidance counsellor. I can have 5 vice-
principals and guidance counsellors in t.his school.
and busy all t.he time. That would make me much more
effective at my job.
Ms. Jones: We don't have any support. Most of the
schools of this size could use another vice-
principal. We have one guidance counsellor. One
guidance counsellor! That guidance counsellor is
suppose to do personal guidance, career guidance,
and we also expect her to help with some
administrative tasks.
It is true that shortage of human resources is just one
problem; there are several others lik<':! broken homes and abused
children, apathy and narcissism, discipline problems and
alienation etc. These realities were always there. but not in
such overwhelming magnitude. What is most disheartening is
knowing that where the task is hardest, administrators are
faced with fewest resources (Allen, 1992). These realities
affect their performance directly, and in turn evaluation
report. This group of administrators claimed that often
central office staff does not understand the problems they
face; their role is not only changing, but also becoming
complex. Therefore, the person who is as!ligned the role of an
evaluator must be cognizant of these realities.
It is important to note that evaluation policies of the
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Avalon North Integrated School Board (1989). material obtained
from the school principal. and the Conception Bay South (1986)
state that during initial meeting. the administ.rat.or should
familiari2e the evaluator with the operation of t.he school.
This gives the opportunity to the evaluator to understand the
context: in which the principal works. Furr.hermore. according
to the evaluation policy of 5t. Vital School Division No.6
(19B?), documer:.t obtained from the school principal. the
amount of time each adminiscrator sper.ds in the areas like
conflict resolution, management, logistical support,
political. and instruct.ional leadership is given due
consideration. This helps the evaluator to understand how t.hat
administrator operat.es, and t.he pressu:-es, the consc.:-ainc.s on
his/her role in trying to be ~f:ective in any particular a:-ea.
In conclusion, the broadened work load plus m~lt.it.ude of
expeccat.ions, plus short.age of human reSO\.l:-ces, does not.
provide a cont.ext where administ.rators can excel. There seems
to be a mismatch between t.he availability of suppor::. 3t.afi and
th~ changing demands on the schools and their ?rincipals.
k\easuring Instrumentlil
Most principals suggested that combination of tools
should be us<:>d for gathering data, instead of relying on any
one particular instrument. Nevertheless, they had their own
preferences. Mr. Ellis liked rating scales. N5. William, MS.
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Mullett and Ms. Ronald preferred narrat.ives. Ms. Coish and Mr.
Dalton thought that anecdotal reporting should supplement
rating scales. Ms. Stephen and Ms. Vernal liked reflective
journals. Mr. Dalton and Mr. Ivany thought shadowing would be
helpful
Prinoiples of Teacher Evaluation
Me. Trent: first told the researcher about the Principles
or Teacher Evaluation (1995) She indicated thOle the same
principles and recommendations will apply to the p:dncipal
evaluation practices as well. After her, several other
principals talked about it. Their views on some of the
principles are as follows;
Princip~e # a
Evaluator Credibility
The evaluation should be managed and executed by persons
with the necessary qualifications, skills, and autho~ity, and
evaluators should conduct themselves professionally, so that
evaluation reports are respected and used.
Regarding necessary qualifications and skills,
administrators observed that evaluators should have, t:aken
courses in evaluation and supervision and courses in
management; training in a school sett.ing; experience as an
administ:ratori good sound knowledge of what the administrat.ion
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is all about; insight into the school system and into school
dynamics; and training in evaluation.
Experience as an administrator was considered very
important; it was emphasized repeatedly that. one does not
understand the challenges and problems faced by principals
unless the individual has experienced it first hand. They went.
to the ext-ent of saying if che evaluator has worked in an
elementary school then s/he is not the best person to evaluate
a high school principal and vice-versa. Besid~s administrative
experience. another aspect that was emphasized was t.he
knowledge of the school sett ing; che feelings and sent.iment.s
prevalent in any particular setting; what. has t.ranspired and
what is taking place; the past as well as the present. The
incidents chat may have occu~~ed should all be noted, and in
light of those events evaluative data should be read.
Principle -# 14
Defined Role
The role, responsibilit.ies, performance objectives, and
needed qualifications of the evaluatee's posit.ion should be
clearly definl!d, so that the evaluator can determine valid
assessment cri.teria.
This waH one principle, the administrators had difficulty
with. Instead nf an evaluator determining the va 1 id assessment
criteria, this group of principals felt that it should be a
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collaborative process. They said that it should be
collaborat.ive to the point that. even in the initial
establishment of general criteria, principals should be
involved. Some indicated that not only administrators, but
also teachers should be involved.
This principle seemed to be in direct contradiction with
the t:.one used throughout the document. The document seemed to
be promot.ing collaboration at all levels. In part.icular,
principle U 12 talks about developing and monitoring personnel
evaluation system collaboratively so that. "concerned parties
are constructively involved in making the system work." (p. 9)
Principle #I 14, however, provides a glimpse once
again to the traditional model of organization, bringing with
it the hierarchical st.ructure of relation~hips.
Principle # 15
Work Environment
The context in which t.he evaluatee works should be
identified and recorded, so that. environmental influences and
constraints on performance
evaluation.
be considered in the
Principals contented that it is absolu~"'ly essential to
take the whole context into consideration ,'t log evaluation.
Most of them said that performance could be constrained by
factors in the environment that are not under their control.
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The factors identified by them that should be taken into
account were: nUJlber of students and staff, number of special
prograr.\s, physic~l environment, level of students whether it's
an elementary, junior high, or senior high school, type of
students whether disruptive or not, type of the school i.e .•
one·stream or two-stream school, and location of the school
like inner or outer city school.
Educational Reform
several principals talked about two pilot projects i.e.,
school report card and school assessment team.
School Report cud
Six to eight schools from the A.valon Consolidated Board
are involved in this project. The board has already complet@d
a student survey called "Qualicy of School Lif~." This survey
will provide information about student attitud~s t.owards their
school. The document will also contain information on
att.endance rates, course offerings, number of st.udent.s and
staff; their training and experience; informat.ion on class
size, Canadian Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS) result.s, Crit.erion
referenced tests (CRTS) results, and things that are
particular to individual schools. All schools will basically
be! ~roviding the same type of information. The report. will
provide t.he snapshot. of a school to parents in a particular
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time period. It will give parents an idea of how the school is
doing, and will point out the directions for improvement. This
is one way of sharing the information and of measuring. The
schools will benchmark their progress at a particular time,
and then work from there. Every year they can compare thei.r
results with the previous one, to see what improvement has
been made, and provide some indication as to future direct.ion.
School Assessment Teams
A team of educators comprising of assistant
superintendent, principal. teacher, program co-ordinator, and
perhaps a university professor will go to different selected
schools, and look at various aspects. In a sense, it will be
the evaluation of the school which will involve all the
aspects particular to that school.
Administrators observed that these pilot projects will
draw more attention to the principal evaluation. Some thought
that the principal evaluation would be one of the components
of it. Others said that it will give them an opportunity to
learn and grow. Still others felt that it is a move. towards
more accountability. Much more pressure is brought to bea= on
principals, teachers, school board staff, basically the entire
education system.
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SWNlIary of the Seotion and Some Concluding Thoughts
The commonly used method of performance evaluation
involves obtaining information about performance from one's
immediate supervisor. However, if t.he intention is to obtain
accurate evaluations, then one should be concerned with who
can do the evaluat.ion rather than who should. It is unlikely
that performance appraisal system with its exclusive reliance
on supervisor as the sale source of information will survive
the ongoing changes in the context of work and organizations.
Furthermore, when the position of principalship is so
significant from the standpoint of its direct influence on
students (Langlois & McAdams, 1992) then undeniably,
clients/customers have a legitimate interest in appraisal;
particularly when the job in question represents a boul'!dary
role that involves substantial contact with them (Murphy &
Cleveland, 1995).
Much of the schola::'ship suggests the incorporation of
information from multiple sources. Murphy and Cleveland (1995)
contend that peer input will be the most important source of
performance appraisal information in the future. The
examination of the responses of the school principals in this
study showed that majority oJf thelll were willing to involve
parents, students, teachers, and peers in evaluation. The idea
of involving peers in the evaluation process received a very
positive reception from this group of administrators. They
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cited several reasons and advantages of involving peers in the
evaluation process.
An important point that was gleaned from the interview
data was regarding their teaching responsibilities. Although
t.he principals interviewed were not. opposed to being evaluated
in classrooms, they were opposed to teaching. They strongly
felt that they are not. able to perform their teaching duties
effectively. because of the amount of administrative work.
Almost a::.l the principals were quite vocal in saying that
thl!!ir work load has increased, but their is no parallel
increase in the support staff. This was one area which was a
major source of concern for these principals.
With regards to the principals' feelings about the way
evaluat:ion is presently conducted, it would be an
understatement if the researcher says that they ","ere c:d.tical.
Their responses gave the impression that they \oIere on the
verge of total alienation. In fact, twO adlllinistrato::.-s \lIe~e
already of the opinion that administrators should not be
formally evaluated. The only thing one can say over here is
that if the present state Clf affairs prevail, then it would
not be long before others join the band. Certainly, if
negative attitudes prevail am~lflg principals, performance
appraisal will be unacceptable to many principals, and its use
may hinder rather than help achieve outcomes (Dickinson,
1993). In a similar vein, Murphy and Cleve1.l.nd (1995) observe
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that performance evaluations can affect employees' views of
and attachment. to their organization. They also st.ate that an
organization that does a good job with performance appraisal
may help to build and cement employee commitr:tent and
satisfaction. It seems performance appraisal is integral to
the successful operation of most organizations (Dickinson,
1993). In view of this reality, the most important thing to
keep in mind is that public entrust us with two cbjects of
great importance to them; one is cheir mon:!y lind the ocher
their children.
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Section III
Teachers
A total of eight teachers were int.erviewed from primary,
elementary, junior high, and senior high schools. This section
outlines their views regarding the evaluation of principals.
Their perceptions and suggestions have been presented under
six different headings. Each subsection discusses the views of
teachers in considerable detail, highlighting the similarities
and differences in their opinions. To preserve
confidentiality, real names of the research participants have
not been used. Years spent an teachers in their current
positions are reported in Table 4.5.
TABLE 4.5
INFORMATION ABOUT TEACHERS
Number of
Teachers
Years of Experience In
Current Position
1e-__-..:'... -1--__----"..ct"'occs years
6 to 10 yea:.-s
11 to 15 years
Total
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Experiences and Perceptions about Evaluation Practices
Out of eight teachers, only one had participated in the
evaluation of the principal. Questionnaires ......ere given to
staff at t.he time, and according to Ms. Matt.:
We had a lot of time to fill them out. But we never
received any feedback regardir-g that.
Ms. Cheadle provided a solution to the disappointment
felt by chis teacher. She suggested that. the overall response
of the teachers should be disclosed to them. In her words:
I think you should give them something. They will
feel that what they said was nOt disposed off; it
was recognized.
Despite the fact t.hat only one teacher had ever been
consulted regarding the performance of principal. all the
teachers wer'2 quite unanimous in their views that principals
should be evaluated. Reasons given by chese teachers are as
follows;
Mr', Savoie; I believe their job is open to evaluation as
well as anyone else,
Quinton: I think everybody need to have some
accountability.
Ms. Cheadle; Principals have a very responsible position.
They are liaison between staff and the school,
between staff and parents. I think they have to be
accountable. It's part of ':.hat process to be
eva] 'lated.
In the section to follow, the researcher explores the
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views of the teachers on how the evaluation process might be
performed in future.
New Paths to be Explored
The starting point of all achievement is desire.
Keep this constantly in mind. Weak desires bring
weak results, just as a small amount ':if Eire makes
a small amount of fire.
- Hill
Involvement of Teachers and Parents
All the teachers interviewed were singularly emphatic
about involving teachers in the principal evaluation. However,
their responses to the involvement of parents were negative.
Teachers insisted that they should be involved in the
evaluation of the school principals because they work with
him/her very closely, and t.hey would be able to provide some
valuable insights regarding their principals' performance.
Another reason fo~ their involvement cited by the t.eachers was
that. principals are involved in t.he evaluat.ions of teachers,
therefore t.hey should be involved in rrincipal' s. Ms.
Quint.on's comments illustrate this point:
! think definitely teachers need to l:e involved.
Just likl'" principals are involved in teacher
evaluation. It should be a two-way street:.
Although all of them thought that teachers should be
consulted, they \~ere not ignorant of the fact that some
t.aachel·s would be bias'i!d, and t.hac one has to be careful.
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Their views are reflected in the words of the following
teachers.
Mr. Savoie: You need input from t.eacher. but. it h:JS
be taken with a grain of salt.
Ms. Quinton: I think you have to be very careful that
personalities and grudges don't come into play here
and sometimes perhaps that becomes a factor and
that' 5 unfortunace. But I think an evaluation
package that' s well put together should be able t.o
overcome some of that.
One should note chat the very same ce3.chers got very
defensive and protective of t.heir principals, when they were
asked if input should be taken from parents. M.s. Cheadle,
primary school teacher. said earnestly:
I would not like to see the principal oE this
school placed on a set of scales for these parents
to evaluate.
The 'researcher received some very interest.ing comment.s
regarding the involvement of parents:
Ms. Quint.on: Well, it. is politically correct. right. now
to say, ·Yes involve everybody, including t.he
garbage man and the police officer on the side of
the road". Personally speaking. if you have the
assistant superintendent and you have. say the
vice·principal of a school and you have the staff
of the school, I think that in itself is enough on
a forlllal evaluation.
Intervie,'i with Mr. Savoie went like this:
S.M: Do you think parents should be involved?
Mr. Savoie: Parents aren't aware. I don'( think they
should be involved. I think this is a school, this
is not a public facility.
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After staring at the researcher for a while, he added
chastisingly:
Mr. Savoie: This is a school, you know. It has its rules
and it follows its rules. You don't follow the
rules of the parents. So probably a superintendent
assigned to the school and a few senior teachers
should evaluate principals.
The researcher proceeded to interview him as follows:
S.M: What about school-community rel.ationship?
Savoie: School community relationship is PR. I don't
think the school is in the business of PR. I think
the school is in the business to educate and that's
its first job.
It is interesting to see the contrast betwe<:lo the views
of teachers as to their own involvement and the involvement of
parents. Comments regarding their own involvement
follows:
Mr. Savoie: Yes, they should be involved.
Mr. Davis: I think there is room for teachers to be
involved.
Ms. Quinton: Most definitely!
Comments regarding the involvement of parents:
Mr. Savoie: No. I don't think they should be involved.
Ms. Wilfred: It would not be fair to the person.
Mr. Wassell: I disagree with involving everybody.
Ms. Matt: Parents! what do they know?
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Nevertheless, few teachers conceded that parents who
serve on committees, like PTA and School Council, can be
involved in formative evaluation. Mr. Davis and Mr. Wassell's
views on this issue are as follows:
Most variety, most input possible should be the
aim, especially in formative evaluation.
Parents ioval vement would be based on perceptions.
Formative evaluation by its very nature is, you are
looking at improving the situation.
Mr. Barrel's vie1Hs are shared by Pe::.er Oliva. Oliva
(1993) in his book, supervision for Today's Schools, advises
his readers that. in seeking parental and stud<mt opinions. one
should remember that::: their evaluations are perceptions that
mayor may not be accurate. Nonethele:o;s, he contends t.hat bot.h
st.udent. and parent. evaluat.ions can help individuals evaluate
themselves.
The views of t.eachers regarding t.he involvement. of parent.s
in formative evaluation should be read in t.he light. of the
fact. that although they contended that. format.ive evaluation
should be ongoing, they saw formative evaluat.ion as informal
everyday evaluation. This seems t.hat formative evaluation, in
....hich some of the teachers conceded t.o the involvement of
parents, should be ongoing on an informal level Ms. Quinton's
comments are most illuminating in this respect. When she was
asked if formative evaluation should be ongob.g? She inquired,
"Formal format.ive evaluation? Getting the researcher's
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response in affirmative, she answered:
No. I don't t.hink so. I don't think anybody should
have the pressure of that all the time. We have
enough pressures in this school as it is.
Her colleague, Mr. Wassel's comments further highlight
the informal nature of formative evaluation. When asked how
frequent summative and formative evaluation should be, he
remarked:
Summative evaluation 3-5 years. Formative
evaluation, I think formative evaluation goes on
whether we like it or not. Parents often call
school board and complain; they call the school
principal and complain. So in a sense, formative
evaluation goes on.
The first and foremost reason given by teachers for not
involving parents in summative evaluation, or for that mat.t.er
in any kind of forrr.al evaluation, was that parents do not have
any knowledg~ of the education system. Second, they t.hought
t.hat parents often have their own personal agendas; therefore
it would be difficult to get an accurate evaluation.
The critical issue that arises over here is tpat when
t.hese teachers themselves admitt.ed that. "cert.ain teachers will
like a principal and certain teachers will hat.e him; and it is
very difficult to get an unbiased evaluation of the boss",
then why were they so much concerned about: parents having
their own personal motives'? They themselves suggested that: the
person who is collecting and collating the data s!'lould be
careful, and should take into consideration that some teachers
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would not be objective, then why cannot the same person who is
collecting and collating data cannot take into consideration
that some parents would not be objective?
As to the other reason that parents are not aware about
the education system, one wonders as to how much education and
information is required regarding the education system for
commenting on statements like: Do you feel welcomed in the
school? Are there many school events happening under the
direction of the principal? Do you feel your concerns
being listened to and addressed? Still if not 100\ objective,
can't t.his input be taken with a ~grain of saltN?
The next section focuses on the areas of student and peer
evaluation.
Involvement of Students and Peers
Teachers were not very enthusiastic about toking input
from students and other school principals. !'Ir. Savoie observed
chat students at Senior High level could be involved. Mr.
Wassell claimed that they should be involved only in formative
evaluation. However, three teachers liked the idea of
involving school administrators in evaluation; they thought
that it would be useful. Mr. Savoie speaks to this point:
I agree with that. I like thilt. Sort of a
professional code of conduct thing. They know what
to expect of their job. They are more of an expert
at their job than a teacher or a board
superintendent.
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Mr. Barrel agreed with his colleague; however, he added,
I think it's a good idea, but I don't think they
can be involved because of time constraints.
The perceptions of teachers regarding some other
important aspects of the evaluation process are discussed in
the following section.
Other Relevant Areas
In response to a question that how should each source of
feedback be weighted, teachers presented divergent views. Mr.
Davis stated, "1 don't think weighting is necessary. It's just
another form of input." Teachers like Ms. Wilfred, Mr. Matt
and Ms. Quinton, on the other hand, contended that feedback
should be weighted; although they agreed that different. values
should be given, they parted company when it came to the issue
of how these weights should be placed. Ms. Wilfred stated:
Superintendents are not around much so they do not
know what's going on as much as teachers do. I
think more weighting should be given to input from
teachers.
Ms. Matt and Ms. Quinton .....ere unanimous in their opi.nion
that equal weighting should be given. However., Ms. Matt added:
They (assistant superintendents) should spend more
time in school if they want to give more weighting
to their evaluation.
To a question whether principals should be informed about
how individual sources evaluated him or her, no difference of
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opinion was evident among this group of t!!achers. A.ll of them
claimed t.hat: such information should not be withheld. The
following quote from Ms. Dale is typical of the stat.ements
made by t.eachers:
Ms. Dale: I think you certainly have a right. to know
what the groups are saying about you. I f the PTA is
saying something about the principal. then I t.hink
the; principal deserves and has the right to know
what t.hey are saying so that he or she can. you
know, may be address that at a meeting. It could be
just a communication breakdown.
Once again, there was agre~ment among teachers that
different sets of cl:iteria should be given to different groups
of people depending upon their dealings with t.he principal.
To surnrna:::ize. then, all eight teachers were in agreement
that different grou?s should evaluate on differe:'1t criteria,
a~d thac principals should be told how each group evaluated
ther.:.. This unO!lnimity, however, was not evident on the issue of
weight.ing. Some said feedback should be weighted, others did
not. want. any weights t.o be placed.
The following sect.ion is cor.cerned with t.he principals'
teaching role.
Principal as~
I"hen te<lchers were asked if principals' teaching be taken
into consid~ration during fot'mal evaluation, they expressed
mixt:!d feelings; some said that principals should not teach at
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all, but at the same time admitted that if principals do not
teach, they would not be able to stay in couch with kids at
classroom level, and this would be a loss for them at
professional level.
Despite their obvious concern and hesitacion in reaching
a decision whether principals should teach or not, they noted
if it is a teaching principal, then his/her teaching should be
evaluated "an level that any teacher's performance would have
to be." Their typical responses are as follows:
Mr. Savoie: I think a lot of times the principal doesn't
get to put in his best effort in teaching because
he is concerned with other matters, and it is an
afterthought. I am not citing examples, but I know
if you try to do too many things at once you mess
up.
Mr. Davis; '{ou don't have to be a good teacher for
being a good principal. Administrative
responsibilities are not necessarily tl-oe same.
Although I think, most people assume that a
principal had been a good teacher.
MS. Quinton; I've seen people who are administrators
who are very good at being administrators, but very
hard at being teachers and I can give you an
example. Ah, there was a time, 1'11 be very
general. when I remember this principal saying to
us all, "If you're off sick, make sure you have a
detailed lesson plan for your substi tute teacher"
and yet any time this principal was out of the
school for illness or anything else, the substitute
teacher would come in and say to the rest of us,
"What do I do?" So here is an example where
principals should do as I say, not as I do .... And I
hate to say this, but in most cases they emphasize
the one to the detriment of the other.
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In al"'.llysis, these teachers had some reservations about.
teaching duties of a principal; they were concerned that often
principals neglect their teaching responsibilicies in favour
of their administrative ones. Nevertheless. they stated t.hat
teaching principals should be evaluated as teachers. The next
section will discuss their views on measuring tools.
Ml!!uuring Inlltrwnents
There was no consensus evident among teachers on the
issue of evaluation tools. M.s. Dale suggested that variety of
instruments should be used. Ms. Cheadle thought shadowing
would be good. However her colleague. Ms. I'lilfred, stated:
I don't. think shadowing is any good there. I
certainly think a good survey instrument is a very
good thing to use.
To a question about rating scales. ,J..i.most all of them
said that they would prefer a rating scale with some anecdotal
input. Only Mr. Savoie preferred ratin'::/ scales with no space
for any personal comments. The reason for this pref.:!;rence was
rather personal. He likes to rate people. In his .....ords, -I
like to rate."
In summary, the section witnessed disagreement in opinion
among teachers with regards co evaluation tools. In the
section to follow, the researcher will explore thair views
with respect to the evaluat:ion policy.
r
Evaluation Policy
".
None of the teachers interviewed were aware of the
board's policy which i. not so discouraging considering the
fact that even some school principCl.ls were not aware. The
following comments ll'lade by teachers reveal their ignorance as
to the board's policy:
Ms. Quinton: Oh, I don't even know if we have one for
principals. 00 we?
Ms. Cheadle: I do not think chat I know. I think they
are evaluated every 5 years just like I am. Now I
could be wrong. Let me say that I (lm not aware.
All eight teachers felt that principals should be
involved in the development of the evalua,tion policy. Seven
out of eight remarked that even teachers should be involved.
Mr. Savoie was the only teacher who did not sha:-e ehe views of
his group. He contended that even teachers should not be
involved. In his words,
Teachers expect the principals to not only know the
principals job, but to know the teachers job pretty
well; and you will end up concentrating on the
wrong stuff.
The other seven teachers presented the argument that in
order for anything to work, ~al1 the participants" and ~all
the stake-holders" should be involved; however, it is
important to note that parents were again excluded from the
actual development of the policy. In view of this fact, one
may question the use of the words like "all the stake-holders"
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and -all the participants.- One may also que3tion if the term
-all the stake holders· is restricted to only school board
employees and teachers?
~ the S's;tion and Some Concluding Thoughts
It goes without saying that principals get evaluated
constantly by subordinates, students, parents, and the
community in general. These evaluations take place every where
whether administrators like it or not.. The issue, therefore,
is not whether subordinates should evaluate principals or not;
the issue is whether there will be some formal mechanism for
principals to become "ware of the views of their subordinat:es.
A~'mentioned in this section, teachers were unanimous in their
".-
view that they be involved in the fOrmal appraisal process.
Involvement of teachers in the evaluation process would
certainly be helpful to the administrator. because teachers
see their principals in action every day, and they know more
about principals than administrators sometimes realize. An old
military saying that comes to mind over here is that the
commander who gets too far ahead of his troops is likely to
get shot in the back. This adage applies beautifully to the
relationship between principals and their staff. The public
nature of the schools allows the staff to undercut the
e~fectiveness and reputation of their principals r.ot only in
schools, but also in the comlnunity. Therefore, involvement of
15::
staff in the performance appraisal can serve
communication link between the principal ,wei th-::- gtaff
(Langlois & McAddms, 1992!.
With regards to the involvement oE parents and s,-udcnt.s,
these teachers were very reluctant to giv~ th<!r:I any S.ly in the
formal process. However, an important point stood out f :'onl
th':!ir responses. This group of teachers regal'ded EOrnl<ltive
evaluation as informal everyday evaluation, tlnd it was i.n this
process of evaluation that they were willing to let parents
and students have a voice. Two reasons were evid~nt fOl'
involving parents in the formal evaluation process: (al
parer":.s do not hollve adequate knowledge of th,! cduc<lt i..-n
system, and (bl they oE;;.en have !:Jersonal motives '""hich rnakc
their evaluations biased.
The advice from 'nellins (cit.ed in Budmol:l and Ric~, 1')'HI
makes a fitting conclusion to t.he issues discussed in this
section. He not.es:
TO some extent the situation is li.ke get.t.ing
married. In marriclge, I think it's usually best to
wait a few years before having kids before
introducing a new person into the equl.:ion. (p.lS).
So the rnoral of the story for those who 'Jet
involved, and for those who want more inclusive pf;!rf0lmilm;~ is
that one should be patient. E'teryone should b", ad~quatdy
prepared before introducing a new dim~nsion to p..~~to~m·7Inct;!
evaluation. Quite evidently, teach':!rs ar~ not. '1~L r~ady for
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such a power shift. in their working relationships, and ::h.ay
first need to get. used to the idea of involving otn=r stake
holders besides themselves.
15·\
Section IV
Vice-Principals
Seven vice-principals were interviewed; tht-ee fem.:lles ilnd
four males from elementary, and secondary schools. The close
'.'lOrking relationship they share with front.-line administraton:;
providec; a special significanc-: to the views of the second
member of this administrative team. This section provides i\
window on to the perceptions, thoughts. suggestions, and
insights shared by them with respect to the princip<l\
evaluation system. All the names used in this section are
fictitious. Data presented in Table <l.6 depict the total
number of the vice-principals interviewed, and other rel.:ltf"~d
information.
TABLE 4.6
INFORMATION ABOUT
VICE-PRINCIPALS
Number of Years Of Experience III Their
FV.::ic:.:.,o-,p:.:.ri:::ll.::ci",p:::.I.::s +C.::u:::r.::r,,,Il:.:.I..:S.::ch:::o:.:.o.::ls_------
If-- -"~ + --"1.::t"'o'-'-5_.2Y"ca,-,-,rs,-_------il
6. to 10 year,~s,-__---'I
11 To 15 Years
Experiences and Perceptiona about Evaluation Practices
Interview data revealed that all tho:! '1ic~-p[incipals,
"5
except M~. Griffiths, .....er~ unanimous in their view that
principals should be CV;;lluat:~d. They observed that evaluation
should lead to professional gro....th and improvement.. EVl!n
though they claimed chat principals should go th:-ough an
evaluation process, chey were very c:-it.ical of t.he aco:.ual
process. Having witnessed such negat.ive feelings and att.itudes
on numerous occasions, the resea::"cher asked on.:: vice-
principal, Mr. Norman, directly as to the reason why people
hold such negative feelings toward evaluation. Mr. Norman shed
some Eghc on why this might be so;
The cynicism comes from the fact. that school board
talks about evaluat.ion, and the policy is well laid
out in t.heir school board policy manual, but what
is written and the reality and thl! time for the
reality to happen are totally different.
He went on to say:
Yes, there is a plan, but the time to do it and the
mechanism to do it and specific steps and the
personnel, all those types of things, is simply not
working right now. So people are very cynical about
the whole process.
flis views were shared by another of his colleague,
Mr. Clarke, who while talking about evaluation process
noted:
E:valuation generally in education, of teachers and
administrators is not done thoroughly and
adequately and that is basically only in place on
paper.
Disappointed by the way evaluation is generally conducted
in education, Mr. Griffiths was the only vice-principal who
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expressed discomfort at evaluating administrators formally. H<!
thought that administrators themselves continuously strive fOl"
improvement: and seek parental and staEe input whel-ever
possible. He was very crit:ical of the way evaluation is done
and concluded that formal evaluation:
is not best for the system. That is not the most
efficient way to do it, and I don't think it is
necessary, and the way that is going to bring about
the most benefits in terms of evaltlation. I think
that evaluation, the notlon of evaluation,
particularly the formative evaluat i on needs to be
ongoing because it is from your colleagues, it: is
from everything that you do, your results.
Quite evidently, Mr. Griffiths was disappointed with the
way evaluation is conducted, and that is partly til'" l·eaSOll [or
his obvious reluctance to evaluate administrators formally,'
but. inst.ead of saying that evaluation system shoulrl be
improved like other administrators suggested, he fclt:
We all look at. our results, we all look at our
graduates whether we are on formal evalucltion or
not. If we see problems then we take measur·es to
see that t.hat kind of problem doesn't. happen again.
Now. that. might not be what's called forma 1
evaluation done from someone outside. but it's our
assessment of our situation, perception of the
problem, and our act.ions to correct: that problem.
The critical issue that: arises over here is: can we pass
a blanket statement that all administrators st.rive for
excellence? Cannot there be some who are nor: ef.(ect.ive? vlhen
this was pointed out to him, his reply was:
The principal may not. be eEfectiv':! not b""cause he
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could not be effective, but there may be other
problems in the school that might be causing the
principal not to be effective.
Mr. Griffiths seemed to be seeing only one side of the
coin. He was just not able to perceive chat some
administrators may not be as motivated and as effective as he
himself might like them to be or might have seen; but does
that mean we should be oblivious of the fact that there might
be some?
A teacher from the same school, ;.Is. Dale, and an
elementary school principal, Ms. Vernal, showed the researcher
a totally different side of the coin about which Mr. Griffiths
seemed to be ignorant. From Ms. Dale the researcher heard:
I know we have within our system some very weak
principals but nothing seems to be done about it.
They get shuffled along to another school, or they
make mistakes even within probationary period that
they have; and they generally do not go back to a
previous position or they aren't seen as being
incompetent, or whatever. I see the system that we
have in place being really ineffective in that
regard. If we are going to evaluate people, and you
find things wrong with them do somethif!g about it.
Ms. Vernal's comments in this regard seem t.o be
particularly illuminating;
As long as we have mediC'crity in the same frame of
evaluation as exemplary then our evaluation process
is not doing just.ice to the system. I do believe
that there has to be a rt'.easure of evaluating who
should be in the school. You knorv whdt, there a.re
people here who shou.ldn' c be here.
Having been disillusioned completely by the formal
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evaluation process, 1-1r. Griffiths was of th~ view:
self evaluation within school is far more effective
because it occurs daily forever. Not a snaoshot;
it'S more like a movie. .
However he added, "If t.hat is the school board's policy
then that is something we have to li.ve with." He also observed
that. the principal is only one player and since they opel'ate
on a collegial model in that school, they are
Therefore formal evaluation, if conducted, should not just
look at one player of this team.
Another vice-principal who expressed similar views was
1-15. Stanley. She had the experience of being evaluated along
with her principal as an administrative t02am, as opposed to
one evalua~ing the other. Ms. Stanley was never ilsk<)d to
comment on her administrative colleague's performance; <lnd
when she was ask~d if feedback should have been taken from
her, she remarked:
You're getting into a relationship, ilnd evaluating
a relationship is a very difficult thing to do.
She preferI'ed t.o go to her colleague herself, and tell
him what she thinks about various t.hings rather th<1l1
F'v.i'll11<tting hirn formally. As she observed·
You've got to be able to evaluate each other, I
think you've got to have a trusting relation:Jhip,
where you can evaluate each other's work in a fair,
but a concerned manner or a respectful manner,
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Based on her experiences, she went on to highlight soma
of the advantages and disadvantages of evaluating principals
and vice-principals together. One of the disadvantages
indicated by her was that teachers get overburdened as they
have to evaluate two administrators at the same time instead
of one. The anvantage is that it gives a comprehensive picture
of the team to the evaluator. In her wo::-ds:
Positive thing of doing them togethel" is that you
become aware quite quickly of t.he individual
strengths and weaknesses. Like for the evaluator,
he can say, "Well, oh sure she's got that strength
there; he's got that strength there, so they're
campI imentary. "
This was the only incident the researcher had
encountered in which the principal and vice-principal
evaluated together; in other cases principals were evaluated
separately from their vice-principals, and vice-principals
were asked to comment. on their colleague's performance. Two
vice-principals .....ho were involved in the evaluation of their
principals were given same Ciuescionnaires as teachers. So it
was basically input from staff. One of the vice-principals,
Mr. Curtis, shared his experience:
We never had any feedback as a result of that .. I
assumed she got feedback; but we never got
feedback.
Sensing a twinge of disappointment in his voice, the
n::searcher probed, "Do you think feedback should have been
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given to the staff about how the group felt as a whole." Sver
so reluct.antly, he replied, "I don't know it.'s a touchy
issue. "
In conclusion, the move toward team-based approach rais.:!
several issues for the school board, which is rt1sponsible for
conducting the evaluations. Pirst of all, the school board hilS
to make one critical choice, and that. is: Should i'lppraiS~11 of
the team be conducted, its indi\ridual members, or some
combination of two? If individual members are evaluat.ed, this
might. affect negatively the team's ability to function as a
unit. If the team is evaluated, the board may lose important
information about differences in performance (~lurphy &
Cleveland, 1995).
Secondly, in a team-based system behaviours such ;;IS
helping others with their work, coordinating with ochers, or
sharing information become part of the core dO!finition of job
performance. An organization which emphasizes team work 'llill
have to develop a different di:!finition of individual job
per£orma.:.:e, than an organization that makes littl~ uS'C! of
teams (Murphy & Cleveland, 1995).
In light of the changing context of work, the school
board is faced with the challenge of not only developing the
basic definition of job performance, but also deciding 'llho is
to be appraised.
The following section will present th", vice-principals
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views ·"ith respect to the evaluat.ion policy.
Evaluation Policy
All the vice-principals interviewed thoug:'t:. that
administrators should be involved not only in the devBlopm~nt
of the policy, but also the entire evaluat.ion package. The
following comments are typical of what. these vice-p::incipals
had to say:
Mr. Griffiths: of course, you should be involved. If
you're not involved in the development of it then I
think you should be reluctant to take part.
Mr. Norman: They should be involved in the
development of theory and deciding how the actual
evaluation will be done.
He also added:
To bring in a policy, to make it me:mingful, to
make sure everybody knows, and is very clea:- on
how the policy is going to work then that
requires a tl:emendous amount of in-servic~.
When this gl:OUp of administrators was asked if they are
aware of the current evaluation policy for the school
pdncipals, there replies went like this:
Mr. Griffiths: No.
Curtis: Yes, to a degree I am. I'm not as well
versed probably as I should be; but yes I am.
~ls. Phillips: I'm not sure if I am or not.
1-1s. Stanley: Current evaluation policy for what?
The only current evaluation I know is what I mean
is the only thing that I know the Avalon
Consolidated Board does is evaluate principals and
vice-principals who are on probation aft£!l" b<2ing
appointed to a new position. I'm not awaL·e that
t.hey do anything else. Do they do anything else?
Having received repl ies like "to an extent", "to il
degree" and "I am not sure" it is difficult for the researcher
to know the exact degree of their familiarity. Probably th.:!y
know that a policy is in place. but they are "not well versed"
with the contents. Mr. Griffiths speaks to t.his point:
Yeah, I think it's in pol icy manual, and ! guess
you are expected to know what's in the policy.
Although they were cognizant of the fact that thel".:! is ~\
policy, they did not know when and how the policy waD
developed. Only 1>15. Bflbb had a vague idea. She stat.:!d with.:ln
obvious effort <:It thinking:
I think it was adapted from previouR boad. I could
be wrong, but I chink."
In analysis, the vice·principals appeared r.o h.lve strollg
feelings about the involvement of administrators in th~~
development 01: the evalui1tion packag-:!; they wer€! of the '/i~w
that their involvement is essential for th": system to ~Ior~;.
The next section will highlight some of thQ w'~<lkn~s5':z
and/or strengths inherent in the pol.icy.
Areas of Strengths and Weaknesses
As to the stl:"engths and/or weakr:f!ss~s inhcr~nt in the::
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policy. two vice-principals voiced their feelings, and
suggested pOiths for improvement.
Mr. Norman, as indicated earlier, highlighted the gap
between intended and actual practices. Based on this
assumption, he suggested, ·Co down to the grass roots. Yeah,
I think you need to go back and start again." He also
cautioned:
I f you' re going to have a new pol icy you have to
bring it with thE:: realization that it is wurkable.
Another vice-principal who was quite vociferous in
pointing out the weaknesses in the e'Jaluation policy was Mr.
Cl<lrke. He stated unequivocCilly, "There's a phenomenal
weakness because it presupposes something that does not
exist." He explained further:
Well, it presu[.poses the knowledge. The policy
presupposes that whoever's going to evaluate me at
this school understands fUlly what' 5 goinfl on at
this school
Having been a victim of evaluation himself, he strongly
felt that the evaluator should have a thorough knowledge of
the school s€'tting in which the e',aluat,=e works. The
suggestion he made for improving the policy was to create "a
geeater degree of awareness and knowledge." Whi.le expressing
his views on the same issue, he made a reference to the
principle U 8 of the Principles of Teacher Evaluation (1995)
which states:
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The evaluation should be managed and executed by
personB with the necessar-y qualifications, skills,
and authority, and evaluators should conduct
themselves professionally, so thal evall.loi:.tion
reports are reF.pected ar:d used.
The point. that he highlight.ed was:
There can be qualifications and skills coming out
of your ears, but if there·s not a total aW"1r~I\'!!>S
of what the task is then how can yOli evaluate that
task.
He elaborated:
If I asked you to make a loaf of breild, <lOci I <un
going t.o evaluate you on how well you made this
bread. Right now I'd probably just. go on flavol!)". r
feel a little hungry right. now. Right.. I might know
not.hing about the te:<ture of the bri'!ad and r Inight
know nothing about that. So how can I properly
evaluate you on your loaf of bread.
From a similar perspective a school principo'll, Ms.
Ronald, remarked:
They need to have insight into the school sy!>tem
and into school dynamics. I don't think thilt
somebody could come in to evalt.:ate a school s~tting
without knowing w!1at' s happening, and who th,~
players are.
Both administrators thought t.hat it is important for. tl:"~
evaluator. t.o understand t.he path of improvement the school is
t.aking; the at.tempts and the initiativ'2s made by th,::' ~valual:ec
in response to situational fact.ors uniqll<':: t.o th<ll p,lrt Lcul ,Jf
set.ting. Mr. Clarke was quit':! vocal in his criticism th<11:
evaluators not only lack the knowledge of the cont·~;;;t, but
also the task itself. H"! claim~d:
I can give you example after example after. r,;.:arnple
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of cl",ar evidence that they don't: fully understand
what's going on.
Mr. Clarke did give a few examples to the researcher co
chow the lack of awareness of school board staff about the
problems faced by administrators, and ....,hat it takes them to do
their task effectively and efficiently. He also made
refcrcnc~s to the kind of politics that goes on within che
board, and how it inhibits the individual and the
organizat ior.~l growth. The researcher is not at liberty of
disclosing these incidents because of the fear that it might
disclose the identity of ehe individual. However, it is
impo~·tant to n0te that Mr, Clarke was not the only
administrator who talked about the role of power .=.lnd politics
i.ll performance appraisal, a few principals al.so shed some
1 Lght on this reality, For instance, one of tht" principals
said;
IL'S not so much what you do, buc whecher you are
!='drt of the:! current agenda, okay. So yOt' might be
on the one hand working your rear end off, and you
may be doing a lot of good things but if you' r~ not
part of the current political agenda of the board
may be it doesn't count much at. that time. But
then, ,mot.her time your star may rise.
TO conclude, t.he role of power ilnd polit.ics was brought
forth by some of the administrators, who felt that their.
cffoL·ts are not. a9preciated, and as a result they suffer.
The l~ext. section is concerned with the frequency of
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appraisal.
Time-Frame for Evaluation
To a question about how frequently evaluation ohould b0
conducted, their typical response was that evc~'y 5 years is
often enough. Incidently, that is the time indicclted fOl- the.
evaluation of the professional personn~l in tht' polic~'.
However, most of them felt that formative evaluatioll should be
ongoing. As not.ed earlier in teachet"s' section, the re5(~archer
got the impression that. format.ive evaluOltion was r~garded Cl!.i
informal evaluation which goes on all the Lime. The oEt-
re!Jeat.ed reply that the researcher received W"lS thClt the
"school board receive~ phone calls from p<lrents <lnd t'~<lch·:,~·s
if t.hey are not. happy about. somet.hing" So in a W<lY "t.hey·v.!
got their finger on t.he pulse" It this j nforr.1<J1
evaluat.ion or formative evaluation that they telt stlOuld be
ongoing.
First thp. teachers, and then the vice-principals Lalking
about. formative evaluat.ion as informal e·/~t·yd<lY evaluCltion,
sent the researcher back to her book". In th·~ book.
Supervision as if proactive process, Da.resh ,lnd Pl.J¥;';o (lSI,,:;}
describe formative evaluation as one 'I/hi·::h i~ d.:!siqw~d to
provide feedback with the int.ention of impl:ov ing al:'~' 3
performance. This explanation did n':lt h~l, much, 'lnd thi.s '1/<1.3
not what the researcher was looking for. HoW"·~ver. afV~r a
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while on page 287, she eventually found same ching which shed
some light:. The authors had used the term "conscious effort"
in discussing formative evaluation. They had criticized the
educational personnel for their failure to employ this ferm of
~valuation. They stated, "For the most pare, the conscious
effort. to employ continuous evaluat.ion has not been
implcn\ented in the field of education" (p. 287). This shows
that data collected through informal evaluations can be used
for conducting formative evaluation, but informal evaluation
in itself is not formative evaluation. \'lhat is important is
that if the data collected is used for improving the
situation, then, and only then it can be called formative
evaluation.
However, the researcher could not unciersc.and the reason
why educators had this false impression about formative
evaluation being informal evaluation. So she picked up the
provinci~11 collective agreement U,995) and cried to see how
the term is defined in chere, which she hoped would shed some
light. She came across with this definition:
formative evaluation is a process which occurs to
improve the professional performance of the
teacher(l:J) (p.12).
This alone did not help much; however, on the same page
il iF: wriCten that "any summacive evaluation made on a tenured
r.eacher must be preceded by a formative evaluation" (p.12)
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From this, one can infer that if school boards want: t.o pla.::e
3.ny t.enured teacher or principal on summative evaluation, they
would have to show t.hat formative evaluation had been
conducted, and that every opportunity was extended to the
individual to improve. Once all the channels wel:e exhausted,
the individual was placed on summative evaluation. The
important point is that., in order to show that formativ~
evaluation had been utiliz~d, one needs to have proper
documentation as to the kind of help provided and the time
given to the individual to improve. In vie\~ of this reality,
informal everyday evaluation is not a replacement for proper
formative evaluation, and certainly the two terms are not
synonymous.
The following section is devoted to the discussi.on of how
the evaluation process might be improvp.d.
New Paths to be Explored
It is because modern education is so seldom
inspired by great hope that it is so seldom
achieves a great result.
• RIls5el
The majority of the vice-principals suggested that a teolln
approach should be taken for evaluating princi.pals, but th~
;;Jeople to have most input \o,'ould be the teache:rs. This gr-oup of
~ducators seemed to be more r-eceptive to involving par-ents
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t.han teachers were. However, they were quick to acknowledge
that parents may have their own personal agendas; therefore,
one should be careful while seeking parental input. The
responses of this group of vice-principals can be grouped into
two distinct categories, Le. those who were resigned to the
idea of parents having more say in future, and those who were
wi 11 lng and cons idered parental input useful. The following
comments will highlight the feelings of each group.
Mr. Curtis reflected on the issue as follows:
Well it seems like that is what going to happen in
the future.
When probed further if it would be helpful. he replied
noncommittally, "Hopefully. I just hope it wilL" The same
vice~principal when asked if teachers should be involved,
stat~d without any trace of doubt:
Of course, we're
like working in
charge. We all
expertise.
all professionals and it'S not
a factory wh':::re foreman is in
have areas of strength and
Ms. Stanley and Mr. Norman's comments essentially sums up
the views of the second group:
Ms. Stanley: I think that would be helpful because
I think that could alert you to areas that you need
to concentrate on more. And I think it's a good
idea for kids to be involved. I mean it belongs to
all of us right. The school belongs to all of us or
is supposed to all a part of community. So I think
that the more we can share our feelings and ideas
about school the better principal YOU're gonna
have.
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Mr. Norman: I think parents should have some say.
A.h. one needs to be very careful though in that the
relationship that a parent has with an
administrator is very wide and varied.
Expanding on this point. he said:
School has to apply a discipline sanction that the
parent is unable to work out. at home. In many
cases, that parent will come off believing the
administ.rator has a very. you k.now, a very negative
context ... '{ou get. one or two parents like t.hat in
the run of a year, who are going t.o sit down, and
fire off a letter to the school board to complain
about that principal.
Mr. Brushett quickly added. "OEten that's what counts
His colleague, Mr. NOrffi"ln, agreed:
Often that's what counts. There will be ,] phone
call, and we will be contact.ed, or what.ever on t.hat.
one negat.ive thing you did; and SO things t.hat. are
posit.ive nat.ure you will never hear.
/>lr. Brushett piped in, -Never hear anyching.- The. vice·
principal concinued again:
And unfortunately, if you get into an evaluation
situat.ion, you will find that one or cwo t.hings on
the negative side like that will tend to weigh
heavy and will tend to stick in somebody's mind.
As some of the other school administrators had also
voiced similar concerns, therefore. when the researcher met
Mr. Power, she inquired, MWhat is done in a situation where a
parent calls and complains about a principal, who is going
through an evaluation process? What happens in that c-3.st:!?" 'rhe
way Mr. Powe£ described the sit.uation:
If a complaint com'2S into this office ch':! parent is
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asked to put it. in writing. They will either put it
in writing or refuse. In any instance, I go and I
will, out of courtesy to the principal and I expect
them to treat teachers the same way, I'll say, "I
had this complaint. Give me your side of it".
Usually principal and the parent is ca.lled to the
board office and we try to work it out..
In a case where a parent refuses to put the complaint in
writing, t.he concern is related to the principal and his/her
side of the story is heard. According to Mr. Power;
Principal will generally say, yeah, that happened,
and there' 5 always a little twist the parent puts
on it or a little twist that the principal would
put on it. But the point is, the principal has
gotten the message. Be careful, people are out.
there. They are observing what you're doing and so
on, right..
The interview proceeded as follows:
S.H: Some administrators happen to think that rr.ore
weight is given to the complaints of the parents
than what they !lay; and one negative remark made by
parents or teacher~ weighs heavily against them in
evaluation.
t"1r. Power: You should talk to some parents and see
what they say. I think you'll get. a t.otally
different viewpoint.
After explaining the entire process once again of how
complaints are generally handled, he stated:
What principals have to realize is this, we're
dealing with the public. The public are our
customers. We're pt:ofessional people. No matter how
much a parent comes into my office and condemns me
or criticizes me, I have to act in a professional
fashion. You can't go shouting and ba,...ling at
parents. Parents have legitimate concerns. We have
to be professional in the manner we deal with them.
Nevertheless, he did acknowledge that there are
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some parents who:
no matter if God himself were here. he would never
satisfy them. We have to live with that. We have to
work with that and we have to do the best. we can.
You cannot in this day and age not have a good
public relations program. You just can't.
In conclusion, the role of the school board as a mediator
between it.s front-line administrators and its clients becomes
evident in this section. The board seems to be in a critical
position of balancing the interest.s of both the part.ies. and
in so doing leaves one of the groups, t.he only one
intarviewed, with a feeling of vulnerability.
The next section will at.tempt to explore the views of the
vice-principals with respect to the involvement of three more
groups of people.
Involvement of Student.s Peers and Business People
On the issue of student involvement. three vice-
principals responded positively. They thought that students
should be involved in the evaluation process. One of t.hem said
that ohly High school students should be consulted. The other
t.wo felt that even younger kids can provide valuable
information.
The only 'lice-principal who suggested that. other
administrators should be involved in the evaluation of their
peers was Mr. Norman. He contended:
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My personal feeling is that the best person co do
it are people that are very familiar wich what goes
on in a school se:.ting who are in similar positions
rather than people who are working out of the board
office; many who whom have not been principals or
vice-principals of High Schools.
Mr. Clarke differed from his group not only in his
recommendation of a different team approach co evaluation, but
also in his suggestion of involving people from the business
community. He told the researcher that instead of an assiStant
superint.endent collecting all the data from different: sources,
a team should be responsible for chat. The team should involve
someone from the superintendency, the elected School Board and
the school Council. In his words:
The team ....ould identify specific groups of
individuals or individuals that might become a part
of the evaluation process in terms of gathering
infonation.
He also indicated that in some cases the ~ople from the
busines!:: field should be consulted. the only other person of
all the 36 people interviewed who was j.n agreement with Mr.
Clarke was Mr. Myrick. Although Mr. Myrick's views differed
considerably from Mr. Clarke's, both administrators agreed on
one aspect, i.e. involvement of those people in evaluation
wi t.h whom one has developed business pa:-tnerships. This was a
significant departure from the usual trend set by t.he ot.her
peopl~ intervie....ed. some of whom were quite outspoken about
keeping the business community out. Ms. Quinton, a teacher.
"<
was quite adamant in her stand chat no opportunity should be
given to business people. Similarly, Ms. Daley thought that no
input should be taken from business people. She voiced her
fE:elings:
A school is definitely a part of the community. I
think t.here is no doubt about that. It needs to
have links to the communicy, meaningful links that.
involve the community, but 1 don't think business
communit.y should be involved in evaluating the
practices of the school.
Mr. Myrick's views stand in sharp eonCt'asC t.o Mo.
Daley's. While talking about assessment teams, a pilot project.
of the provincial government, he observed:
I think there should be people from business
community. I ~hink there should be parents
involved. Now somebody else will come back to me
and say we are talking about. t.he day t.o day
operat.ions of your school and t.hesl! publics can't
possibly be involved in a day to day running of t.he
school and I agree wit.h t.hat. 100\. But. I st.ill
t.hink that parent., the business person, the
t.eacher, the student all have very valuable
information as to what. is happ~ning in school. I am
not. at. all convinced t.hat. someone from th...:
community should not. have the opportunit.y to t::~ a
part of the assessment team which is coming t.o a
school ....Every teacher has been in school since
slhe was ) years old; someone who' s be~n out
working in business for 10-12 years will walk in
t.his building and they will see completely
different things than I will see. And I think i t.G
import.ant that. we understand what th-.:y 3ee and
understand what t.hey expect .
.0\.5 not.ed earlier, only Mr. Clarke and Mr. t~yrick
willing to extend the opportunit.y t.o business people to
participate, and in doing so blurred th'.! boundary between
?:IS
bu!>iness and education, which other people were not willing to
permeate.
The focus of the next section is on understanding the
importance of organizational environment in performance
<lpprais<ll.
organizational Context
It was ascertained during the int.erviel...s that this group
of administ.rators was insistent that the entire context should
be taken into consideration while doing evaluation. The
reasons given by them were quite similar. They claimed that
factors in the environment can have a positive or negative
effect on an individual's performance, therefore, t.hese
factors need t.o be recorded. It should be noted t.hat. the same
recommendation was made by the commit.tee which WilS formed last
year to put. in place provincial gUidelines for teacher
evaluation. This committee highlighted the need and importance
of recording significant environmental infl.uences and
constraints on performance. According to Mr. White, a member
of NLTA, same guidelines will be applicable to the evaluation
of administ.rat.ors as well. In his words:
We do have the provincial guidelines that must be
[allowed in terms of the evaluation of teachers
that would include t.he evaluation of the
administrators as well.
Ms. Stanley who also agreed wit.h her colleagues that the
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context in which the evaluates work;; should be recorded,
however, gave a different reason. She shed light on a
different aspect of environment. It would be best to quot.e her
exactly the way she narrated the entire incident. She shared
her experience:
Boards don't always handle things well. The
principal whom we htl" ~ at the moment was appointed
to this school bel ....e I was because he chose me. He
was appointed at this school at a time when the
then principal retired, and the vice-principal was
favoured by the staff. The staff very much wanted
that person to go into that position. The board
would not allow it. Th.ey caused grief to many
people. It was just a horrible, very unproEessior.al
situation ... The board created a very bad situation.
They entertained letters from parents, teachers ,lOd
ah, it was very difficult to come into this school
first and know they want somebody else and you're
second choice. So, when I go back to thinking about
evaluation, the important points about a principal
t.hat the situation into ...hich he came, and the
garbage, the emotional baggage and garbage that
everybody was carrying around, I think directly
affected what came out on the evaluation.
The principal in this situation received a very pOOl:
evaluation because of the personal biases of teachers. Looking
at this situation, one wonders if the board learned anything
from its past mistakes. More precisely, did the Leal: case,
document obtained from Department of Education, leave any
lasting messages? The Lear case was sornewhat siruilar to tho::
one told by Ms. Stanley. Mr. Edward Lear wa.s appoi:l::ed to i)
tenured position as the principal of Manis Acad':!my. Teachers
and parents were not happy with the board's decision, and made
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it clear to the staffing commit~ee. On board's request,
Lear agreed to be placed on probation for a period of ooe-
year. Although the probationary period began in July, no
formal evaluation was undertaken until late October. In April,
the board decided to demote Mr. Lear to his former teaching
po!';ition. The case was taken to arbitration, and the
arbitration committee decided that Mr. Lear was improperly
dismissed as the principal. In addition, the evaluation that
was conducte-i was found to be wanting; object.ives that \1ere
set were considered unrealistic; teachers' judgement of Mr.
Lear was deemed to be coloured by his previous performance as
it t.eacher. Still, it was considered inappropriate to reinstate
Mr. Lear as a principal of Morris Academy because of parents
and teachers' open antagonism and discontent. As
consequence, the school board had to pay appropriate
compensation to Mr. Lear.
The case is similar to the one told by Ms. Stanley in one
important respect, i. e. displeasure of the staff with the
choice of the principal which direct.ly affected the evaluation
report. Ms. Stanley, t.herefore, asserted th.at the feelings and
sentiments prevalent in any particular school setting need to
be given du!:! consideration in evaluation.
Evidently, the issue does not seem to be one of fair
evaluation because even if the evaluator does take into
considerat.ion tht:! obvious prejudices OF teachers the quest.ion
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is, can the principal under these circumstances pet:foL-m
effectively? No matter what mechanism is put into place to
control biases, the question that still needs to be ans""ered
is: Will that principal be able to provide adequate leadership
to the staff when quite clearly the staff does 110t W<1I1t to get
led in the first place? Purther, if the principnl i::; not able
to provide the kind of leadership that is desirable, then
ce:-tainly evaluation, fair or otherwise, will not go a lang
way towards calming the troubled waters.
In summary, the section highlighted the role of the
contextual factors in performance appraisal, and how they
affect the outcome.
The proceeding section deals with the issue of weighting.
Should feedback be weighted?
A clear difference in terms of gender was evident in the
perception of female dnd male vice-principals. t~ale vice-
principals were of the opinion that difE~rent w,",ightings
should be given to different sources of Eeedback. Female
administrators, on the other hand, consider~d all sources oE
feedback equally important, and therefore, ~t<lted that no
weighting be given.
l<1r. Curtis'S comments were r€:pr.esentatLve of all thIS'
other male administrators. He remarked:
! think it has to be weighted i:1 some ways. C~rtain
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p~ople, certain parties only have a ce~t:ain limi.ted
information or perspective from what they'::e
evaluating.
Hclving asked the questior about weighting on numerous
other occasions, the researcher was quite unprepared for the
reaction it caused this ti!l\e with Ms. Stanley. She said aloud:
"Oh God, this sounds like ...
The resE':archer quickly added, "Or no weighting be given.
Just look at the total picture." At first, Ms. Stanley was not
sur-2 what to say. Certainly, the question had thrown this
subjectivist off-balance, and she needed a while to put her
thoughts in some semblance of order. However, after a while
sh~ replied:
I t:hink that' 5 jusc trying co quantitate; co puc a
quantita:::ive perspective on something that's goc
tOO many variables, you know, and the human context
and feelings and all of chis cype of thing. But I
think teachers. ....ould probably be your best
source depending on what you're trying to evaluate.
Now .i.f you're trying to evalu;;.te administrator-
parent relationships, you're not gonna get it from
teachers; you've got to go to the parents.
Ms. Phillips agreed wir.h her colleague:
Each one is going to be just as equally important.
Like the parents are looking at probably what they
see in a principal. It does not make it any less
important than how the teachers see them in staff
meetings and interacting with staff. I don't think
one is mOl'e important than the other. They are
equally important.
The next section examines the views of the vice~
S"lrtncipa 1s on the topic of evaluati.on tools.
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Measuring Instruments
Divergent views were presented on the issue of evaluation
tools. Some vice-principals preferred rating scales because
"it's cut and dry and people don't have tim~." Others
preferred open-ended questions. F'or instance, Mr. eta-tis
noted:
I don't know how you can quantitate one'!>
performance obViously it has to be a narrative
evaluation.
Similarly, Ms. Stanley preferred open-ended quest iont!.
While talking about the questionnaire wi,ich the board uses for
evaluating principals, she observed that when such a
questionnaire is r~lied upon exclusively, a lot of thi ...Je
about an individual are left out. She stated:
There a:re things left out. I don't know how this
can be any better. Always, sometimes, seldGm. It
gives you some kind of idea but I like open-endE!d
questions and I like examples.
Based on her experiences with evaluation, she (~ade sOlne
suggestions for improving the evaluation system: "I think ono;,
thing they might do is put the word 'vjce~prillcipal' on the
:=orms they send out." Secondly, she thought that "they could
l;:urn around and give th~ reslJ,lts very quickly so that you have
immediate feedback instead of keeping them oO/>:!r a couple of
months." Thirdly. she advised that "Wh811 they COtn~ to the:
school to explain evaluation to the teach'Jr:3 and hQ>.~ th"!y'rc
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te approach it" it should be taken into account that teachers
somet.imes are overworked. "They don't have time for anything
and I think sometimes, to give them that little space of time,
a hillf hour or an hour or whatever they need just to somehow
give it to them without having them to take it out of their
own personal time."
Ms. Stanley' 5 point that assisc.ant superintendents should
give feedback quickly is certainly an important one. Bolton
(l980) contends, "To be most useful feedback should be prompt"
(p.92) He also argues that the accumulation of information
over a long period of time is not as beneficial as providing
it soon after events occur.
In conclusion, no consensus was evident cn the topic of
measuring instruments among this group of administrators,
Summary of the Section and Some Concluding Thoughts
The changing times with its emphasis on shared-governance
and collaboration, pose new difficulties for performance
appraisal, There has been a substantial increase in interest
in teams and team performance in recent years, The adoption of
a team based approach might have profound implications for
performance appraisal such as, who is to be appraised and on
what basis?
Evaluations by their very individually
ot'iented; when the performance of team becomes the focus of
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attention, the issue of individual performance often becomefl
difficult to appraise. Moreover, advocates of team-work advise
against performing individual performance evaluations in
teams; they claim that individual evaluations undermines
team's ability to function as a unit <rUgen, 1993) Host
likely, the content of appraisals will have to shift from c1
focus on individual task accomplishment towards one that
emphasizes an individual's contribution to the work, and an
individual's fit to the work-team {Murphy & Cleveland, 19951.
Data collected as part of this study revealed that two
vice-principals were in favour of conducting the evaluation of
principals and Vice-principals together. One of them wilnt~d
the performance of th~ team to be the unit of analysis, .3nd
the other preferred a combination of individual and team
evaluations. It is impo~tanr. to note that a number oC
administrators in the survey conducted in the Vancouver School
Board also expressed similar feelings. They stated that
principals and viceMprincipals should be evaluated as an
administrative team, rather than performing individual
performance evaluations lBognar, 1990}.
Certainly, the changing e:nvironment places new demands
that need to be met. It is vital that one shoul.d tak",. into
consideration the entire context, internal. a:ld e.-:tfJrnill,
during performance appraisal. It iG of little surpriso,
therefore, that the vice-principals were singularly emphatic
'"
that clear understanding of the environment and the job is
essential for both performance assessment and performance
improvement.
Apparently, this group of educators was more receptive to
incorporating feedback from parents and students than teachers
were. Nevertheless, like all the ocher groups, even they
pointed out that one should be careful while seeking parental
input as they often have personal vendettas.
A similarity that became apparent between the views of
vice-principals and teachers during the analysis of the data
was on the topic of formative evaluation. Vice-principals,
just like teachers. regarded formative evaluation as informal
everyday evaluation by parents, students, school board staff,
community members, and others. It would be understandable if
they viewed the process as relatively informal compared to
summative evaluation; but they thought of it as info::-mal
evaluation that goes on without one's choice in the faculty
room, in the cafeteria, in the supermarket, or any other place
in the course of the day. The reason behind holding such a
view was not entirely clear from the interview data;
nonetheless, responses of the participants pointed towards two
directions: (a) lack of in-service in the area of personnel
evaluation, or (b) actual evaluation practices gave them chis
impression.
In a nutshell, all the vice-principalE; appea::-ed to be
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highly critical of the way evaluation is actually conducted.
None of them looked at it in a positive light. Dickinson's
(1993) views seem most appropriate to end this section:
Of course, employees attach the same degree of
importance to performance appraisal as they
perceive being attached by their superiors. If
performance appraisal has visible and continual
support from all levels in the organization,
employees should evaluate the appraisal positively
(p. IS3)
SUllUlIary of the Chapter
This chapter discussed the current evaluation practices
for principals, and presented views of four different groups
of educators relating to those practices. It served to
highlight how different groups relate co this key Cigure, and
in cerms of that relation, wilat their expectations are from
th? performance appraisal process. It also illuminated the
purpose and the role each individual group a~ well as all the
groups in collective want the evaluation system to play in
promoting individual and organizational growth.
In addition, the chapter emphasized the
assumptions held by people from different groups as well as
r.he diversity in their views. At times, striking differences
of opinions appeared within a particular group; at other times
their unanimity was without question.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter contains a summary of the purpose of the
study and the methodology employed in the conduct of the
st.udy. Also present.ed is a summary of t.he major findings along
with some conclusions, and recommendations for future
directions.
SUlIlIlIary of the Study
The present. study was undert.aken in an at.t.empt t.o examine
the evaluation pract.ices utilized by the Avalon Consolidated
School Board for assessing" the performance of it.s school
principals. The central purpose of this study was to probe the
perceptions of selected groups of:
• superintendent and assistant superintendent., who are often
responsible for conducting the evaluation;
• school principals, who get direct.ly affected by the process;
• vice-principals, who work closely with their principals as
administ.rative teams;
• tea::hers, who get influenced by the performance of their
principals, and in turn affect the kind of learning t.hat goes
on in schools.
The experiences. suggestions, and c:dticisms made by the
research participants became a major source of information,
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and provided a better understanding of the impact of current
evaluation practices. The study also sel"ved as a bridge
between what is and what might be in o:,der to point out the
implications of what is known, and to p:,ovlde guidelines for
new initiatives and developments in the use of the principal
evaluation system.
More specifically, this study attempted to explore:
• If the policy on evaluation was perceived to be necessary'?
• Whether or not. the policy WdS effective in terlflS of
im!?roving principals' performance'?
• What had been the experiences of the principills with respect
to the pol icy'?
• Should an attempt be made to make the appraisal. system mor~
inclusive by incorporating data and feE:dback from other than
traditional source (sl '?
• Nhat. role, if any. "upward input" could play in employee
development and employee evaluation?
• Nhat". weaknesses and/or strengths there are itlh.~retlt i.n the
evaluat.ion system?
• How the system might be improved?
• How did the present policy fit with respect l"o thC:! c:lwngi.ng
role of the principal'?
Eight. teachers,
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Methodology
vice-principals, eighteen
principals, two school board employees, and one Newfoundland
and Labrador Teachers' Association (NLTA) member in the St.
John's and Me. Pearl areas of the province were selected as
the sample for this study. The administrators of nineteen of
the twenty· two schools permitt.ed their schools to take part in
this study, and eighteen of these nineteen principals
chemsel'tes participated in semi-structured interviews.
Based on the literature in the field of educational
administration, relat.ed research and mapping, a set of
interview questions was formed. This iroitial set of questions
got refined and extended as the interview process proceeded.
The initial data from interviews also directed the researcher
t.o resource personnel out:side the board, to follow-up calls,
to other related documents, and additional searches of the
literature.
In addition to semi-structured interviews, data for the
st.udy were obtained from the following sources,
• documentation from school boards, schools, principals,
Department of Education, and Department of Environment and
Labour;
• follow-up telephone call s to the principals and the
to:!a;hers;
• researcher's daily notes.
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The data collected from these sources we::e analyzed
according to three categories which are as iollows;
1. Why, what, how and by whom of evaluating principals.
:2. How the perceptions about principal evaluation r.elates to
actual practice.
3. New requirements, directions for the future.
These categories reflected major themes addressed in the
literature, and are representative of issues most pertinent to
the study. In order to preserve confidentiality, pseudonyms
for all research subjects and schools were used.
SWlUlIary of the Major Findings and Conclusions
The major findings of the study along with the
conclusions inferred from them are reported below:
1. The board's policy (1989) states:
All professional personnel hired on a probationary
cont.ract will be evaluat.ed as indic.:at.ed by t.heir
contract. (p. A-D)
Although t.he policy does not clearly indicate as to what
type of evaluation a school principal will go through, the
annual report of 1994-95 does state that probationary
personnel will undergo a summat.ive eva1uat.ion.
The findings of this study showed the actual pL-act i.c') t.o
be quite different from what is indicated in the board
documents. Most. of the school principills who
probationary contract were not informed that ttl,,)' ..ICluld b'~
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evaluated. Some of these principals had come from a different
school district where they :lad served as principal or vice-
principal. and some had come to t.he principal's position from
the same district. Ironically, moSt of them were neither
evaluated in their previous positions nor they are being
evaluated in their present ones.
To conclude, there seems t(1 be a gap between actual and
intended evaluation practices.
2. The current evaluation policy was adapttld from the
conception Bay South Integrated School Board where the
superintendent was working previously. The policy 'Nas adopted
by this board in ISl87. and has been reviewed every year since
its ildoption. It was evident from che conve:-sat.ions with the
school principals that they did not like the way policy was
reviewed at the time of its adoption. It was also ascertained
that the very changes that were made in the policy were the
ones this group of administrators would have preferred to
keep.
The evaluation policy of the Conception Bay South
integrated school board which was adopted on September 18.
1986 involves a component of peer consultation and review. The
purpose of this module is to encourage professional growth
through consultation and relational learning. Their policy
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The host administrator may request, from t.ime to
time, written feedback from other group membet:"s.
This will be beneficial to the host. It should be
pointed out that the group members a::e not to
provide written or verbal reports of t.his process
to an evaluator except where reqt1es~ed by the
evaluatee. (p. 3)
In t.his way the host administrator is given the
opportunity to work with twe other administrators to discuss,
analyze and review procedures that are in place in the
evaluatee's school. The ;,:Jrincipals in the Avalon Consolidated
school Board told the researcher repeatedly that they would
welcome peer consultation and evaluation. In fact they pointed
out. many advantages of peer evaluation and consultation, und
many disadvantages of depending solely on the .:Issistam:
superintendent for the purpose of feedback and evaluation. One
of the disadvantages cit.ed by t.hem was t.hat oft.en assistant
superintendents do not have t.he "necessary background" which
is essential for evaluating a principal properly. fly
"necessary background" they meant;
• administrat.ive experience;
• experience of working at the same school l~v,,:l in which th~
principal, who is being evaluated, is operating. For example,
elementary school background for evaluating elem,~ntary school
princi.pals.
In conclusion, the evaluation policy r..::view proc~s!'J did
not give adequate opportunity to the principals to exprens
t.heir opinions openly and clearly. Empha£lis 'IJa!J apparently on
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getting the work done rather than getting it done
appropriately. Furthermore, it seems critical t.hat assistant
superintendents should have intimate knowledge of the nature
of the work and the level at which the principal is
performing.
3. The analysis of the responses of the school principals,
vice·principals and teachers showed that they wanted all three
groups to be involved in the development. of t.he evaluation
policies for administrators and teachers. They were of the
opinion that the very nature of their role does not permit the
isolation of one group fJ:"om the other. Input from other groups
could help in bringing forth those perspectives and ideas
which only that group may have because of its very position in
the organization.
Based on the inc.erview data, it is concluded that
principal evaluation policy should aim to obtain diversity of
opinion from interested stakeholders, as it would give a much
richer data base. The end result would be a policy that is
meaningful for all those involved.
,I With r€'ference to the evaluation process, the following
characteristics stood out:
• absence of pre and post evaluation conferences is not
uncommon i
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• often the process does not get completed:
• there is no follow-up even in case of any deficiencies in
performance. No time-frame for resolution, plan for
improvement, or further evaluation is conducted.
In conclusion, lack of consistency and adhel'ence
proper procedure is usual.
5. It was ascertained from the data gathered in this study
that the school board staff had one set of expectations and
the principals another. School principals were of the opinion
that someone from the school board should explain and
intt'oduce all the necessary policies, rules and regulations to
them. The bOdrd, on the other hand, had the expectation that
since every school has a policy manual, the staff should make
themselves familiar with its contents. These contradictory St~t
0: expectations had led to the state where majority of the
research participants were not a~are of the board's polky;
some of them did not even know if the board had any eVill\lation
system for school principals, including princir-rals themselves.
Interestingly, some of the administrators ask~d the resc<lrcher
if the board had a formal evaluation system; othO?rs told ll'~r
that probably she would know more about it thO?n th,~,! would.
The prevailing condition led to the conclusion that th"!rr:-
is a communication breakdown between t::he schoel bO';lrd OIn~l ,:11£:
staff as far as principal evaluation is concern~d.
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6. A majority of the people interviewed obse:-ved that the five
year time period lft.ipulated in the policy for summative
evaluation is fine. Some eVE.n suggested that principals should
be moved after every five years. When this group of principals
was asked if formative evaluation should be ongoing, most of
them remarked that they would not like co have that kind of
pressure all the time. The general feeling prevalent among
principals was that formative evaluation is t.he first stage
which eventually leads to summative. They were very critical
of th~ way evaluation is presently conducted, and stated that
there is no way it could have a beneficial or detrimental
effect.. consequently, they stat.ed that they would like to have
ongoing communication, feedback, support and foste~ing of
development.
It was gleaned from the responses of the participants
that no clear distinction was mad~ between the formative and
summative evaluations. Evaluation, irrespective of the type,
was not looked at as a positive and he~lthy process. People
were very cynical of the whole evaluation system. In fact, the
situation has worsened to such an extent". that they were trying
t.o avoid the use of the term "evaluation" altogether.
7. Teacher-s and vice~principals regarded any formal process of
evalu<>t.ion as summative, and informal e'Jeryday evaluation as
formative.
'"
Evidently, these two groups of educators were not clear
about the two forms of evaluation. Two l'easons might be the
1. current process of evaluation might. have given them thi~
impression;
2. lack. of in·service.
a. Most of the principals reported that they would like to
incorporate feedback: from multiple sources into the appraisal
process. They thought it would be helpful. especially for
professional growth and development. However, they cautioned
that the evaluation process should be de::iigned carefully no
that the personal motives and biases should not sway the
results in one direction or the other.
Teachers, on the other hand, did not think tllat parents
should be involved. The reasons given by them for not
involving parents were: (a) parents do not have knowledge of
the education system, and (bl tney often have their own
personal agendas.
On the issue of their own involvement they .....ere
singularly emphatic t.hat t.hey should be consulted. The reasons
given this time were: (a) they work with principals very
closely, therefore, they would be able to prc.vide some
valuable information, and (bl principals Dr~ involved in their
evaluation so they should be involved in theirs.
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The vice-principals were more recept.ive to involving
parents and students than teachers were. Nevertheless, even
this group pointed out that one should be careful while
seeking parental input because parents often have personal
vendettas.
It must be noted that the board does encourage the
principals to do a survey of teachers and students; their
involvement is optional; it is left up to the evaluator and
the evaluatee to make such a decision collaboratively. As far
as the involvement of parents is concerned, no attempt is yet
made to incorporate their input into the app!"aisal process.
Based on the responses of the research participants, it
is concluded that the principals are willing and ready for
more inclusive performance appraisal provided that the
evaluation package is carefully designed.
9. An examination of the responses of all the research
participants showed that, with one or two exceptions, all of
them agreed that different groups should evaluate on different
sets of criteria, with a few questions that may overlap.
The issue that led to the sharp division of opinion ....as
whether feedback should be weighted or not. Some said that no
weights should be placed; others asserted that each source of
feedback be given different weights depending on how close the
relationship that group has with the principal. Although t.he
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same group members agreed that feedback should be weighted,
they differed in the way they placed the values. Some said
that. feedba<:k from teachers should be given more weight than
feedback from assistant superintendent; others were of the
view that both should be given equal weighting. Nevertheless,
a majority of them agreed that principals should be told how
each group evaluated them, otherwise it would lose its
benefit.
It is concluded that evaluation instruments should be
designed taking into account the nature of the relationship
each group has with the principal, and the access each group
has to the informat ion concerning the school and the
principal. It is also concluded that the principals would be
able to understand the issue much bett.er and address the
problem appropriately if they are told how each grou9 felt.
10. None of the elementary school principals interviewed were
opposed to being evaluated as teachers. They observed if it is
part of t.he principal's job, then it should be taken into
considerat.ion during formal evaluation. However, the major
source of concern among these principals was that they often
neglect t.heir teaching responsibilities because of their
administrative ones. As a result, they held the opinion that
principals should not teach at all.
Similarly, teachers were uncertain if pri.ncipals should
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teach or not. The reasons cited by them were very similar to
the ones given by principals. Still, they contended if it is
a teaching principal then part of their evaluation should be
in classroom.
In conclusioll, interviewees agreed that a broadened work
load does not allow principals to do justice to their teaching
duties. This, however, does not eliminate the need for
evaluating their teaching; instead it heightens it.
11. In the interviews, administrators reiterated that the
dramatic increase in the workload of front-line administrat.ors
has reduced the amount of time they have available to
undertake leadership role(s) Principals observed that they
are spending more and more time performing simple managerial
duties. The irony of the situation is that at. a time when
strong emphasis i!:; placed on the leadership role of school
principals, this group of administrators saw themselves as
becoming educational managers than leaders. As a consequence,
they asserted that there should be an increase in all types of
suppOrt staff. Perceived needs for additional staff were
greatest in large schools. Administrators asserted that
increased expectations and changing demands on the schools are
not. matched by increased levels of support staff.
To conclude, there is a need for adequate administrative
find other support. services at the school level in light of the
made with the
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changing role of the front-line administrators, and amerging
expectations and needs of the publics served by the schools.
Recol1lmenda tions
The recommendations outlined below
findings and conclusions in mind.
1. It is strongly encouraged that all the stake holders,
especially teachers, vice-principals, principals. and school
board staff should be involved in the developmem: of t.he
evaluation policy for school administrators. Particip<lcion
should not be restricted to anyone group of individuals.
2. It is suggest.ed that. pre-evaluation conterences should be
used by the evaluator and the evaluatee as an opportunity to
discuss and familiarize each ocher with the operations of the
school, the boa:rd's evaluation policy, the job rflquirements,
any duties or rl'!sponsibilities unique to that particular
school, or any other important aspect that needs to be
clarified. This will enable the evaluator to read the
evaluation results in proper context. It will also help the
evaluatee to understand che expectations of the board cleady.
3. It is requested thac the opportunity should be extended to
the principals to obtain input. from c:l variety of sourc~p"
especially for development purposes. The evaluations by
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different groups should be restricted to those aspects of the
principa.ls· responsibilities that directly affect them, ilnd
for which they have direct evidence or experiences.
It is recommended t.hat the school board set up an
appropriate committee t.o explore ways and means for peer
evaluation and peer network.
S. It is recommended that in the case of teaching principals,
their teaching 'Nell their administrative
responsibilities should be assessed; the amount. of time spent
in the two areas should also be taken into consid';!ration when
completing the evaluation.
6. It is suggested that adequat.e consultation and analysis
should take place prior to key decisions being made. The
urgent. need for improved communication wit.hin the system is
brought to the attention of the school board, with
meaningful exchange of ideas among the stake·holders.
7. Owing to the overwhelming concern regarding inadequate
adlninistrative and other support serv':'ces, which becomes
pronounced in larger schools, it is requested that the board
review the adequacy of existing administrative and other
support services available to individual schools.
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a. It is recommended t.hat t.he school board monitor the
evaluation of administrators with particular reference to:
• consistency and feedback;
• evaluation report indicating areas of strength and/or
weaknesses;
• a plan for improvement in case of deficient performance
and further evaluation.
9. It is requested that every attempt be made to ensure that
assistant superintendents have similar backgrounds and working
experiences as that of the principals who are being evaluated.
Suggestions for Further Research
Some possible areas for further research are suggested by
the findings of this study.
1. Future studies in this area should include parents and
students in the sample.
2. A study comparing the level of produc.:tivity of teaching
principals with non-teaching ones should be made.
3. Another researchable issue relates to whether school
principals and vice-principa.ls should be evaluated together ao
an administrative team. with special attention to tht;!
advantages and/or disadvantages associated with such a move.
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4. Futur~ .....ork should focus on the. changing role of the
principals as a result of the added responsibilities,
obligations and implications emerging from the new school act.
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LETTER TO THE TEACHER
oear _
My name is Shabana Muhaj ir and I am a graduate student in the
Faculty of Education at Memorial university. As part of my
thesis research I plan to investigate the current principal
evaluation practices and perceptions by a group of
superintendents, assistant superintendents, principals,
assistant principals, and teachers toward those practices.
To assist me with this study, I am request.ing your consent to
participate in an interview. The interview questions will deal
with the current evaluation practices such as steps involved
in the development of the evaluation system; purpose, criteria
and process employed; wea}-nesses and/or strengths inherent in
the current evaluation practices; and any suggestions for
future development in this area. The interview should take
approximately 4S~60 minutes which would be taped and you will
be given the opportunity to verify the final transcription.
Upon completion of the study chese tapes will be descroyed.
The results of my research will be made available to you UPOrt
request.
The informacion collecced in chis study is confidential and at
no time will any individual or school be identified.
Participation is voluntary and you may withdraw at. any time
and are free to refuse answering any questions which you would
prefer I"\ot to. This study has receoived the approval of the
Faculty of Education's Ethics committee. If you have any
questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me at
579-4719. If at any time you wish to sp~ak with a resource
person not associated with the study, pleaoe contact Dr.
Stephen Norris, Associate Dean, Graduate Studies, Faculty of
Education at 737··8693 or contact my thesis supervinor Dr. Clar
Doyle ae 737-7602.
If you are in agreement with participating in this study,
please sign below and return one copy to me in the return
envelope provided.
Thank you for your consideration of t.his request.
Yours sincerely,
Shabana Muhaj ir
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CONSENT FORM
I. • hereby agree to parCicipate in the
study about the practices and perceptions toward principal
evaluation system. I unde:-stand that participation is entirely
voluntary and that I can Withdraw permission at any time. All
informacion is strictly confidential and no individual will be
identified.
Date Signature
2'16
LETTER TO THE VICE-PRINCIPALS
Dear _
My name is Shabana Muhaj ir and I am a graduate student in the
Faculty of Education at Memorial university. As part of my
thesis research I plan to investigate the current principal
evaluation practices and perceptions by a group of
superintendents, assistant superintendents, principals,
assistant principals, and teachers toward those practices.
To assist me with this study, I am requesting your consent to
participate in an interview. The interview questions will deal
with the current evaluation practices such as steps involved
in the development of the evaluation system; purpose-, criteria
and process employed; weaknesses a.nd/or strengths inherent in
the current evaluation practices; and any suggestions for
future development in this area. The interview should take
approximately 45-60 minutes which would be tape-J and you will
be given the opportunity to verify the final transcription.
Upon completion of the study these tapes will be destroyed.
The results of my research will be made available to you upon
request.
The information collected in this study is confidential and at
no time will any individual or school be identified.
E'articipation is voluntary and you may wichdraw at any time
and are free to refuse answering any questions which you would
prefer not to. This study has received the approval of the
Faculty Csf Education's Ethics Committee. If you have any
questions or cor:cerns, please do not hesitate to contact me at
579-4719. If at any time you wish to speak with a resource
person not associated with the study, please contact Dr.
Stephen Norris, Associate Dean, Graduate Studies, Faculty of
Education at 737-8693 or contact my thesis supervisor Dr. Clar
Doyle at 737-7602.
If you are in agreement with participating in this study,
please sign below and return one copy to me in the return
envelope provided.
Thank you for your consideration of this requ€st.
Yours sincerely,
Shabana MUhaj i r
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CONSENT FORM
I. . hereby agree to participate in the
study about the practices and perceptions toward principal
evaluation system, I understand that participation is entirely
voluntary and that I can withdraw permission at any time. All
information is strictly confidential an1 no individual will be
identified.
Date Signature
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LETTER TO THE PRINCIPAL
Dear _
My name is Shabana Muhajir and I am a graduate student in the
Faculty of Education at Memorial Universit.y. As part. of my
thesis research I plan to investigate the current principal
evaluation practices and perceptions by a group of
superintendents, assistant superintendents, principals,
assistant principals, and teachers toward t.hose practices.
TO assist me with this study, I am requesting your consent to
participate in an interview. The interview questions will deal
with the current evaluation practices such as steps involved
in the development. of the evaluation system; purpose, criteria
and process employed; weaknesses and/or strengths inherent in
the current evaluation practices; and any suggestions for
future development in this area. The interview should take
approximately 45-60 minutes which would be taped and you will
be given the opportunity to verify the final transcription.
Upon completion of the study these tapes will be destroyed.
The results of my research will be made available to you upon
request.
The information collected in this study is confidentia l and at
no time will any individual or school be identified.
Participation is voluntary and you may wit:hdraw at any time
and are free to refuse answering any questions which you would
prefer not to. This study has received the approval of the
f'aculty of Education's Ethics Committee and the Avalon
Consolidated School Board. If you have any questions or
concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me at 579-4719. If
at any time you wish to speak with a resource person not
associated with the study, please contact Dr. Stephen Norris,
Associate Dean, Graduate Studies, f'dculty of Education at 737-
8693 or contact my thesis supervisor Dr. Clar Doyle at 737-
7602.
If you are in agreement with participating in this study,
please sign below and return one copy to me in the return
envelope provided.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Yours sincerely,
Shabana Muhaj ir
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CONSENT FORM
I, , hereby agree to participate in the
study about the practices and perceptions toward principal
evaluation system. I understand that participation is encirely
voluntary and that I can withdraw permission at any time. All
information is strictly confidential and no individual will be
identified.
Date
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LETTER TO THE PRINCIPALS
Dear _
My name is Shabana Muhajir and I am a graduate student in the
Faculty of Education at Memorial University. As part of my
thesis research I plan to investigate the current principal
evaluation practices and perceptions by a group of
!'luperintendents, assistant superintendents, pt"incipals,
assistant principals, and teachers toward those practices.
I am requesting your permission to interview assistant
principal, and some teachers in your school. Interviews will
be conducted with these individuals which should take
approximately 45-60 minutes. The interviews will be taped and
upon completion of the study these tapes will be destroyed.
The results of my research will be made available both to you
and participants upon request.
The informat.LOn collected in this study is confidential and at
no time the name of the school or individuals will be
identified in the writing up of the study. Participation is
voluntary and you may withdraw your school at any time. Thi.c
study has received the approval of the Faculty of Education' B
Ethics Committee. If you have any question:; or concerns,
please do not hesitate to contact me at 579-4719. If at any
time you wish to speak with a resource person not associated
with the study, please contact Dr. Stephen Norris, Associate
Dean, Graduate Studies, Faculty of Education at 737-8693 or
contact my thesis supervisor Dr. Clar Doyle at 737-7602.
If you are in agreement with having your school participate in
this study, please sign below and return one copy to me in the
return envelope provided.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
'fours sincerely,
Shabana Muhaj ir
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CONSENT FORM
I, , hereby give permission to Shabana
MUhajir to conduct the study about practices and perceptions
toward principal evaluation practices involving assistant
principals, and teachers in Bishop Abraham Elementary School.
I understand that participation is entirely voluntary and that
I can withdraw permission at any time. All information is
strictly confidential and the name of t.he school will not. be
identified.
Date Signature
'"
LETTER TO THE ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTS
Dear _
My name is Shabana Muhaj ir and I am a graduat.e student in the
Faculty of Education at Memorial University. As part of my
thesis research I plan to investigate the current principal
evaluation practices and perceptions by a group of
superintendents, assistant superintendents, principals,
assistant principals, and teachers toward those practices.
To assist me with this study, I am requesting your consent to
participate in an interview. The interview questions will deal
with the current evaluation practices such as steps involved
in the development. of the evaluation system; purpose, criteria
and process employed; weaknesses and/or strengths inherent in
the current evaluaeion practices; and any suggestions for
future development in this area. The interview should take
approximately 45-60 minutes which would be taped and you will
be given the opportunity to verify the final transcription.
Upon completion of the study these tapes will be destroyed.
I would like to inform you that I am requesting a copy of the
board's formal evaluation policy as well s any eV<lluat Lon
::eport that can be disclosed. I would also request the
documentation from individual schools regarding the
description of their school settings. The information
collected in this study is confidential and at no time will
a:1Y individuals or school be identified. Participation is
voluntary and you may withdraw at any time and are free to
refuse answering any questions which you would prefer not to.
This study has received tht2 approval of the F'i1culty of
Education's Ethics Committee. The results of my research will
be made available to you upon request.
If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesi.tate
to contact me at 579-4719. If at any time you wish to speak
~lith a resource person not associated with th~ study, please
contact Dr. Stephen Norris, Associate Dean. Graduilt:<:! st.udi~s,
Facult.y of Education at 737-8693 or contact rny th-esis
superVisor Dr. Clar Doyle at 737-7602.
If you are in ar . -r" with participating il1 this study,
please sign bel' eturn one copy to me il1 th'O' r-~turn
envelope provil
i'hank you fa; ·;or:si'ler.:ltion of this r~quest.
y("" .<"j ncere.l.y,
!=;. ., .:.tuhajir
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CONSENT FORM
1, , herecy agree to participate in t~e study
about the practices and perceptions toward principal
evaluation system. I understand that participation is entirely
voluntary and that I can withdraw permission at any time. All
information is strictly confidential and no indh'idual will be
identified.
--~ Signature
LETTER TO THE SUPERINTENDENT
Dear _
My name is Shabana Muhajir and I am a graduate student in the
Faculty of Education at Memorial University. As part of my
thesis research I plan to investigate the current principal
evaluation practices and perceptions by a group of
superintendents, assistant superintendents, principals,
assistant principals, and teachers toward those practices.
To assist me with this study, I am requesting your consent to
participate in an interview. The interview questions will deal
with the current evaluation practices such as steps involved
in the development of the evaluation system; purpose, criteria
and process employed; weaknesses and/or strengths inherent in
the current evaluation practices; and any suggestions for
future development in this area. The interview should take
approximateLy 45~60 minutes which would be taped and you will
be giv~n the opportunity to verify the final t.ranscription.
Upon completion of the study these tapes will be destroyed.
The results of my research will be made available to you upon
request.
The information collected in this study is confidential and at
no time will any individual or school be identified.
Participation is voluntary and you may withdraw at any time
and are free to refuse answering any questionl.> which you would
prefer not to. This study has received the approval of the
Faculty of Education's Ethics Committee. I f you have any
questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me at
579-471;. If at aIlY time you wish to speak with a resource
person not associated with the study. please cont.act Dr.
Stephen Norris, Associate Dean, Graduate Studies, Faculty of
Education at 737-8693 or contact my thesis supervlsor Dr. Clar
Doyle at 737-7602.
If you are in agreement with participating in this study,
please sign below and return one copy to m~ in the .eturn
envelope provided.
Thank yOll for your consideration of this r~quest.
Yours sincerely,
Shabana Muhajir
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CONSENT FORM
I, , hereby agree to participate in the study
about the practices and perceptions toward principal
evaluation system. I understand that participation is entirely
voluntary and that I can withdraw permission at any time. All
information is strictly confidential and no individual will be
identified.
Date Signature
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LETTER TO THE SUPERINTENDENT
Dear _
My name is Shabana Muhaj i r and I am a graduate student in the
Faculty of Education at Memorial University. As part of my
thesis research I plan to investigate the current principal
evaluation practices and perceptions by a group of
superintendents, assistant superintendents, principals,
assistant principals, and teachers toward those practices.
I am requesting your permission to conduct the study in your
school board; this will involve interviewing superintendents,
assistant superintendents, principals, assistant principals,
and teachers. Interviews should take approximat~ly 45~60
minutes and will be taped. Upon completion of the study these
tapes will be destroyed. The results of my research will be
made available both to you and the participants upon request.
The information collected in this study is confidential and at
no time will any individual or school be identified.
Participation is voluntary and you may withdraw your schools
at any time. This study has received the approval of the
Faculty of Education's Ethics Committee. If you have any
questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me at
579-4719. If at any time you wish to speak with a resource
person not associated wit.h the study, please contact Dr.
Stephen Norris, Associate Dean, Graduate Studies, Faculty of
Education at 737-8693 or contact my thesis supervisor Dr. Clar
Doyle at 737-7602.
If you are in agreement with having the individuals in your
school board participate in this study, please sign below and
return one copy to me in the return envelope provided.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Yours sincerely,
Shabana Muhajir
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CONSENT FORM
I. , hereby give permission to Shabana Muhajir to
conduct the study about practices and perceptions toward
principal evaluation practices in Avalon Consolidated school
Board involving superintendents, assistant superintendents,
principals, assistant principals, and teachers. I understand
that participation is entirely voluntary and that I can
withdraw permission at any t.ime. All information is strictly
confidential and no individual or school will be identified.
--oate--- Signature
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LETTER TO THE SUPERrNTENDENT
100 Prowse Av~nue
St. John's, Nfld.
Ale 2M?
Dear _
My name is Shabana Muhajir and I am a graduate student in the
Faculty of Education at Memorial university. As part of my
thesis research I plan to investigate the current principal
evaluation practices and perceptions by a group of
superintendents, assistant superintendents, principals,
assistant principals, and teachers toward these practices.
The purpose of this letter is to request a copy of your
Board's formal evaluation policy for principals together with
any evaluation reports that you may wish to disclose for my
research regarding the performance of principals within your
district. I would also like to know the instruments used in
the evaluation and whether or not the evaluation practices and
policy differ from school co school. Any other related
information concerning principal evaluation that may be
helpful to the study, would be greatly appreciated.
I would like to ~tate that all information is st.rictly
confidential and will be used for the purpose of. my rese<lrch.
No at.tempt will be made to identify schools or principals;
only aggregate results will be reported at the end of the
study.
This study has received the approval of the Facult.y of
Edl.i.cation's Ethics Committee. If you have any qu~stians or.
concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me at 579-4719. If
at any time you wish to speak with a resource person not.
associated wit.h t.he st.udy, please contact Dr. Stephen Norris,
Associate Dean, Graduate Studies, Faculty of Education at. 737-
8693 or contact my thesis supervisor Dr. Clar Doyle at 737-
7602
r thank you in advance for yr·ur cooperation in this matter,
and I look forward to a reply at your earliest convenience.
Sincerely yours,
Shabana Muhaj ir
Appendix B
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Schoo]. principals
• What is the enrolment of your school?
• What are the grades in your school?
• When were you evalua t.ed and by whom?
• How were you evaluated? (Questionnaires, teachers,
assistant principal etc.J
• Prior to being evaluated were you informed of the purpose,
criteria, instruments, and process that would be used?
• Was there a pre-evaluation conference? If yes. what. areas
were discussed during t.his conference?
• Was there a post-evaluation conference?
• What general topic areas were discussed during this
conference?
• Did you benefit from the evaluat.ion? If yes, how? If no,
why?
• Did you receive a written report after the evaluat.ion?
• Did the evaluator go over the report with you?
• IE any weak areas were identified that needed further
improvement:. did you get any help from the supervisor
improve?
• Are you aware of the current. principal evaluation practices?
Superintendents Principals and Teacher/!.
• How long have you been in your present position?
• Do you think principals should be evaluated?
• Who should be responsible for conducting the evaluation?
• Do you have any suggestions for improving the current
eval'~ation practices?
superintendents and Principa~s
• What are the steps in designing a principal evaluation
system? Were principals involved in the d<3velopment of the
evaluation system?
• IE so, how do you feel about that? If no, do you think they
should be involved?
• When was the system developed?
• Was the system pilot.ed?
• How were principals informed a.bout the evaluation systo::rn?
• Was there an in-service program dev~loped to introduc~
principals to the evaluation system?
• 15 t.he system reviewed regularly? How?
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• Whet.her or not the policy on evaluation is effective in
terms of improving principals' performance?
• What weaknesses and/or strengths there are inherent in the
policy?
• He..... did the policy evolve?
• How the policy might be improved?
• What are the tools used in principal evaluation?
• What should be the focus of evaluation?
• What. should be the conditions of evaluation? (evaluation
procedures should be tailored for each person being evaluated;
evaluation means should be designed for each particular school
setting; those evaluated should be assured a conference with
opportunities to discuss findings and recommendations.)
• What. should be the purpose of evaluation? (to assist
principals in professional growth; to improve educational
leadership; to serve as a basis for salary determination; to
determine employment status: promotion, retention, or
dismissal) .
a Should rating scale be used or you would prefer a narrative?
• l~hat could be some of the criterion on which staff, parents
and students can evaluate principals? (For instance, parents
on school-community relations; staff on team-building skills,
prOblem-solving, general attitude toward work; and school
board staff on plant management, planning, supervising,
decision-making) .
• How each source of feedback should be weighted?
• All parents should be included or only those on school
councils and PTA? Should criteria differ for parents on
councils from other parents?
• Should principals be told as to how individual sources
evaluated him/her or should it be kept confidential? If
principals should be told, should they share results with
staff or parents to discuss how best their needs can be met?
• Who would be in a best position to proviae help to
principals to improve? (peers, staff, school board employees
etc. )
• If principals are doing well how should that be recognized?
Should there be a pay-for-performance system?
Appendix C
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EVALUATION OF NON-TENURED PRINC;rPAL
A. The Assistant Superintendent of the Unit and Assistanc
Superintendent of personnel will hold initial meeting with the
principal. During that meeting they will:
1) Explain the purpose of the evaluation
2) Give the principal the following handouts:
a) Criteria for the Evaluation of
Pr incipals/Vice- Principal s
bl Administrator's Self~Evaluation
cl Copy of "Evaluation Report"
B. Advise the principal to have developed within 2 weeks
his/her:
1) E.ducational philosophy
2) Educational goals/objectives for the year
C. Advise the principal that these objectives and philosophy
will be discussed at the next meet.ing.
D. Advise the principal that. you will write up report.s of
all meetings or observation sessions, e. g. (staff meetings.
1. P. P. meeting) to be signed by all ?arties.
l::. Advise the principals that while the instruments given t.o
him/her are to assist. in the development of objectives;
1) The crit.eria for the evaluation of
principals/vice-principals is the basis on which the
principal will be judged along with the att.ainment of
educational objectives.
F. Advise t.he principal that. many factors will be taken into
considerat ion other than pre -arranged meetings. Such factors
all included in the "criteria for the evaluation of
principals/vice -principals" .
G. Advise t.he principal that a full report will be written
at the end of the evaluation period and a copy will be given
to che pr.incipal and a copy filed at Board Office. There
will be no surprises.




